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ABSTRACT 

The literature provides a diversity of concepts about the innovation capability. There is a variety 

of definitions, a lack of consensus on their structuring and a dispersion of specialized terms of 

innovation capabilities, along mainly with the disconnection between capabilities perspective 

and Operations Management and Innovation literatures. It is perceived that for several times 

these literatures use the term capability but distance itself from the capabilities theory, which 

should be its base. It is usual to have no mention or debate about resources, routines, practices, 

skills, knowledge, experience and characteristics of the company, which are the building blocks 

of a capability. 

At the same time, there is a detachment from the business management: the discussion deepens 

into the theoretical field, moving away from business applicability. There is one building block 

introduced recently in the Operations Management literature which has the capacity to approach 

theory and business management: a practice-based approach. Innovation capability can be 

conceptualized and measured as a bundle of practices. The set of practices leading to innovation 

capability and improvement capability is underdeveloped in the literature, and there is an 

opportunity to deepen this field of research and to identify their impact on the performance. 

Conducting a mixed method research, the main objective of this research is to understand the 

impact of improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices on operational and 

innovation performance of manufacturing plants. 

The research is divided in three phases. In the first phase, there is a systematic literature review 

of the current literature on innovation capability, aiming to understand the capabilities for 

innovation management and their factors and determinants in organizations. The main 

contribution is the proposition of frameworks mapping antecedents and consequences of 

improvement and innovation capabilities.  

The second phase focus on a quantitative methodology based on confirmatory factor analysis 

(CFA) and structural equation modelling (SEM) using lavaan package of the R software. The 

sample was extracted from the HPM database: 275 manufacturing plants located in 15 countries 

and 3 industries. First, it was modeled the improvement capability as a second order construct, 

formed by TQM practices (top management leadership for quality and supplier quality 

involvement) and HR practices related with TQM (small group problem solving). Then, it was 

modeled the innovation capability as a second order construct, formed by Open Innovation 



practices (customer involvement in NPD and supplier Involvement in NPD), Knowledge 

Management practices (knowledge absorption from customers), and Anticipation of New 

Technologies practice. It was found that: improvement and innovation capabilities have a high 

correlation; improvement capability as a bundle of practices has a positive and significant 

impact on operational performance; and innovation capability as a bundle of practices has a 

positive and significant impact on product innovation performance. However, there was no 

significant relation between innovation capability and process innovation performance. The 

main contribution of this phase is to enlarge the practice-based approach of innovation 

capabilities, confirming a positive impact on performance.  

Phase 3 is a qualitative study in the manufacturing sector. It was conducted a multiple case 

study in order to explore the management practices used in 6 world class industries related with 

improvement and innovation capabilities and that contributes with performance, and to 

compare these practices with theory and with the model tested in phase 2. It was developed a 

protocol and a semi-structure questionnaire used to interview 23 executives of these companies. 

The interviews were recorded, transcribed and analyzed using a qualitative data analysis 

software (Atlas.ti). Secondary data were obtained from companies reports and content 

published in newspapers, magazines, internet sites and notes taken during the factories’ visits, 

enabling triangulation. The main contribution is the proposition of a framework of improvement 

capability based on 13 practices and of innovation capability based on 16 practices. 

 

KEYWORDS: Innovation Capability; Improvement Capability; Management Practices; 

Operational Performance; Innovation Performance; Manufacturing Plant; Industrial Plant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RESUMO 

A literatura fornece uma diversidade de conceitos sobre a capability de inovação. Há uma 

variedade de definições, falta de consenso sobre sua estruturação e uma dispersão de termos 

especializados, juntamente com a desconexão entre a perspectiva de capabilities e as literaturas 

de Gestão de Operações e de Inovação. Percebe-se que, por várias vezes, essas literaturas usam 

o termo capability, mas se distanciam da teoria de capabilities, que deve ser sua base. É comum 

não haver menção ou debate sobre recursos, rotinas, práticas, habilidades, conhecimentos, 

experiência e características da empresa, que são os alicerces de uma capability. 

Ao mesmo tempo, há um distanciamento da gestão de negócios: a discussão se aprofunda no 

campo teórico, afastando-se da aplicabilidade dos negócios. Há um alicerce introduzido 

recentemente na literatura de Gestão de Operações que tem a capacidade de aproximar a teoria 

e o gerenciamento de negócios: uma abordagem baseada em práticas. A capability de inovação 

pode ser conceitualizada e medida como um conjunto de práticas. O conjunto de práticas que 

conduzem à capability de inovação é pouco desenvolvido na literatura, e há uma oportunidade 

de aprofundar esse campo de pesquisa e identificar seu impacto no desempenho. Conduzindo 

uma pesquisa de método misto, o principal objetivo desta pesquisa é entender o impacto das 

capabilities de melhoria e de inovação, formadas por conjuntos de práticas, nos desempenhos 

operacional e de inovação de plantas industriais. 

A pesquisa está dividida em três fases. Na primeira fase, há uma revisão sistemática da literatura 

sobre capabilities de inovação, com o objetivo de compreender as capabilities de gestão da 

inovação e seus fatores e determinantes nas organizações. A principal contribuição é a 

proposição de frameworks que mapeiam antecedentes e consequentes das capabilities de 

melhoria e de inovação. 

A segunda fase concentra-se em uma metodologia quantitativa baseada na análise fatorial 

confirmatória (AFC) e na modelagem de equações estruturais (MES) usando o pacote lavaan 

do software R. A amostra foi extraída do banco de dados HPM: 275 fábricas localizadas em 15 

países atuando em 3 indústrias. Primeiro, foi modelada a capability de melhoria como um 

construto de segunda ordem, formado pelas práticas de TQM (liderança da alta gerência para 

envolvimento da qualidade e da qualidade do fornecedor) e práticas de RH relacionadas a TQM 

(solução de problemas em pequenos grupos). Em seguida, foi modelada a capability de 

inovação como um construto de segunda ordem, formado por práticas de Inovação Aberta 



(envolvimento do cliente no NPD e envolvimento do fornecedor no NPD), práticas de Gestão 

do Conhecimento (absorção de conhecimento dos clientes) e prática de Antecipação de Novas 

Tecnologias. Verificou-se que: as capabilities de melhoria e de inovação têm uma alta 

correlação; a capability de melhoria formada por um conjunto de práticas tem um impacto 

positivo e significativo no desempenho operacional; e a capability de inovação formada por um 

conjunto de práticas tem um impacto positivo e significativo no desempenho de inovação de 

produto. No entanto, não houve relação significativa entre a capability de inovação e o 

desempenho de inovação de processos. A principal contribuição dessa fase é ampliar a 

abordagem baseada nas práticas, que formam as capabilities de melhoria e de inovação, e têm 

impacto positivo no desempenho operacional e de inovação de produto. 

A fase 3 é um estudo qualitativo no setor de manufatura. Foi conduzido um estudo de caso 

múltiplo, a fim de explorar as práticas de gestão usadas em 6 indústrias de classe mundial 

relacionadas a capabilities de melhoria e de inovação e que contribuem com o desempenho, e 

comparar essas práticas com a teoria e com o modelo testado na fase 2. Foi desenvolvido um 

protocolo e um questionário semiestruturado usado para entrevistar 23 executivos dessas 

empresas. As entrevistas foram gravadas, transcritas e analisadas em um software qualitativo 

de análise de dados (Atlas.ti). Dados secundários foram obtidos de relatórios das empresas e de 

conteúdo publicado em jornais, revistas, sites da internet e anotações feitas durante as visitas às 

fábricas, permitindo a triangulação. A principal contribuição é a proposição de uma estrutura 

de capability de melhoria baseada em 13 práticas e de capability de inovação baseada em 16 

práticas. 

 

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Capability de Inovação; Capability de Melhoria; Práticas de Gestão; 

Desempenho Operacional; Desempenho de Inovação; Planta de Manufatura; Planta Industrial. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Innovation is a recurring theme in both academic and business literature in the last four decades 

(Crossan and Apaydin, 2010), a consequence of the necessity of the organizations to adapt to 

market changes (Amit and Zott, 2001; Teece, 2007) and to keep competitiveness (Crossan and 

Apaidyn, 2010; Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996).  

The literature on innovation has been widely explored since the seminal works of Schumpeter 

(1934, 1939, 1942), opening a huge diversity of spectra covered by the innovation theme 

(Crossan and Apaydin, 2010; Tidd and Bessant, 2009; OECD, 2005): (a) the type of innovation: 

technological, involving product, service and/or process; and organizational, related to process, 

management and business models; (b) the magnitude of innovation: incremental and radical, its 

intermediate nuances (e.g., semi-radical – Davila et al., 2006) and divergences in concept (e.g., 

disruptive – Christensen, 1997; Christensen et al., 2015); (c) the innovation perspective: internal 

through specific R&D activity and/or ideas generated by all employees; and external through 

alliances with other organizations and stakeholders as customers and consumers; (d) the 

innovation scope: analyzed from individual, organization, industry and country perspectives. 

All these different aspects make the innovation study challenging. 

How companies innovate is an ongoing debate in the literature, not completely explained by 

the current theories. Each theory contributes with different perspectives. The first one was 

coined by Schumpeter (1942) as creative destruction, considering innovation as a disruptive 

process that revolutionizes the economic structure. Innovation generates monopoly rents that 

are temporary, as they attract other competitors which erode such rents and change the industry 

arrangement.  

Other perspective is brought by the notion of creative accumulation, based on the idea that 

technological progress results from increase of knowledge and competences (Nelson and 

Winter, 1982). 

A third perspective was developed by Teece (1986), explaining why firms can fail to have 

economic returns even when introducing innovation in the market. He designed a model that 

helps predict who will profit from innovation depending on technology imitability and 

complementary assets (Naqshbandi and Kaur, 2015). 
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Another theory is the diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 1962, 2003), which seeks to understand 

and explain the reasons one new idea or technology is rapidly spread in a social system while 

other one has not the same spreading power, being characterized by a low rate of adoption. 

Diffusion can be considered as the process by which an innovation is communicated throughout 

the social system over time. Rogers (1962, 2003) argues that the diffusion depends on four 

pillars: the innovation itself, communication channels, social system and period of time. 

There are other theories that search for answers as disruptive innovation theory (Christensen, 

1997), dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997; Winter, 2003), development of innovations as 

a sequence of decisions and options (Clark and Wheelwright, 1992), and open innovation 

(Chesbrough, 2003).  

In order to make innovation research in organizations more focused, Wolfe (1994) suggested 

three lines of research: diffusion of innovation, innovation processes and determinants of the 

capacity of innovation. The present work will focus on this third line of research, highlighting 

the study of innovation capabilities as the central gear for innovation. The innovation capability 

can be identified as an organizational capability for innovation, related to the know-how that 

enables a company to have the ability to innovate and to perform good results with innovation 

(Dosi, Nelson and Winter, 2000). 

Capability can be defined as a “high level routine (or collection of routines) that, together with 

its implementing input flows, confers upon an organization’s management a set of decision 

options for producing significant outputs of a particular type” (Winter, 2000, p. 983; Winter, 

2003, p. 991). Winter (2000, 2003) and Collins (1994) propose that capabilities evolve within 

a hierarchy. An operational (or zero order) capability is formed by resources, routines, skills, 

knowledge, experience and characteristics of the company (Hoopes and Madsen, 2008). 

Operational capabilities are associated with “how we earn a living now” (Winter, 2003, p. 992), 

focusing on the daily activities of a company to have a good performance.  

There are superior capabilities named as dynamic capabilities (or first order or change 

capabilities) that operate on the resource base of a company changing tangible resources 

(equipment, machines, materials), intangible resources (routines, practices, skills, knowledge, 

experience) and operational capabilities (Winter, 2000, 2003; Helfat et al., 2007; Peng et al., 

2008, 2011). Thus, dynamic capabilities are focused on “the capacity of an organization to 

purposefully create, extend or modify” its products, services, processes and markets (Helfat et 
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al., 2007). “A dynamic capability is one that enables a firm to alter how it currently makes its 

living” (Helfat and Winter, 2011, p. 1244). Innovation capability is usually considered as a 

dynamic capability due to the inherent process of changing related with innovation.  

The literature provides a diversity of concepts about innovation capability, not always walking 

in the same direction or reaching the same place (Figure 1). This diversity of concepts is 

explored in the next paragraphs. 

 

Figure 1 - Diversity of concepts on innovation capability 
Source: prepared by the author 
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Sharma, 2003), defined as the company's ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and 

external competencies for rapidly address changes in the environment (Teece et al., 1997). 

Dynamic capabilities can be disaggregated into the ability to: (a) detect and shape opportunities 

and threats; (b) seize opportunities; and (c) to maintain competitiveness by improving, 

combining, protecting and, where necessary, reconfiguring the firm's tangible and intangible 

resources (Teece, 2007). 

Third, there is a tendency in the literature to specialize the capability of innovation according 

to the sector, activity or type of innovation involved. Authors focus the discussion on one 

specialized innovation capability, for example: service innovation capability (e.g.: den Hertog 

et al., 2010; Hogan et al., 2011), business model innovation capabilities (e.g.: Hock et al., 2016), 

product innovation capability (e.g.: O’Cass and Sok, 2014), and process innovation dynamic 

capability (e.g.: Piening and Salge, 2015).  

Fourth, the discussion about the development of innovation capability is not always linked with 

the capability definition. There is a disconnection between empirical work on capabilities and 

the empirical work on innovation because a lot of authors do not follow a theoretical basis on 

capabilities. As noted by Dosi et al. (2000, p. 3), “the term ‘capabilities’ floats in the literature 

like an iceberg in a foggy Artic sea, one iceberg among many, not easily recognized as different 

from several icebergs nearby”. There is a use of the word “capability” or “innovation capability” 

without a solid discussion about its theoretical basis. 

This diversity of concepts about innovation capability found in the literature makes it difficult 

to construct a unified view on innovation capability, leaving room for adding new knowledge 

in the field. The complexity of information about the term "innovation capability" and its 

unbridled use without a theoretical base requires a thorough examination of the literature, 

seeking to harmonize existing knowledge and propose a concept based on resource-based view 

and capabilities theories.  

Therefore, the first literature gap that this research will address is: 

Gap 1: The variety of definitions, the lack of consensus on their structuring and the dispersion 

of specialized terms of innovation capabilities, along mainly with the disconnection between 

capabilities and innovation literatures, discussed respectively in the first, second, third and four 

diverse concepts, represent a gap that can be tackled through an extensive systematic literature 

review. 
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Literature gap is something that remains to be learned in a domain of research. It exists because: 

topics have not been explored consistently; the literature may need to be replicated or repeated 

with new samples or new places; or the voice of underrepresented groups has not been heard in 

existing literature (Creswell, 2009). Every research project must have a gap that will be 

attempted to address. This specific research will address two gaps. The first gap was just 

presented, and the second one is presented in the following paragraphs.  

Deepening the fourth diverse concept of innovation capability, it is possible to perceive the 

detachment between the use of the words “innovation capability” and the theoretical basis of 

capabilities. Although the innovation capability concept brings “capability” in its expression, it 

is usual to have no mention or debate about resources, routines, practices, skills, knowledge, 

experience and characteristics of the company, which are the building blocks of a capability 

(Winter, 2000, 2003; Hoopes and Madsen, 2008; Peng et al., 2008, 2011). 

It is necessary to approximate the capability theory and the concept of innovation capability, 

preferably using building blocks that have practical application. The building blocks of the 

capability theory can be tangible resources (equipment, machines, materials) and intangible 

resources (routines, practices, skills, knowledge, experience). 

There is one building block introduced recently in the Operations Management literature which 

has the capacity to approach theory and practice. Few studies in literature conceptualize and 

measure innovation capabilities following a practice-based approach, therefore the set of 

practices leading to innovation capabilities is underdeveloped (Peng et al., 2008, 2011). There 

is an opportunity to deepen this field of research. 

The use of practices is easily understood by managers, enabling a reconciliation and 

approximation between the theory of capabilities and the business management. Practices can 

be designed, implemented, developed over time and measured by organizations. Their 

performance can be compared with other companies. Benchmarking can be used to learn new 

practices or understand differences in application. A set of practices (as quality management) 

can be composed of various practices that combined lead to the achievement of a positive 

outcome.  

Management practices can be considered as determinants of innovation capabilities (Boly et al., 

2014; Peng et al., 2011). Practices are implemented and used to improve processes and achieve 

better results. Contingency factors such as experience, competitive context, high value-added, 
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culture, company size and implementation time can differentiate the practices (Peteraf et al., 

2013, Brito and Sauan, 2016), bringing competitive advantage through heterogeneity. When 

combined with other company resources, the practices form a capability (Giannopoulou et al., 

2014). 

As high-level routines or collection of routines, management practices implemented in a 

company, combined with tangible and intangible resources, can be considered as capabilities 

(Hitt et al., 2016a). Few authors considered this approach in the Operations Management field 

(Perdomo-Ortiz et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2012; Peng et al., 2008, 2011), and for the knowledge 

of the author only Peng et al. (2008, 2011) considered this approach relating it with 

improvement and innovation capabilities.  

Peng et al. (2008, 2011) focused on improvement capability and on innovation capability, each 

one conceptualized as a bundle of distinct practices at the manufacturing plant level (Figure 2). 

Recently Oliveira (2008) exploited the same model to understand the operational performance 

in the hotel industry.  

 

 

Figure 2 - Practice-based approach for measuring capabilities 
Source: Peng et al. (2008) 
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One of the limitations of Peng et al. (2008, 2011) research was to restrict innovation capability 

to three practices (Figure 2). And none of them includes the importance of external 

communication and external sources of knowledge to innovate (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000), 

practices that are aligned respectively with Open Innovation and Knowledge Management. 

Another limitation is to consider improvement capability as a bundle of only three practices. 

There are other practices related with Total Quality Management (TQM), Just in Time and 

Human Resources related with TQM that can support the continuous improvement in a 

manufacturing plant (Flynn et al., 1994; Cua et al., 2001).   

Thus, there is an opportunity to deepen the research on the practice-based approach, which will 

be done by this research. Figure 3 illustrates the new practices that will be considered in the 

“capability as a bundle of practices” model. The constructs marked in dark color at this figure 

are new ones when compared with Peng et al. (2008, 2011). 
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Figure 3 - Model to be tested 
Remark: Constructs marked in dark color indicate new one in relation to Peng et al. (2008, 2011) 
Source: prepared by the author 
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As improvement and innovation capabilities represent the strength of a manufacturing plant to 

respectively improve incrementally its products and processes and to develop new products and 

processes, they are related with operational performance of the plant (He and Wong, 2004). 

Operational performance is typically measured through the dimensions of cost, quality, delivery, 

flexibility and innovation (Ferdows and De Meyer, 1990; Vickery et al., 1997).  

There is a line of research that focus specifically on innovation performance, being an 

independent measure of operational performance. Innovation performance is measured as 

product and process innovation. Product innovation focus on the creation of something new or 

the generation of new ideas to improve, change or create a product or service. Process 

innovation is related to the introduction of changes in the way of doing a product or process. 

This research will consider operational and innovation performance as separated constructs.    

Thus, this leads to the second literature gap to be addressed: 

Gap 2: Expand the limitation of Peng et al. (2008, 2011)'s studies by introducing other practices, 

deepening the concept of improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices, and 

investigating their impact respectively on operational and innovation performance. There is an 

opportunity to deepen the research at manufacturing plants. 

 
 
1.1 Research Problem 
 

A research problem is the problem or issue that leads to the need for a study. It can originate 

from various sources, such as intense debate in the literature, discussions in the practical field, 

and experience lived by researchers (Creswell, 2009).  

The research problem of this study is delineated by Gap 2, aiming to answer the following 

research question: 

Q.1) What is the impact of improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices on 

operational and innovation performance of manufacturing plants? 

 

1.2 Primary Objectives 
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The statement of objectives of a research communicates the overall intent of this research, 

indicating its intent, objectives, and main ideas, and what it is intended to achieve (Creswell, 

2009). 

The main objective of this study is to exploit Gap 2, analyzing the concept of improvement and 

innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices, and verifying their impact on operational 

performance and innovation performance. 

An analysis of innovation and improvement capabilities as a bundle of practices aims to expand 

the theory of capabilities, deepening the discussion about the development of capabilities. The 

use of management practices also aims to facilitate the understanding and development of 

innovation capabilities by managers, exploring an approach that facilitates applicability in 

companies. 

Practices are organized ways of adopting routines in companies. They are more palatable and 

applicable in day to day business. In this way, we have a practical contribution through the 

approach and ease of application of management practices to improve the innovation 

capabilities. 

As anchor theories, the capabilities perspective (Winter, 2000, 2003; Hoopes and Madsen, 2008) 

and the perspective of dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997; Teece, 2007) will be used. In 

this research, the lens of analysis for innovation in companies will be the capabilities 

perspectives focusing on management and operational practices. 

Research question Q.1 focus specifically in the manufacturing sector. They intent respectively 

to: 

a) Propose a model of improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices, 

expanding the operational and management practices used in the Peng et al. (2008, 2011)’s 

studies; 

b) Analyze if this model has a positive effect on operational performance and innovation 

performance.  

A CFA-SEM analysis is performed to reach these goals, since structural equation modeling 

considers various statistical procedures to evaluate relationships between observed variables, 

allowing quantitative analyzes on theoretical models hypothesized by the researcher. 
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1.3 Secondary Objectives 
 

One secondary objective of this study is based on Gap 1, demanding an investigation to 

understand which innovation capabilities and their determinants are debated in the literature. 

This objective seeks to consolidate the knowledge on innovation capabilities, proposing a 

framework of innovation capabilities. 

Thus, this secondary objective intends to answer the following research questions: 

Q.2) What are the capabilities for innovation management in companies? 

Q.3) What are the factors/determinants of these innovation capabilities? 

The questions Q.2 and Q.3 aim to explore the diversity of concepts found in the literature 

regarding innovation capabilities and their formation. As innovation capability is the core 

concept of our primary objective, we consider important to first explore Gap 1 before focusing 

on the primary objective arose from Gap 2. 

Another secondary objective aims to enrich the discussion of the results of the primary 

objectives and generate insights for future studies. A qualitative complementary analysis was 

performed with professionals from world-class companies in order to compare theory and 

practice, contributing to confirm the use of the practices pointed out in theory, identify new 

practices and understand their impact on innovation capabilities. 

 

1.4 Overview and Organization of the Research 
 

Figure 4 presents an integrative overview of the research gaps, research questions, 

methodologies and proposed contributions of this doctoral thesis, separated by chapter.  
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Figure 4 - An integrative overview of the doctoral thesis  
Source: prepared by the author 
 
 

Table 1 details each chapter, relating theories, concepts, objectives, methodologies and 

expected contributions of this research. 

 

Table 1 - Overview of the doctoral thesis by Chapter 
Source: prepared by the author 
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Objectives:  

- Introduce the concepts studied: innovation; capabilities and dynamic capabilities 

perspectives; innovation as capabilities; and management practices 

- Detail the research gaps of the study 

Methodology: Literature review 

Theoretical Contribution:  

- Provide an overview of the concepts 

- Details gaps that justify the continuity of this study 

 

Chapter 3 – Research Methodology 

Objectives:  

- Present sociological paradigms, research methodology, data collection and treatment, 

sample composition, statistical models, and other relevant aspects to the operationalization 

of this research. 

- Characterization of the sectors, segments and companies participating in this research 

 

Chapter 4 – Research Development 

Section 4.1 – Systematic Literature Review of Innovation Capabilities 

Objective:  

- Analysis of the different concepts, nomenclatures, determinants and theories used in the 

study of innovation capabilities 

- Propose a classification of the articles according to these different concepts 

- Propose a conceptual framework based on the capabilities perspective, based on the 

antecedent and consequent factors of the innovation capabilities found in the systematic 

literature review 

- Deepen the understanding of the use of management practices as antecedents of innovation 

capabilities 

Research gap: “Gap 1” - there is no unified view of innovation on capabilities theory 

Research questions: 

Q.2) What are the capabilities for innovation management in companies? 

Q.3) What are the factors/determinants of these innovation capabilities? 

Methodology: Systematic literature review using co-citation method (software VOS) and 

qualitative analysis (software Atlas.ti) 
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Theoretical Contribution:  

- Provide a map of the current status of innovation capabilities literature 

- Better understanding of innovation on the perspective of capabilities 

- Little use of management practices in the literature 

- Deepen the gaps of study in the literature 

 

Chapter 4 – Research Development 

Section 4.2 – Innovation Capabilities as a Bundle of Practices: a study in the industry 

Objective:  

- Explore management practices as antecedents of improvement capability and innovation 

capability, and the impact of these capabilities on operational and innovation performance 

Research gap: “Gap 2” - Expand the limitation of Peng et al. (2008, 2011)'s studies by 

introducing other practices, deepening the concept of improvement and innovation 

capabilities as a bundle of practices, and investigating their impact respectively on 

operational and innovation performance. 

Research Questions: 

Q.1) What is the impact of improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices 

on operational and innovation performance of manufacturing plants? 

Methodology: Quantitative study – Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural 

equation modelling (SEM) using R software 

Unit of analysis: Factory plants (HPM database) 

Theoretical Contribution:  

- Test a practice-based model of capabilities, identifying practices that contribute to 

improvement and innovation capabilities 

- Identify the impact of improvement capability on operational performance (quality, 

delivery, flexibility and cost), and the impact of innovation capability on innovation 

performance (product and process innovation) 

Practical Contribution: Translating innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices enables 

to approach managerial practice with theory 

 

Chapter – Research Development 

Section 4.3 – Innovation Capabilities as a Bundle of Practices: a qualitative 

complementary analysis 
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Objectives:  

- Explore the management practices used in world class industries that contributes with the 

improvement and innovation capabilities 

- Compare the practices used in industry with practices detailed in theory and used in section 

4.2 

Methodology: Qualitative study - Multiple case study, using Atlas.ti to analyze the data  

Unit of analysis: Factory plants of world class manufacturing companies in Brazil 

Practical Contribution: Comparing theory and practice can contribute to confirm the use of 

practices pointed out in theory, identify new practices and understand their impact on 

innovation capabilities. 

 

Chapter 5 – Discussion of Integrated Results and Conclusions 

Objectives: 

- Analysis of the findings and conclusions 

- Discuss academic contributions, practical contributions, limitations and future research 

suggestions 

 

1.5 Justification and Motivation 

Innovation is essential in the contemporary world. Specifically, at the organizational level, 

innovation drives growth and superior performance, ensuring not only that the company 

continually adapts to changes in the environment, but that it introduces new technologies, new 

products and new business models that can leverage its growth (Tidd & Bessant, 2009). An 

innovative organization should have an innovation capability, an underlying ability to gain 

advantage by implementing more and better ideas than rivals using their resources (Francis & 

Bessant, 2005).  

Following Winter (2000, p. 983), an innovation capability could be defined as “a high-level 

routine (or collection of routines) that, together with its implementing input flows, confers upon 

an organization’s management a set of decision options for producing significant outputs of a 

particular type.” Routines are often considered invisible and unknown to the organization, as it 

is difficult to define a routine or to understand how it was established (Winter, 2000). Our 

proposal is to express innovation capability as practices instead of routines. A practice is a 

defined activity or a set of activities that can be implemented and executed by a variety of 
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organizations (Bromiley and Rau, 2014). Practices can be created internally or benchmarked 

from other companies and adapted internally. As there are barriers to their development due to 

limited resources, learning curve, path dependence and context, there is a heterogeneity of 

practices among companies which imply in a heterogeneity in performance (Brito & Sauan, 

2016).  

Practices are more palatable and applicable in day to day business. They are handled and 

controlled by managers. According the innovation outputs desired by the organization top 

management, one can implement practices that contribute to the company's innovation 

capability. Each practice is based on resources, skills, and knowledge of the organization’s 

people; thus, it is grounded on the capabilities theory (Winter, 2000; Helfat et al., 2007; Hoopes 

& Madsen, 2008). 

Therefore, an innovation capability viewed as a bundle of practices approximates capabilities 

theory and business reality. This study intends to achieve a central mission of scholars in social 

research, which is “to conduct research that both advances a scientific discipline and enlightens 

practice in a professional domain” (Van de Ven, 2007, p. 1). In this way, we believe that 

deepening the view of “innovation capability as a bundle of practices” approximates the theory 

to professionals. 
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2  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This section presents a literature review of the core concepts of the study: innovation, 

capabilities, innovation as a capability, management practices and performance (Figure 5). 

There is also a discussion about resource-based theory and capabilities theory in the Sections 

2.2 and 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Literature Review Summary 
Source: prepared by the author 
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Gundling (2000) takes a practical approach, considering the basic definition of 3M for 

innovation, which is simple and straightforward: innovation is the sum of new ideas and actions 

that produce results to the company. 

Due to the abundance of different definitions, it is important to establish one for this work. The 

definition of Crossan and Apaydin (2010) was adopted: 

“Innovation is: production or adoption, assimilation, and exploitation of a value-added novelty 

in economic and social spheres; renewal and enlargement of products, services, and markets; 

development of new methods of production; and establishment of new management systems. It 

is both a process and an outcome.” (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010, p.1155) 

 

2.1.1 Typology of Innovation 
 

According Schumpeter (1934, p.66, apud Drejer, 2003), there are five types of innovation that 

can be studied: 

1. Innovation in product: the introduction of a new product, or a product with better quality; 

2. Innovation in process: introduction of a new production method; 

3. Innovation in the market: opening of a new market in which the company will sell its 

products or services; 

4. Innovation of supply source: achievement of a new source of supply of raw material or 

secondary material; 

5. Organizational innovation: creation of a new company organization. 

Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour (1997) group the innovation types in technical and 

administrative innovation. Technical innovation is related with products, processes and 

technologies used to manufacture products or delivery services. Administrative innovation is 

related with organizational structure and administrative processes (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010).  

OECD (2005), in the third edition of the Oslo Manual, proposes four types of innovation: 

product innovation, process innovation, marketing innovation and organizational innovation. 

1. Product innovation: refers to the introduction of new or significantly improved product 

or service; improvement is related with technical specifications, materials, software, 

user friendliness or another functional characteristic; 
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2. Process innovation: is the implementation of new or significantly improved production 

process or delivery methods; 

3. Marketing innovation: refers to the implementation of new or significantly changed 

marketing method, related with product design or packaging, product placement, 

promotion or pricing; 

4. Organizational innovation: is the implementation of a new organizational method, new 

workplace or external relations.  

Complementing the organizational innovation type, Teece (2010) proposes business model 

innovation, which is the capacity of a company to create or change a business model to improve 

value propositions to the customers, and at the same time capture more value from providing 

its products and services. According this author, technological innovation must be linked with 

business model innovation to ensure business success. It is the business model that will assure 

the company capture value from its innovation. 

Recently literature is exploiting sustainable innovation as a specific innovation type that 

contributes to the achievement of sustainable development. Sustainable innovation refers to the 

introduction of new or significantly improved products, processes and management methods, 

which brings economic, social and environmental benefits compared to relevant alternatives. 

Comparing with relevant alternatives means that the expected benefits should be significant or 

not negligible in the economic, social and environment dimension (Barbieri et al., 2010). A 

company that introduces sustainable innovations should address the multiple dimensions of 

sustainability on a systematic basis and reap positive results in the three dimensions. 

 

2.1.2 Magnitude of innovation 
 

The magnitude of innovation refers to the degree of newness and impact of the innovation. The 

basic typology considers two magnitudes of innovation: radical and incremental. Although 

widely used, it does not cover all situations, which led other authors to propose intermediate 

conditions, for example: (a) two magnitudes: radical and incremental (e.g. Schumpeter, 1934); 

(b) three magnitudes: radical, semi-radical and incremental (e.g. Davila, Epstein and Shelton, 

2006), or radical, really new and incremental (Garcia and Calantone, 2002); and (c) four 

magnitudes: incremental, modular, architectural and radical (e.g. Henderson and Clark, 1990). 
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Innovation can be identified as incremental or radical (Ettlie, Bridges and O' Keefe, 1984; 

Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 1997). Incremental innovations are related with small or 

marginal changes from existing situation, enabling a company to improve its extant position. 

Incremental innovations improve products, services and processes. They may not be perceived 

as innovation by companies; as they improve the existing business, managers tend to see it as 

an improvement instead of an innovation (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010).  

On the other hand, radical innovations are related with fundamental changes, providing a clear 

departure from existing situation. They can bring new products, services and processes, and can 

stablish new organizational and marketing innovations. Radical innovation can make new 

companies emerge, challenging existing business that may lose their competitive position if 

they do not adapt to the innovation.  

Considering that the binary typology of incremental and radical was incomplete, Henderson 

and Clark (1990) proposed a framework considering radical, architectural, modular, and 

incremental product innovation at the development level driven by technical innovations. 

Davila et al. (2006) proposes a semi-radical innovation. They classify innovations as 

incremental, semi-radical and radical, according to the degree of novelty in relation to 

technology and business model. A radical innovation is one that comes from a new technology 

and a new business model, while a semi-radical innovation comes only from a new technology 

or a new business model, complemented by small improvements on the other axis. 

Garcia and Calantone (2002) did a literature review on magnitudes of innovation and found the 

low use of an intermediate term between incremental and radical. They term “really new” 

innovations, which happens when a discontinuity occurs on either a marketing or technological 

macro basis (new to the world, market or industry) in combination with a microlevel 

discontinuity (new to the company or customer). 

Gundling (2000) has studied deeply the 3M innovation culture. He presents a typology for 

innovations magnitude, according to the results achieved by the company: 

a) type A: radical in its extreme and gives rise to the birth of an entirely new industry by 

extrapolating the needs of the consumer; 

b) type B: it is still radical because it changes the basis of competition in the existing industry; 
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c) type C: it is strictly aligned with consumer needs and is in fact a line extension of an existing 

product (incremental innovation). 

In type A innovations there is a need for an innovation in the business model, generated by the 

need to design new value propositions, to identify who will be the target customers, what 

processes and resources are needed to support this type A innovation. It is similar to the concept 

of radical innovation. 

Radical innovation is also named as disruptive (e.g. Christensen, 1997), discontinuous (e.g. 

Kaplan et al., 2003), revolutionary (e.g. Abernathy and Clark, 1985) or breakthrough (e.g. 

Hargadon, 2003) (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010; Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 1997).  

However, Christensen, Raynor and McDonald (2015) recently debated about the differences 

between disruptive and radical innovations, based on the theory of disruptive innovation 

introduced by Christensen in 1997. Disruption happens when a smaller company with fewer 

resources is able to challenge established incumbent businesses (Christensen et al., 2015, p. 4). 

Disruptive innovation has its origin in low-end or in new-market footholds, usually neglected 

by incumbent companies that focus on most profitable and demanding markets. Another 

characteristic of disruptive innovation is that it doesn’t catch incumbent’s customers in the 

beginning. This innovation is considered of inferior quality. The company improves it over time, 

and when the quality satisfies the incumbent’s consumers, they will adopt the innovation and 

accept a lower price. Thus, disruption innovations can be considered as a process, as they 

depend on evolution over time to maturate and succeed. 

Not always a strategy of radical innovation adoption is superior to the current strategy of the 

company. Radical strategic innovation brings new rules that conflict with the knowledge and 

capabilities of the company. Thus, the company needs to reflect on the adoption of a radical 

innovation. Charitou and Markides (2003) suggest five positions that a company can have when 

faced by a radical innovation: focus on the traditional business; ignore innovation; counteract; 

adopt and play both games; and adopt innovation completely. 

An important concept is that of organizational ambidexterity (Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996), 

defined as the ability of a company to implement both incremental and radical change. In the 

vision of Charitou and Markides (2003), it is the adopt and play both games position. The 

company must have the organizational ability to compete in a mature market (where cost, 

efficiency and incremental innovation are essential), while at the same time look for new 
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opportunities with the development of new products and services (where speed, flexibility and 

radical innovation are critical). Such a practice is essential for long-term success. The authors 

demonstrate that one of the main problems of companies when facing a radical change is to 

overcome inertia and implement innovation (such as the introduction of new technology). 

Inertia can be of two types: (a) structural inertia: resistance to change is rooted in size, 

complexity, and interdependence in the organization's structure, systems, procedures and 

processes; and (b) cultural inertia: acquired through success and over time, so that norms, values, 

social networks and lessons of the past are institutionalized (the greater the success of the 

company, the greater the institutionalization), creating cultural inertia. The same culture that 

led the company to success can become a barrier to change when the company is faced with a 

radical change. As commented by Lou Gestner, former CEO of IBM: changing culture is the 

most difficult part of the company's transformation. People tend to become arrogant, with an 

inner focus and resistant to change (Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996). 

Tushman & O'Reilly (1996) propose an ambidextrous model of organization, with simultaneous 

ability to obtain incremental and radical innovation and change results from the combination of 

different and contradictory structures, processes, and cultures within the same company. In this 

model, there is a specific organizational structure to take care of the usual business (exploitative 

business), focusing on cost and profit, operational efficiency, incremental innovation and its 

own culture, and other structures to take care of the exploratory business, focusing on radical 

innovation, growth, new products, and more risk-taking culture that encourages 

experimentation. In a study of 35 firms that attempted radical innovation, O'Reilly & Tushman 

(2004) confirmed that the ambidextrous structure model succeeded in more than ninety percent 

of cases, far superior to the functional structure that had a twenty-five percent success rate. 

This research refers to incremental innovation as small-scale improvement processes, such as 

small changes in existing products, services and processes, and improvements in the efficiency 

of the business. On the other hand, innovation is one that promotes the creation of new products, 

services, processes and business models with the objective of gaining competitiveness in the 

long term. Innovation is mainly represented by the “really new” or semi-radical concepts. 

 

2.1.3 Perspective of innovation 
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“…the innovation journey is a collective achievement that requires key roles from numerous 

entrepreneurs in both public and private sectors.” (Van de Ven et al., 1999, p. 149). This quote 

calls the attention to the importance of the involvement of other organizations in a company 

innovation process. A company does not innovate alone, it depends on extensive interaction 

with its environment (Fagerberg, 2005). Innovation researchers often exploit internal source of 

innovation as R&D. A lot of innovation studies operationalized the innovation construct based 

on R&D intensity and number of patents, which showed not to be generalizable as companies 

move towards proactive use of external sources of innovation (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010).  

An external source of innovation can be the network in which the company is located. A 

company with a superior network, capable of bridging structural holes, has a better capacity to 

exploit its internal capabilities and enhance innovation due to access to information and 

knowledge in the network (Zaheer and Bell, 2005). However, it depends on the absorptive 

capacity, which is the ability of a company to utilize and benefit from externally acquired 

knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). 

Open innovation concept expands the importance of involvement of other organizations and 

stakeholders in the innovation process. There is no space to depend only on investments on 

R&D. Ideas must come from several paths: employees from all the organization, customers, 

consumers and suppliers (Chesbrough, 2003). This innovation paradigm assumes that 

companies should use both external and internal ideas to innovate.  

Another concept of exploring external ideas is term as innovation ecosystem (Adner, 2006), 

which are collaborative arrangements through which companies combine their individual 

offerings into a coherent, customer-focused solution. Collaborative networks are formed in 

order to develop innovative products and services for the market. 

Innovation ecosystems allow companies to create value beyond the value they would create 

alone, using companies in their value chain. Adner (2006) has identified that ecosystem has 

been a central element in the growth strategies of companies in several sectors: high technology, 

financial services, basic materials, and logistics. The benefits of the innovation ecosystem are 

called: platform leadership, open innovation, value networks, and hyperlinked organization. 

Systems of innovation is a wider concept that includes companies (such as customers, suppliers 

and competitors), non-firms entities (such as universities, government and NGOs), and 
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institutions (such as laws, rules and norms) that can incentive or block innovation. There are 

three perspectives: national, regional or sectoral system of innovation (Edquist, 2005). 

 

2.1.4 Importance of innovation 
 

Innovation is considered as a critical source of competitive advantage, mainly in fast changing 

environments (Crossan and Apaidyn, 2010; Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996). The importance of 

innovation as a driver of performance and competitive advantage is well covered in the 

literature (McEvily et al., 2004; Shoham and Fieganbaum, 2002; Hitt et al., 1996). 

Companies must integrate innovation into their strategy and into their daily activities. 

Innovation cannot depend solely on specific R&D ideas. It needs to be embedded in each 

employee so that they continually seek improvements and innovations that differentiate the 

company's products and services in the market, ensuring competitive advantage (Gibson and 

Skarzynski, 2008). This link between innovation and competitive advantage has brought a great 

deal of literature working on increasing innovation to keep competitiveness (e.g., Porter, 1990). 

How organizations have the ability to manage innovation is a question that researchers try to 

answer. Capabilities theory is one of the perspectives used. 

 

2.2 Capabilities Concept 
 

Winter (2000, p. 983) defines a capability as “a high-level routine (or collection of routines) 

that, together with its implementing input flows, confers upon an organization’s management a 

set of decision options for producing significant outputs of a particular type”. This definition 

has several details that need to be deepened. 

The first words in the definition highlights the difference that the author makes in relation to 

routines and capabilities. While routines are not always visible to management, capabilities are 

very significant because management can control them and decide about their effects in the 

organization, which is clearly shown in the sentence “a set of decision options” (Winter, 2000). 

Capabilities can be shaped during their creation, development and deployment with the use of 

conscious decision of the management (Dosi, Nelson and Winter, 2000). 
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Routines usually involve: (a) no commitment to size (they can be structured in large size 

through the composition of smaller ones), (b) purpose is not evident (“the way things are done 

here”), and (c) no presumption of deliberation or conscious choice (Dosi et al., 2000). Routines 

have a characteristic of repetition and are recognizable patterns of interdependent actions 

carried out collectively (Felin et al., 2012).  

Going back to the definition of capability, it is possible to understand that a capability is formed 

by a very specific routine (a “high-level”) or a bundle of routines, combined with other inputs: 

knowledge, skills (of the individuals), experience, firm characteristics, and tangible and 

intangible resources (Winter, 2003). This explains the sentence “together with its implementing 

input flows” of the capability definition (Winter, 2000). 

Capability is derived from the term capable, meaning a connection between intention and 

desired outcome through the use of a reliable capacity (Dosi et al., 2000). Capabilities have as 

characteristics: (a) intentionality, which means that the management has a purpose with it, (b) 

conscious deliberation of the management in its development and deployment, (c) planning (to 

make a bridge between intention and outcome), and (d) expertise (developed through a learning 

process) (Dosi et al., 2000). Capabilities also require investment of the organization (in 

organization learning for example), otherwise there is no capability but only intention, 

motivation or a limited recipe of a production function (Jacobides and Winter, 2012). 

It is important to note that Dosi et al. (2000) and Hoopes and Madsen (2008) draw attention 

that routines can also be capabilities, since they fit in the characteristics to be a capability. 

Hoopes and Madsen (2008) explain the model proposed by Winter (2003), which presents two 

kinds of capabilities (Figure 6): (1) operational or zero order capabilities, responsible to handle 

with daily operations of the organization (“producing and selling the same product, on the same 

scale, to the same customer population” - Winter, 2003, p. 992), which is formed by the inputs 

and routine(s), and (2) dynamic, change or first order capabilities, responsible for creating or 

modifying the products/services and processes to deliver in the same or new markets, involving 

adaptation and change because they build, integrate, or reconfigure other resources and 

capabilities (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). This latter concept is aligned with the idea of ecological 

and evolutionary perspectives (Winter, 2000): a capability is meaningful in a competitive 

context at a particular time (cannot be meaningful in another environment), and changes on the 

environment impact in evolution of the capability through learning.  
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Going back to the definition, the sentence “for producing significant outputs of a particular type” 

clearly evidences that a capability brings a contribution to the performance of the organization, 

enabling a “recognizable purpose expressed in terms of the significant outcomes” (Dosi et al., 

2000, p. 4). Heterogeneity in capabilities have been demonstrated in empirical studies, and even 

similar organizations have different performances. These heterogeneity in capabilities emerge 

from complexity, path dependence, different initial conditions and different actors who find 

diverse answers to the same problem (Jacobides and Winter, 2012). 

Exploring the vision of Sirmon et al. (2010), capabilities can be a strength or weakness 

comparing one organization with its rivals; it seems that the definition comprises only positive 

effects, considering strengths capabilities and do not considering that it can be a weakness that 

impede a competitive advantage. 

 

Figure 6 - Winter’s capability hierarchy  
Source: Hoopes and Madsen, 2008 
 
 

2.2.1 Dynamic Capabilities Concept 
 

Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) position its dynamic capabilities approach as an extension of 

resource-based view, capturing one strategic problem that was not attended by RBV: how a 

firm can achieve a sustainable competitive advantage in a Schumpeterian world, which is usual 

in the current market where firms are competing with rapid, flexible and innovative new and 

incumbent competitors. This approach has two important aspects: (1) it brings the idea that a 

firm has the necessity to constantly renew its capabilities and processes in order to adapt to a 
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changing and dynamic environment, and (2) these internal and external capabilities and 

processes (and the related resources) must be constantly integrated, built, reconfigured and 

lessened by the management of the firm. So, the competitive advantage depends on dynamic 

capabilities, which are formed by “organizational processes, shaped by the firm's asset positions 

and molded by its evolutionary and co-evolutionary paths” (Teece et al, 1997, p.518). 

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) also understand dynamic capabilities as a RBV extension and 

define it as “organizational and strategic routines by which firms achieve new resource 

configurations as markets emerge, collide, split, evolve and die.” (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000, 

p. 1107). In their vision, dynamic capabilities can also permit resource manipulation 

(integration, reconfiguration, gain and release of resources), and the value of dynamic 

capabilities arises from this functional relationship between them and resource manipulation, 

which reduces tautology. However, dynamic capabilities cannot be a source of sustainable 

competitive advantage and can bring only limited competitive advantage depending on the 

rareness of the capabilities. 

According Peteraf, Di Stefano and Verona (2013), Teece et al. (1997) and Eisenhardt and 

Martin (2000) have three complementary views of dynamic capabilities: focus on the role of 

organizational routines; worry about managerial and organizational processes; and vision of 

dynamic capabilities as an extension of the resource-based view. Although they have the same 

origin, the premises adopted by these authors are contradictory which result in different 

conclusions about competitive advantage. 

The divergence starts when Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) make two assumptions:  

(1) when they define dynamic capabilities as best practices: it brings an idea of homogeneity, 

going against a main RBV pillar (heterogeneity). Although Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) 

highlight the idiosyncrasies of the routines among firms, the emphasis on common practices 

distorts heterogeneity among dynamic capabilities, and every company can reach a best practice 

through different paths (equifinality). This assumption brings as consequence the impossibility 

to ensure sustainable competitive advantage because commonalities do not guarantee non- 

substitutability, and equifinality does not guarantee inimitability; and 

(2) when they assume that the pattern of effective dynamic capabilities depends upon market 

dynamism, assuming different dynamic capabilities configuration for each market: in more 

traditional markets the dynamic capabilities are detailed and complex, and in dynamic markets 
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they are simple and unstable. Teece et al. (1997) specifically design dynamic capabilities to 

rapidly changing environments, focusing in the Schumpeterian rents, but when Eisenhardt and 

Martin (2000) make these new assumptions, they break down the Teece et al. (1997) logic. 

They conclude that it is not possible to reach sustainable competitive advantage with dynamic 

capabilities because they are unstable and simple to handle to the changing environment. 

The main point of discord is the division of dynamic capabilities in detailed and complex 

against simple and unstable according market dynamism. According Helfat and Winter (2011), 

dynamic capabilities are not restricted to rapidly changing environments and can support 

moderated changing environments and ongoing business. These differences can be 

accommodated using two perspectives.  

First, the dynamic capabilities are not only best practices, because they also have idiosyncratic 

features which differ from one firm to another. Experience, competitive context, high added 

value and time can differentiate the best practices (Peteraf et al., 2013), bringing competitive 

advantage through heterogeneity: dynamic capabilities can be valuable and rare if they have 

these differentiations.  

Second, the capabilities can be formed by different levels: dynamic capabilities will handle 

resources and operational capabilities, and there are higher order capabilities (second order 

dynamic capability) that can control dynamic capabilities, avoiding the separation assumed by 

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) (simple versus complex dynamic capabilities); it can exist higher 

order simple dynamic capabilities, which will handle to rearrange the low order dynamic 

capabilities, operational capabilities and resources, enabling the firm to reach competitive 

advantage. 

Dynamic capabilities theory fits properly with the study of innovation as it looks at how 

capabilities are created and renewed with changing environments, which is one of the drivers 

of innovation.  

Teece (2007) presented a framework with the objective of integrating strategy and innovation, 

emphasizing the management of critical resources to support the evolution of the company. 

Using a dynamic capabilities perspective, the author identified three activities that an 

organization must engage if it wants to renew and refresh its valuable capabilities and resources 

in changing environments and keep competitive: (a) sensing: ability to identify changes in the 
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environmental context; (b) seizing: ability to leverage and incorporate opportunities; and (c) 

reconfiguring: ability to manage threats and transformations. 

 

2.3 Innovation as a capability 
 

Multidimensional nature of the innovation capability construct is supported by the capability 

theory, which links resource-based theory and innovation theory (Hogan et al., 2011). 

Innovation capability can be described as the capacity to exploit new ideas successfully (Francis 

& Bessant, 2005) and as the “internal driving energy to generate and explore radical, new ideas 

and concepts” and succeed with its deployment in the market (Assink, 2006, p. 219). A 

company that combines both exploitation and exploration have the capabilities to enable 

continuously innovating and is called as an ambidextrous organization (O'Reilly and Tushman, 

2004).   

Lawson and Samson (2001) proposes an innovation capability as a higher order (dynamic) 

integration capability, which means that it allows the organization to absorb external knowledge 

and manage multiple capabilities developed in several departments of the organization. 

Organizations which have the innovation capability have the ability to integrate resources and 

capabilities spread throughout them to successfully stimulate and implement innovation 

(Lawson & Samson, 2001).  The capability of innovation is elevated as the main engine for 

wealth creation, and not only relegated to the assets of the organization (Lawson and Samson, 

2001).  

According Lawson and Samson (2001), the innovation capability encompasses both operating 

paradigms: the current business efficiency of the company (mainstream) with the creativity to 

find new products and businesses (newstream). While innovation capability allows successfully 

implement a new product, process or business, it can manage resources and demands required 

by the market in relation to its current business (Lawson and Samson, 2001). The innovation 

capability links newstream to mainstream, transferring innovations developed in the newstream 

to the current business, which allows to constant renew one organization. The authors suggest 

a necessary balance between mainstream and newstream resources to reach good performance. 

There is an interchangeable use of various terms related to innovation capability in the 

innovation literature: innovative capability, innovation capacity, innovative capacity, capacity 
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to innovate, innovativeness and even innovation alone (Delgado, Ardila and Ibarra, 2012; 

Hogan et al., 2011). Some authors make use of more than one of these terms with the same 

meaning. For example, Casper and Matraves (2003) use innovation capability and innovative 

capability interchangeably throughout the paper. Soosay et al. (2008) use innovation capability, 

innovative capability and innovative capacity as synonyms. 

An initial analysis of the literature (Table 2) identifies a diversity not only in the terminology 

given to innovation capability, but also in its definition and profusion towards specific segments 

and different dimensions. There are terms such as dynamic service innovation capability (den 

Hertog et al., 2010) and business model innovation capabilities (Hock et al., 2016) that spread 

the study into specific segments, and other terms such as product innovation capability (O’Cass 

and Sok, 2014), process innovation dynamic capability (Piening and Salge, 2015) and 

incremental and radical innovative capabilities (Subramaniam and Youndt, 2005) that 

punctuate specific dimensions of innovation. 

It seems that capability and capacity have the same meaning for some authors, though they have 

different origin. Capability per se is a term that “floats in the literature like an iceberg in a foggy 

Arctic sea, one iceberg among many, not easily recognized as different from several icebergs 

near by.” (Dosi, Nelson and Winter, 2000, p.3). These authors comment about a profusion of 

terminologies for capability (e.g., competence, core competence, routines), and capacity can be 

added to this list. The word capacity can be referred to the volume of innovation developed in 

a sustainable way over time (Szeto, 2000). Longer time does not mean higher value innovation 

or higher profitability, since there must be a sustainable construction over time. Innovation 

capacity will depend on the chosen asset stocks and the investment flows in their construction, 

accumulation and support over time (Dierickx and Cool, 1989).  

 
Table 2 - Literature about innovation capability 
Source: prepared by the author 
 

Authors Terminology 
of Capability 
of innovation 

Innovation capability concept, 
definition 

Brief description and 
measures 

Adler and 
Shenhar (1990, 
p.26) 

Technological 
base innovative 
capability 

Ability to develop new products that meet 
current market needs, to manufacture these 
products using the appropriate process 
technologies, to develop or adapt new product 
and process technologies to meet projected 
future needs, and to respond promptly to 
unexpected technology moves by competitors 
and to unforeseen opportunities. 

Technological capability is 
formed by: technological assets, 
organizational assets, external 
assets and project management. 
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Bessant and 
Francis (1999, 
p.1107) 

Continuous 
improvement 

Continuous improvement is defined as an 
organisation-wide process of focused and 
sustained incremental innovation. It is a 
dynamic capability. 

Tests a maturity behavioral model 
(Bessant and Caffin, 1997) with 5 
stages of the evolution of 
continuous improvement 
capability 

Calantone et al. 
(2002) 

Innovation 
capability 

Innovation capability is related with firm 
innovativeness 

Firms innovativeness has two 
perspectives: behavioral and 
willingness to change (based on 
scale of Hurt et al., 1977). 

Chen (2009, p. 
94) 

Innovative 
capabilities 

Firm's capabilities, grounded in the processes, 
systems, and organizational structure, which 
can be applicable to the product or process 
innovation activities. 

Innovative capability strengths the 
technology commercialization 
competence and indirectly 
improves new venture 
performance. Considered two 
innovative capabilities scales: 
product and process. 

Crossan and 
Apaydin (2010, 
p. 1171) 

Dynamic 
innovation 
capabilities 

Dynamic innovation capabilities reside in 
managerial levers that enable innovation. 
There are five types of managerial levers: 
missions/goals/strategies; structures and 
systems; resource allocation; organizational 
learning and knowledge management tools; 
and culture. 

Literature review which positions 
dynamic innovation capabilities as 
a managerial lever that enables 
innovation. The managerial levers 
are: missions/goals/strategies; 
structures and systems; resource 
allocation; organizational learning 
and knowledge management tools; 
and culture. 

den Hertog et al. 
(2010, p.498) 

Dynamic 
service 
innovation 
capabilities 

Define dynamic service innovation 
capabilities as those hard to transfer and 
imitate service innovation capabilities which 
organizations possess to develop, (re-)shape, 
(dis-)integrate and (re-)configure existing and 
new resources and operational capabilities 
(based on Teece, 2009). 

Conceptual paper that proposes 
six dynamic service innovation 
capabilities: signaling user needs 
and technological options; 
conceptualizing; (un-)bundling; 
co-producing and orchestrating; 
scaling and stretching; and 
learning and adapting.  

Fuchs et al. 
(2000) 

Innovation 
capability 

Innovation capability is a higher-order 
integration capability that has the ability to 
mould and manage multiple capabilities. 

Paper examines innovation in the 
context of dynamic capabilities. 

Guan and Ma 
(2003, p.740) 

Innovation 
capability 

Innovation capability is a special asset of a 
firm, is tacit and non-modifiable, correlated 
closely with anterior experiences and 
experimental acquirement. It should be 
defined in a wide disperse scopes and levels in 
order to accord with the requirements of firm 
strategy and accommodate to special 
conditions and competition environment. 

Innovation capability is classified 
under seven dimensions: learning 
capability; R&D capability; 
manufacturing capab.; marketing 
capability; organizational capab.; 
resources exploiting capability; 
strategic capability. 

Hock et al. 
(2016) 

Business model 
innovation 
capabilities 

Not defined Paper considers three meta-
capabilities for business model 
innovation: strategic sensitivity; 
collective commitment; resource 
fluidity. 

Hogan et al. 
(2011, p. 1266) 

Innovation 
capability 

Defined as an organization's ability, relative to 
its competitors, to apply the collective 
knowledge, skills, and resources to innovation 
activities relating to new products, processes, 
services, or management, marketing or work 
organization systems, in order to create added 
value for the firm or its stakeholders. 

Professional service firm 
innovation capability is three-
dimensional: client-focused, 
marketing-focused, and 
technology-focused. 

Koc (2007, p. 
375) 

Innovative 
capacity 

Defined as the continuous improvement of the 
overall capabilities and resources that the firm 
possesses to explore and exploit opportunities 
for developing new products to meet market 
needs. 

Small and medium software 
development companies have 
three important antecedents of 
innovation capacity: idea 
generation; human resource; 
cross-functional integration 
(negative impact). 

Koc and Ceylan 
(2007, p. 105) 

Innovative 
capacity 

Innovative capacity relates to the firm’s 
capacity to engage in innovation, that is, the 
introduction of new processes, products, or 
ideas in the organization. 

Develop four predictors of 
innovative capacity (and scales): 
technology strategy, idea quality, 
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idea generation and technology 
acquisition and exploitation.  

Kogut and 
Zander (1992, p. 
391) 

Combinative 
capabilities 

Combinative capabilities are the intersection 
of the capacity of an organization to exploit its 
knowledge and internal and external learning 
with the unexplored potential of the 
technology, leading to new market 
opportunities. The knowledge base of an 
organization leads to a set of capabilities that 
improve the chances to growth. 

Combinative capabilities lead to 
innovation and exploration of 
market opportunities. 

Lawson and 
Samson (2001, 
p. 380, 384) 

Innovation 
capability 

Innovation capability is a high-order 
integration capability that provide the ability 
to continuously transform knowledge and 
ideas into new products, processes and 
systems for the benefit of the organization and 
its stakeholders. Innovation capability is not 
just an ability to be successful at running a 
business newstream, or to manage mainstream 
capabilities. Innovation capability is about 
synthesizing these two operating paradigms. 

Innovation capability is formed by 
seven elements: vison and 
strategy; harnessing the 
competence base; organizational 
intelligence; creativity and idea 
management; organizational 
structure and systems; culture and 
climate; management of 
technology. 

Ngo and O’Cass 
(2009, p.48) 

Innovation-
based capability 

Defined as the integrative process of applying 
the collective knowledge, skills, and resources 
of the organization to perform innovation 
activities (related to product, service, process, 
managerial, market and marketing). 

Innovation-based capability is 
conceived of as a second-order 
construct with three first-order 
factors: innovation-based 
possession, application, and full 
utilization. 

O’Cass and Sok 
(2014, p.4) 

Product 
innovation 
capability 

Product innovation capability is defined as 
bundles of interrelated routines used to 
undertake specified product innovation-
related activities in areas such as developing 
new products and improving existing product 
quality. 

It is measured based on routines 
scales adapted from Calantone 
(2002) and Hult et al., (2004). 

Peng et al. 
(2008, p.735) 

Improvement 
capability 

Improvement capability refers to the strength 
or proficiency of a bundle of interrelated 
organizational routines for incrementally 
improving existing products/processes. 

Improvement capability is 
conceptualized as a bundle of 
routines that focus on 
incrementally improving current 
products and processes. The 
authors used three routines. 

Innovation 
capability 

Innovation capability refers to the strength or 
proficiency of a bundle of interrelated 
organizational routines for developing new 
products/processes. 

Innovation capability is 
conceptualized as a bundle of 
routines that focus on developing 
new products and processes. The 
authors used three routines. 

Piening and 
Salge (2015, p. 
82) 

Process 
innovation 
dynamic 
capability 

Aimed at improving the effectiveness and 
efficiency of firms’ technological and 
administrative processes. 

The engagement in seven types  
of innovation activities is a 
measure of the breadth of 
innovation: in-house R&D; 
 R&D outsourcing; acquisition of 
machinery, equipment or 
Software; acquisition of external 
knowledge; training for 
innovation; market introduction of 
innovations; all forms of design. 

Romijn and 
Albaladejo 
(2002, p. 1054) 

Innovation 
capability 

Innovation capability is the skills and 
knowledge needed by an organization to 
effectively absorb and improve existing 
technologies, and to create new ones. 

Innovation capability of a firm is 
formed by accumulation of 
internal inputs (professional 
background of founder/managers; 
skills of workforce; internal 
efforts to improve technology) and 
external inputs (intensity of 
networking; proximity advantages 
related to networking; receipt of 
institutional support). 

Subramaniam 
and Youndt 
(2005, p.452) 

Incremental 
innovative 
capability 

Incremental innovative capability is defined as 
the capability to generate innovations that 
refine and reinforce existing products and 
services. 

Paper explores the knowledge-
innovation link. Two components 
of intellectual capital influence 
positively the incremental 
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innovative capability: 
organizational capital and social 
capital 

Radical 
innovative 
capability 

Radical innovative capability is the capability 
to generate innovations that significantly 
transform existing products and services. 

Two components of intellectual 
capital influence positively the 
radical innovative capability: 
social capital, and the interaction 
of human capital and social capital 

Szeto (2000, p. 
150) 

Innovation 
capacity 

Defined as the continuous improvement of the 
overall capability of firms to generate 
innovation for developing new products to 
meet market needs. 

Paper demonstrates how the 
relationship in a network  
accelerate the interaction of the 
factor of innovation resources and 
formation of a knowledge base. 

Wang and 
Ahmed (2004, 
2007 p.38) 

Innovative 
capability 

Innovative capability refers to the ability of an 
organization to develop new products or 
markets through aligning strategic innovative 
orientation with innovative behaviors and 
processes. 

In the 2004 paper, the authors 
worked with five dimensions: 
strategic innovative orientation, 
behavioral, process, product and 
market innovativeness. The 2007 
paper offers a literature review of 
dynamic capabilities. 

Wu et al. (2010) Operational 
improvement 

Differentiated sets of skills, processes, and 
routines for incrementally refining and 
reinforcing existing operations processes 

Focus on operations management. 
Operational improvement is one 
of six operational capabilities. 
Authors focus on developing 
scales for it. 

Operational 
innovation 

Differentiated sets of skills, processes, and 
routines for radically improving existing 
operations processes or creating and 
implementing new and unique operations 
processes. 

Focus on operations management. 
Operational innovation is one of 
six operational capabilities. 
Authors focus on developing 
scales for it. 

 

2.3.1 Antecedents and Dimensions of Innovation Capabilities 

There is also a diversity of antecedents and dimensions of the innovation capabilities debated 

in the literature.  

There are authors that explores the antecedents of innovation capability. An antecedent is a 

contributor factor to one construct. It occurs when there is a dependency relationship between 

two constructs. The antecedent is an independent variable that contributes to the outcome or 

subsequent effect (dependable variable). In this case, antecedents as “idea generation” and 

“internal learning capacity” contributes to improve the outcome: the innovation capability. 

In the literature there are authors working with 1 antecedent (Calantone et al., 2002), 2 

antecedents (Fores and Camisón, 2011), 3 antecedents (Koc, 2007), 4 antecedents (Adler and 

Shenhar, 1990; Koc and Ceilan, 2007), 5 antecedents (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010), 6 

antecedents (Romijn and Albadalejo, 2002) or 7 antecedents (Lawson and Samson, 2001).  

On the other hand, there are authors that focus on dimensions that contribute to the formation 

of capabilities related with innovation. They bring to discussion 2 dimensions (Chen, 2009), 3 

dimensions (Hock et al., 2016; Hogan et al., 2011; Ngo and O’Cass, 2009), 5 dimensions (Wang 
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and Ahmed, 2004), 6 dimensions (den Hertog et al., 2010) or 7 dimensions (Guan and Ma, 2003) 

(Table 3). 

Such diversity undermines the development of innovation theory (Dewett, Whittier, & Williams, 

2007; Downs and Mohr, 1976) and makes it difficult to construct a unified view on innovation 

capability. 

On the other side, the complexity imposed by turbulent environment changes and diversity of 

situations arising from different markets, segments and economic, social and cultural aspects 

impose limitations for the construction of a unique model of innovation capability (Bessant and 

Caffyn, 1997). It also gives rise to a large number of factors related to innovation capability, 

making it difficult to manipulate empirical research with a comprehensive list (Chiesa et al., 

1996). 

There is a complex picture with distinct definitions and nomenclatures of the term innovation 

capability. There is a diversity of studies that, while leading to a rich set of findings and ideas, 

show disconnected ideas moving in different directions. It is a context in which a systematic 

literature review provides the possibility for putting all the parts together by establishing 

connections with literatures that move in different ways (Barreto, 2010; Crossan and Apaydin, 

2010). 

 

Table 3 - Antecedents and dimensions of innovation capability 
Source: prepared by the author 

 
Authors Terminology of 

Capability of 
innovation 

Number of 
antecedents / 
dimensions 

Antecedents / Dimensions description 

Calantone et al. (2002) Innovativeness (or 
innovation 
capability) 

1 antecedent . Learning orientation (formed by 
commitment to learning, shared vision, 
open-mindedness, intra-organizational 
knowledge-sharing) 

Fores and Camisón (2011) Innovation capacity 2 antecedents . Internal learning capacity 
. Absorptive capacity 

Koc (2007) Innovation capacity 3 antecedents . Idea generation 
. Human resource 
. Cross-functional integration (negative 
relation) 

Adler and Shenhar (1990) Technological base 
innovative 
capability 

4 antecedents . Technological assets 
. Organizational assets 
. External assets 
. Project management 

Koc and Ceilan (2007) Innovative capacity 4 antecedents . Technology strategy 
. Idea quality 
. Idea generation 
. Technology acquisition and exploitation 
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Crossan and Apaydin 
(2010) 

Managerial levers of 
Dynamic innovation 
capabilities 

5 antecedents . Mission/goals/strategies 
. Structures and systems 
. Resource allocation 
. Organizational learning and knowledge 
management tools 
. Culture 

Romijn and Albadalejo 
(2002) 

Innovation 
capability 

6 antecedents . Professional background of 
founder/manager(s) 
. Skills of workforce 
. Internal efforts to improve technology 
. Intensity of networking 
. Proximity advantages related to 
networking 
. Receipt of institutional support 

Lawson and Samson 
(2001) 

Innovation 
capability 

7 antecedents . Vison and strategy 
. Harnessing the competence base 
. Organizational intelligence 
. Creativity and idea management 
. Organizational structure and systems 
. Culture and climate 
. Management of technology 

Hock et al. (2016) Business model 
innovation 
capabilities 

3 dimensions . Strategic sensitivity capability 
. Collective commitment capability 
. Resource fluidity capability 
 

Hogan et al. (2011) Innovation 
capabilities 

3 dimensions . Client-focused innovation capability 
. Marketing-focused innovation capability 
. Technology-focused innovation capability 

Peng et al. (2008) Innovation 
capability 

3 dimensions . Search for new technologies 
. Cross-functional product development 
. Process and equipment development 

Improvement 
capability 

3 dimensions . Continuous improvement 
. Process management 
. Leadership involvement in quality 

Wang and Ahmed (2004) Innovative 
capability 

5 dimensions . Strategic innovative orientation 
. Behavioral innovativeness 
. Process innovativeness 
. Product innovativeness 
. Market innovativeness 

Den Hertog et al. (2010) Dynamic service 
innovation 
capabilities 

6 dimensions . Signaling user needs and technological 
options 
. Conceptualizing 
. (Un-)bundling 
. Co-producing and orchestrating 
. Scaling and stretching 
. Learning and adapting 

Guan and Ma (2003) Innovation 
capability 

7 dimensions . Learning capability 
. R&D capability 
. Manufacturing capability 
. Marketing capability 
. Organizational capability 
. Resources exploiting capability 
. Strategic capability 

 

2.4 Management Practices 
 

Practices are specific activities that have the objective to achieve a particular goal (Flynn et al., 

1995). Practices include the subject, specific procedures, organizational arrangements, tools, 

techniques, the action and the context. It is a way of doing things (Wu et al., 2012; Russo-Spena 

and Mele, 2012) in the sense that the actions are typified by well-defined standard procedures. 
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For example, JIT practices have the goal to reduce and eliminate several forms of waste. To 

reach this goal, some techniques and tools are used, as setup time reduction, pull system and 

scheduling (Flynn et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2012).    

While routines are often considered invisible and unknown to the organization, as it is difficult 

to define a routine or to understand how it was established (Winter, 2000), practices are defined 

activities or set of activities that can be implemented and executed by a variety of organizations 

(Bromiley and Rau, 2014). Practices can be created internally or benchmarked from other 

companies and adapted internally. 

The study of practices has been explored in several literature fields as operations, marketing, 

human resources and strategy (e.g., Flynn et al., 1995; Batt and Valcour, 2003). In the 

Operations Management literature, operational practices can be defined as “situation generic, 

highly structured sets of activities that can be transferred across organizations and industries to 

help operations management personnel address similar operational problems” (Wu et al., 2012, 

p. 123). 

Bloom and colleagues (Bloom et al., 2012; Bloom & Van Reenen, 2007; Bloom & Van Reenen, 

2010) focus their study on management practices. However, they did not provide a formal 

definition. For these authors, management practices are activities and behaviors that align the 

efforts of the organization through human and assets aspects. The focus of management 

practices is mainly on human resources and operations areas.  

Bloom et al. (2012) develop an evaluation tool to measure management practices and their 

effect on management performance. “A well-managed organization is defined as one that 

continuously monitors and tries to improve its processes, sets comprehensive and stretching 

targets, and promotes high-performing employees and fixes (by training or exit) 

underperforming employees” (Bloom et al., 2012, p. 16). 

Bromiley and Rau (2014, p. 1249) define practices as “a defined activity or a set of activities 

that a variety of firms might execute”. Practices can be implemented on an organization, 

transferred from one organization to another, and developed over time through investments in 

training and resources. 

Contingency factors such as experience, competitive context, high value-added, culture, 

company size and implementation time can differentiate practices (Peteraf et al., 2013, Brito 
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and Sauan, 2016), bringing competitive advantage through heterogeneity. For example, 

management practices of the Toyota method were widely copied by western industry, with great 

difficulties in implementation and low achievement of results in innovation (Womack et al., 

1990). Hitt et al. (2016a) argue that organizations also vary in their operational capabilities of 

implementing practices, as well as different levels of resources or a combination of different 

resources. 

Management practices is defined in this research as a set of activities that are implemented and 

used to improve processes and achieve better results for an area or for the entire organization. 

They can support managers to reach better results through the optimization of the organization 

resources. From now on, this research considers interchangeably the terms management 

practices and practices. 

 

2.4.1 Types of Management Practices 
 

There is a wide variety of management practices, depending on the research area explored. In 

this research the focus is on management and operations practices that lead to innovation.   

Peng et al. (2011) consider three practices that form the improvement capability: continuous 

improvement, process management and leadership involvement in quality, and three practices 

that form the innovation capability: search for new technologies, cross-functional product 

development, and process and equipment development.  

Boly et al. (2014) use fifteen best practices in order to assess innovation capability, without 

making a distinction between the contribution of each practice to different objectives of 

innovation (incremental or radical), and without analyzing practices that may eventually 

become barriers to innovation. They take the premise of Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), where 

best practices form the dynamic capabilities. 

Bloom and Van Reenen (2007) list managerial practices to assess the productivity and 

competitiveness of firms across countries, and Narasimhan, Swink, and Kim (2005) point to six 

sets of best practices related to operations management. None of them link practices with 

innovation. Table 4 brings some examples of practices. 
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Table 4 - Management practices 
Source: prepared by the author 
 

 

 

 

2.4.2 Management Practices forming Innovation Capabilities 
 

Very few authors treat management practices as dimensions that form the innovation capability. 

Management practices can be considered as dimensions of innovation capabilities (Boly et al., 

2014; Peng et al., 2011). Combined with the resources that the company has available, the 

practices form a capability (Giannopoulou et al., 2014). 

 

Peng, Schroeder and Shah (2008) conceptualize two different capabilities of innovation 

(incremental and innovation capabilities) that emerge from different OM routines. Later, the 

same authors adapted their vision to OM practices (Peng, Schroeder and Shah, 2011). The 

practices and configuration of resources needed to manage incremental small-scale innovations 

are considerably different from those for the management of large-scale radical innovations 

(Peng, Schroeder and Shah, 2011). However, these authors used only three practices for each 

capability, focusing only on operational practices, recognizing as a limitation. There are other 

practices that may contribute to the improvement or innovation capabilities (Kindström et al., 

2013). 

 

Peng et al. (2008, 2011) considered innovation capability as a bundle of practices. The authors 

conceptualize and operationalize capabilities as a bundle of interrelated practices. 

15 Innovation Management Best Practices

Boly et al. (2014)
Design Modern manufacturing Continuous improvement
Project management Process documentation Process management
Integrated strategy Performance tracking Leadership involvement in quality
Project portfolio management Performance review Search for new technologies
Suitable organization definition Performance dialogue Cross-functional product development
Innovation process improvement Consequence management Processes and equipment development
Competence management Target breadth
Moral support Target interconnection
Knowledge management Target time horizon
Competitive technology intelligence activities Targets are stretching
Network management Performance clarity and comparability
Collective learning Managing human capital
Ideas research/creativity Rewarding high performance
R&D activities Removing poor performers
Customer relationship management Promoting high performers

Attracting human capital
Retaining human capital

Targets

Incentives

Improvement 
capability

Innovation 
capability

OM Practices

Peng et al. (2008;2011)

18 Key Management Practices (used by 
industrial firms)

Bloom and Van Reenen (2007)

Operations

Monitoring
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2.5 Performance Concept 

Firm performance is a relevant and widely used concept in business, being of interest both for 

literature and management practice (Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1986) and a construct 

generally used as a dependent variable (Richard et al., 2009). It is essential for the success of a 

company in the competitive business world to have a distinguished performance in relation to 

competition. 

Venkatraman and Ramanujan (1986) refers to organizational effectiveness as the complete 

domain of the performance concept. Considering this concept as a larger circle, there is a 

concentric circle inside organizational effectiveness which they call as business performance. 

Business performance is a set of financial and non-financial domains. Financial indicators are 

the inner circle, including sales growth, profitability, ROA, ROI, earnings per share and Tobin’s 

Q. A broader perspective that includes the non-financial domain represents the business 

performance, including indicators of operational performance as innovation, quality, customer 

satisfaction, employee satisfaction and reputation (Santos and Brito, 2012). 

Marketing, strategy, operations and human resources areas are evaluated for their contribution 

to firm performance in this broader context (Richard et al., 2009). There is another research line 

that focuses on the determinants of these outcomes of these areas, such as quality, flexibility, 

resource utilization, and innovation (Fitzgerald et al., 1991 apud Richard et at., 2009). 

For the scope of this study, our focus is on operational performance and innovation performance, 

specifically looking at operations area.  

Operational performance has a variety of measures applied on manufacturing plants (e.g. 

Ahmad & Schroeder, 2003; Cua et al., 2001; Peng et al., 2008, 2011; Shah and Ward, 2003; 

Swink et al., 2005), typically along dimensions of cost, quality, delivery and flexibility 

(Ferdows & De Meyer, 1990). 

The dimensions QDFC (quality, delivery, flexibility and cost) are widely exploited in the 

operations management literature using as central argument the cumulative capability proposed 
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by Ferdows and De Meyer (1990), also known as the sand cone model. The central debate is 

whether manufacturing performance is cumulative by improving one dimension over the other 

or there is a tradeoff between these dimensions (Schroeder et al., 2011).  

Innovation performance is sometimes included in the QDFC dimensions, as a rate of product 

introduction (Vickery et al., 1997). There is a line of research that focus specifically on 

innovation performance, measuring product and process innovation based on criteria as number 

of innovations introduced in a period, speed of innovations, and level of innovativeness (new 

to the company, industry or market) (Prajogo & Ahmed, 2006; Deshpande et al., 1993; 

Avlonitis et al, 1994). Product innovation focus on the creation of something new or the 

generation of new ideas to improve, change or create a product or service offered by an 

organization. Process innovation is related to the introduction of changes in the way of doing a 

product or process, using ideas generated internally or adopting from external sources (Prajogo 

& Ahmed, 2006; Tidd et al., 1997). 

Innovation performance is also measured by the magnitude of innovativeness: incremental and 

radical innovation performance (Forés & Camisón, 2016; Chandy & Tellis, 1998; OECD, 2005).  

Brito et al. (2009) consider innovation capability to be intangible, non-negotiable and probably 

dependent on historical circumstances, characteristics that make it a rare, valuable and costly 

resource to imitate or replace (Barney 1991, Barney and Clark, 2007), which makes innovation 

capability an object of RBV study. 

The next section explores a better view of the literature on innovation capabilities through a 

systematic literature review. It is explained the methodology that will be applied to the 

systematic literature review, detailing the protocol and the data analysis tools, co-citation 

method and qualitative analysis. Then, it is analyzed the results and it is provided conclusions 

of the literature review.  
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3  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

This section presents the structure of the methodology used in the field research, containing the 

sociological paradigm that guides the research and the philosophical worldview that supports 

the line of reasoning of the authors. It is explored the typologies of the methodology in relation 

to objectives, approach to the research problem, and procedures. There is also a discussion 

about the nature and logic of the research. Figure 7 shows a summary of what will be discussed, 

highlighting the impact in the research design. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 – Research Methodology 
Source: prepared by the author 
 
 

3.1 Sociological Paradigm 
 

As practitioners of science, most of the academic community put aside the discussion about the 

nature of the phenomenon examined (ontology) and the methods to study and understand it 

(epistemology) when developing a research. However, the discussion of philosophy of science 

cannot be lay aside, as explicitly or implicitly we interpret the meanings, logical relationships 

and consequences of observations from reality using a philosophical filter (Van de Ven, 2007). 

This research is based on the philosophy of postpositivism (Creswell, 2009). It considers an 

objective ontology, which means that reality exists, but we have a limited understanding of it. 

Reality is an open system structured as an actual domain, which cannot be assessed in its 

integrality. The results reflect an approximation of reality, since the relations are not 

deterministic, being only a probability of occurrence (Gephart, 1999). 

Section 4.1: answer Q.2 & Q.3
Innovation Capability: 

a Systematic Literature Review

Section 4.2: answer Q.1
Innnovation Capabilities as a 

Bundle of Practices:
Focus on the Industry Sector

Research
Development

Section 4.3
Innnovation Capabilities as a

Bundle of Practices:
Qualitative Complementary Analysis

Typology based on Objectives

Researchproblem Approach

ResearchProcedure

Techniques/Methods (software)

Explicative

Qualitative

Systematic Literature Review

Co-citation analysis (VOS)
Qualitative Analyis (Atlas.ti)

Descriptive

Quantitative

Survey (HPM)

CFA / SEM (R – lavaan package)

Exploratory

Qualitative

Multiple Case Study

Qualitative Analyis (Atlas.ti)
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Differently from positivism, which is anchored in the quantitative methodology, postpositivism 

usually extends its domain from an objective to a subjective epistemology, meaning this 

paradigm also exploits qualitative methodologies providing a better or privileged view of reality 

(Gephart, 1999).  

Criticisms of positivism applied in social sciences can be summarized in four aspects (Fox, 

2008): (a) scientific research does not use various sources to understand the world, such as 

human interpretations, experiences and reasoning; (b) it does not take into account the context 

where research is rooted; (c) search for a unique truth, difficult to find in social science where 

decisions are contingent to sense-making and value perspective of human beings; and (d) avoid 

subjectivity from researchers to generate knowledge. 

A postpositivism view enables to conduct both quantitative and qualitative, allowing a better 

understanding of the phenomenon.    

 

3.2 Typologies of Research based on Objectives 
 

Defining the research design in relation to the research objectives is an important stage in the 

elaboration of the research. A research can be designed as exploratory, descriptive or 

explicative (Raupp & Beuren, 2006). As this research is developed in three independent phases, 

each one covering different research questions, the objectives are different. 

The first section of the research development, detailed at Section 4.1, applies an explicative 

research typology. This type of research is appropriate when one needs to identify the factors 

that determine or contribute to a phenomenon, when one needs to deepen the knowledge of 

reality (Raupp & Beuren, 2006). It is what occurs in this part of research: there is a need to 

identify practices (factors) that determine to the formation of innovation capabilities 

(phenomenon). In the explicative research, the objective is to deepen the knowledge about the 

reality, searching for reasons and identification of determinant factors (Andrade, 2002). 

The second part of the research development, presented at Section 4.2, aims at a descriptive 

research as it deepens the discussion of innovation capabilities formed by practices. Descriptive 

research has as main objective to describe the characteristics of a phenomenon and the 

establishment of relations between variables. This type of research is concerned with observing, 

recording, analyzing, classifying and interpreting data, without the researcher's interference 
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with it (Raupp & Beuren, 2006; Andrade, 2002). In order to guarantee scientific validity for 

descriptive research, it is necessary to have a precise delimitation of theories, models, methods, 

objectives, research questions, variables and sample. The interrelation among practices and 

innovation capabilities, and their impact in operational and innovation performance, need to be 

deepened requiring an analysis over the relations between variables, which is one of the 

objectives of a descriptive research typology. 

The third section of research development, detailed at Section 4.3, applies an exploratory 

research typology. This type of research is appropriate when one seeks to know in greater depth 

a subject, when it is little explored, and it is not possible to formulate precise and operable 

hypotheses. However, the exploratory research has also another purpose. It allows to deepen 

preliminary concepts about a certain practice not previously contemplated satisfactorily, 

helping to broaden its understanding and discover new approaches (Raupp & Beuren, 2006; 

Andrade, 2002). It serves as a complementary analysis to the findings, enabling to explore them 

with real cases, reinforcing them or eventually discovering new findings. The intention is to 

understand which practices are being used in the operations of the companies, in addition to 

those already discussed in section 4.2. 

 

3.3 Typologies of Research according the Research Problem Approach 

The approach to a research problem may be qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative research is 

characterized by a deeper analysis of the phenomenon under study, understanding its nature in 

a reduced sample of the population. It has a subjectivist, interpretative nature, and it is a suitable 

way to know the nature of a social phenomenon (Raupp & Beuren, 2006). Qualitative research, 

acting in depth on a phenomenon, allows the identification of internal empirical characteristics 

and evidences of the phenomenon that are difficult to access by those who are outsiders (Huff, 

2009). Our phases 1 and 3 of the research (Sections 4.1 and 4.3) adopted a qualitative approach. 

Differently from qualitative research, quantitative research does not deepen the search for 

knowledge about the phenomenon. It focuses on a more direct view on some relations between 

factors. The objective of quantitative research is to develop a model, based on existing theory, 

and to test hypotheses among the variables of this model. It seeks to discover the relationship 

between variables using statistical tools, expecting the numbers from the sample produce an 
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unbiased result that can be generalized to the population (Raupp & Beuren, 2006). Our phase 2 

of the research (Section 4.2) adopted a quantitative approach. 

Critical realism incentives the use of both approaches, balancing strengths and weaknesses of 

them (Miller & Tsang, 2010). A mixed design combining qualitative and quantitative 

approaches provides an expanded view of the complexity of a phenomenon, revealing aspects 

that may go unnoticed by any single research approach (Mingers, 2006 apud Miller & Tsang, 

2010). This explains the motivation of this research, which is based on this principle of critical 

realism.  

 

3.4 Typologies of Research according the Research Procedures 

The research procedures refer to how the empirical research is conducted, and how the data is 

obtained (Gil, 1999; Raupp & Beuren, 2006). There is a diversity of research methods. Huff 

(2009) points out eight different methods: formal theory; sample surveys; judgment tasks; lab 

experiments; experimental simulation; field experiments; field studies (case studies); and 

computer simulation. Raupp & Beuren (2006) highlight other methods: bibliographic research; 

documentary research; and action research. Each method can have a qualitative or a quantitative 

approach. Each method has its strengths and weaknesses, being appropriate to adopt methods 

that are adherent to the research question and that allow the opportunity to make an interesting 

contribution to the theoretical argument (Huff, 2009). 

In this research, we adopted different methods for each research development phase: systematic 

literature review, sample survey and multiple case study. 

The Phase 1 of the research development, organized in Section 4.1, is a systematic literature 

review (Tranfield et al., 2003; Crossan and Apaydin, 2010), and intends to answer the research 

questions Q.2 and Q.3:  

Q.2) What are the capabilities for innovation management in companies? 

Q.3) What are the factors/determinants of these innovation capabilities? 
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The search in the literature will emphasizes analysis of the different concepts, nomenclatures, 

determinants and theories used in the study of innovation capabilities. It will also deepen the 

understanding of the use of management practices as antecedents of innovation capabilities. 

Phase 2 of the research, detailed in Section 4.2, is a survey (Hair et al., 2014; Kline, 2016) based 

on a sample of manufacturing plants from HPM – High Performance Manufacturing, an 

international database (Bortolotti et al., 2015). It will be used lavaan package of R software to 

proceed with confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equation modeling (SEM). 

Survey analysis intends to answer research questions Q.1: 

Q.1) What is the impact of innovation capabilities on operational and innovation performance 

of manufacturing plants? 

This research procedure will explore management practices as bundles that lead to improvement 

capability and innovation capability, and the impact of these capabilities on operational and 

innovation performance. 

Finally, Phase 3 of the research development, found at Section 4.3, is a multiple case study 

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009) that intend to complement the analysis. The objective is to enrich 

the discussion of the quantitative empirical results and to extract insights for future studies.  

This multiple case study procedure seeks to meet the objective of exploring the management 

practices that form (or impede the formation of) the improvement and innovation capabilities.  

We developed a case study protocol based on Yin (2009), using as premises previous literature 

review and findings of the quantitative analysis. A pilot case was carried out with two 

organizations in order to validate and refine the protocol. 

The unit of analysis is the manufacturing plant of an organization. The sources of evidence are 

semi-structured interviews with managers responsible or involved with innovation in 

organizations, semi-structured interviews with managerial level employees, internal documents 

and information extracted from newspapers, websites and the organizations themselves. 

Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and then analyzed using Atlas.ti software. It allows to 

organize and encode the data into categories, assisting in analysis of each case. Individual 

analysis of each case, cross-analysis of cases and triangulation with other documents was done. 
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3.5 Research Nature 

This study has the nature of an applied research, since it aims to generate knowledge for 

practical application and solution of specific problems (Prodanov & Freitas, 2013). Applied 

research generates new knowledge as a result from the research process. It uses theories, 

methods and technics from the scientific literature to solve a specific question. 

 

3.6 Research Logic 

The logical method applied to this research is the inductive method. This method uses a 

sufficient number of particular data to infer about a general finding. The study begins with the 

observation of facts or phenomena whose causality we want to know (Prodanov and Freitas, 

2013). Their comparison allows to identify the relations between them. From them, a truth is 

inferred for the whole population. Based on the observation, hypotheses are formulated. For 

this reason, conclusions are only probable. It is considered a suitable method for the social 

sciences (Gil, 1999). 

 

3.7 Research Structure 

This study has as a sociological paradigm the functionalism (Burrell and Morgan, 1979), 

specifically post-positivism (Gephart, 1999). It is an applied research with an inductive logic. 

The development of the research was divided into three phases, each one with its specific design: 

 Phase 1: Innovation capability: a Systematic Literature Review 

This section has an explicative purpose and a qualitative approach. It follows a 

systematic literature review procedure, and applies techniques of co-citation analysis 

using VOS software, and qualitative analysis using Atlas.ti software. 

 Phase 2: Innovation as a bundle of practices: focus on the industry sector 
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In this section, research typology is based on a descriptive objective, designed as a 

quantitative approach. The procedure adopted is a survey using HPM (High 

Performance Manufacturing) data, explored through CFA and SEM methods in the R 

software.  

 Phase 3: Innovation as a bundle of practices: a qualitative complementary analysis 

This section has an exploratory purpose and a qualitative approach. Its procedure is a 

multiple case study, applying a qualitative analysis using Atlas.ti software. 
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4  RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 
 

In this section, the development of the research is presented and detailed in three phases: (4.1) 

systematic literature review of innovation capability; (4.2) innovation as a bundle of practices 

with focus on the industry sector, using a quantitative methodology; and (4.3) innovation as a 

bundle of practices with focus on the service sector, using a qualitative methodology. Figure 8 

summarizes the research development. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Phases of the Research Development  
Source: prepared by the author 
 

 

4.1 INNOVATION CAPABILITIES: A SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This section intends to deeply analyze the literature in order to understand the current status of 

the innovation capability study, to consolidate the existing research and organize the different 

views, and to identify research gaps. Our intention is to provide “a view of the “forest” as well 

as a map to the individual “trees” of knowledge” of innovation capability (Tang, 1998, p. 297). 

The objectives of this study are: 

a. Investigate in the literature what are the capabilities linked to innovation management in 

firms, analyze the different concepts and nomenclatures, and propose a classification of the 

articles according to these different concepts; 

b. Investigate in the literature what are the factors/determinants of these innovation capabilities. 

It is important to understand the antecedents of innovation capabilities, so we can propose a 

framework with the findings; 

c. Understand what the theoretical bases of these innovation capabilities are discussed in the 

literature. Although the term capability can lead to a conclusion of concentration in the 

Section 4.1
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a Systematic Literature Review

Section 4.2
Innnovation Capabilities as a 

Bundle of Practice:
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Research
Development

Section 4.3
Innnovation Capabilities as a 
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Resource-Based Theory and Capabilities Theory, the diversity of nomenclatures for innovation 

capability requires a deep investigation in the literature. 

d. Deepen the understanding of the use of management practices as antecedents of innovation 

capabilities. 

The questions that led this section are: 

Q.2) What are the capabilities for innovation management in firms?  

Q.3) What are the factors/determinants of these innovation capabilities? 

The systematic review of the literature provides an added quality to the literary review process, 

ensuring transparency and reproducibility to the process and synthesizing the topic in a clear 

and concise manner (Fink, 2010; Tranfield et al., 2003). The method seeks to minimize bias 

motivated by selection of studies and reviewers' interpretation, providing a clear path on the 

procedures adopted, the decisions of the reviewers and their conclusions. A systematic 

evaluation uses an explicit algorithm to conduct an in depth and critical research and evaluation 

of the literature (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010), enabling the identification of the main 

contributions to a field or question (Tranfield et al., 2003). 

The approach to the subject “innovation” brings immense challenges for a review of the 

literature: (a) the subject is spread across several areas of the social sciences, being the central 

base of the research or simply being a minor element; (b) innovation is disseminated under 

different theoretical bases, being studied with primary or secondary focus in several theories 

such as resources-based view, knowledge-based view, dynamic capabilities, learning theory 

and coevolutionary theories; (c) the theme is diffused with distinct approaches, being studied 

as a way of adapting to change, as a form of incremental or radical change, within different 

perspectives such as companies, work teams, individual, and regional or national systems, 

resulting in a loss of focus and a large amount of materials for review. All this complexity 

presents an enormous challenge for the literature review, requiring a methodology that can 

guide the review to the desired path with quality and scientific rigor in a reproducible way 

(Crossan and Apaydin, 2010; Pittaway et al., 2004).  

The purpose of the study is to understand innovation from the perspective of capabilities. 

Definitions, concepts used, approaches of the researches, connections between different 

concepts, links between different theories under the innovation capability approach, are some 
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of the dimensions that we intend to analyze in this research. It is a more qualitative analysis, 

seeking a more comprehensive view, which is one the propositions of the systematic review of 

the literature. If the objective were to be more quantitative in order to consolidate empirical 

results, a meta-analysis would be recommended (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010). For these 

reasons, a systematic review of the literature was adopted. 

 

4.1.1 Methodology 
 

We divided the systematic review process in three parts: planning, execution and reporting 

(Tranfield et al., 2003).  

During the planning stage, it was defined the objectives of the research, delimited the subject 

area and discussed about the literature to be explored. The author had the support of his doctoral 

supervisor during this journey, and the results of these discussions were captured in a review 

protocol (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 - Methodology protocol  
Source: prepared by the author (based on Tranfield et al., 2003) 
 
 
The first important decision in the planning stage was to limit the literature to peer-reviewed 

journals, as these journals concentrate the debates in the management field (Podsakoff et al., 

2005). It was omitted books, book chapters and working papers, which also are not available at 

the database. Data for the research were obtained from Web of Science search engine, 

specifically from Social Sciences Citation Index® (SSCI) database, which englobes more than 

Exclusion and inclusion criteria definition (see tables 5 and 6)

Objectives: asnwer the research question (interface between innovation and capabilities)

Key data source:   a) definition of source: peer-reviewed journals
b) definition of fields of study: management, business, economics and operations research
c) database: SSCI (Web of Science)
d) definition of keywords and strings to proceed with the search (see text)

Qualitative analysis of abstracts of the focal papers: using Atlas.ti software

Co-citation and quantitative analysis of the focal papers: using VOS Viewer software
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3,200 journals across 55 social sciences disciplines (Clarivate, 2017). Later, the technique of 

snowball will be used to integrate literatures recurrently mentioned in the selected articles but 

not considered in the review protocol, like books and articles out of the chosen database. 

The execution stage begins with the choice of keywords and search terms. As this study focus 

on the interface between innovation and capabilities view, it was selected the following 

keywords and strings: “innovat* capabilit*” OR “innovat* capacit*” OR "capabilit* to 

innovat*" OR “capacit* to innovat*” OR “improvement capabilit*” OR “innovation 

management capabilit*” OR ("dynamic capabilit*" AND innovat*). The use of the asterisk 

allows to extend the word “innovation” to its derivatives, such as innovative and innovativeness 

(Crossan and Apaydin, 2010). 

The search was conducted at the Web of Science site using the link basic research, selecting 

“topic” option. When choosing topic, the search of keywords will occur in the titles, abstract 

and keywords of each article located in the database. The beginning of the database (1956) was 

considered as the starting research date and May 31st 2017 as the final date. It was selected the 

following subject areas: management, business, economics and operations research. This 

process resulted in 2,078 papers. 

Next step of the execution stage is to analyze these papers reviewing each title and keywords 

using an exclusion criterion (Table 5). If a paper has one of these characteristics, it is excluded 

from the database. Despite the existence of weaknesses, the analysis of titles was considered 

useful by some authors when there is a very large volume of papers (Smith et al., 2008; Pittaway 

et al., 2004). This process led to 658 papers. 

 

Table 5 - Exclusion criteria 
Source: prepared by the author (based on Smith et al., 2008; Pittaway et al., 2004)  

 
Exclusion Criteria Examples 

Not related with 
organizational level 

National level Furman et al. (2002): 
determinants of national 
innovative capacity 

Regional Level Tura and Harmaakorpi (2005): 
regional innovative capability 

Team level Curado et al. (2017): teams’ 
innovation and absorptive 
capacity 
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Project level Longo and Narduzzo (2017): 
innovative projects 

Only superficially address the subject Pedrini (2017), Dekoulou and 
Trivellas (2017) 

Not related with the subject Garcia-Alonso et al. (2009); 
Najafi-Tavani et al. (2016) 

 
 
Then we review each abstract of the 658 papers, deepening the analysis to understand what 

concepts are involved, the relations among the concepts, the theories covered, and the fit with 

the objectives of this study. Following Smith et al. (2008) and Pittaway et al. (2004), we 

considered an inclusion and exclusion criteria (Tables 5 and 6), and 382 papers were selected 

to participate in the review, named as focal papers (Appendix A). 

 

Table 6 - Inclusion criteria 
Source: prepared by the author (based on Smith et al. 2008 and Pittaway et al., 2004) 

 
Criteria Reasons for Inclusion 
All industries and sectors To have a broad vision of the applicability of 

innovation under the capabilities perspective 
All countries To understand different cultural perspectives of the 

relation of innovation and capabilities 
Antecedents and drivers To identify the antecedents and drivers of 

innovation capability or dynamic capabilities that 
drive innovation 

Barriers  To identify the barriers of innovation capability or 
dynamic capabilities that hinder innovation 

Consequences  To identify the consequences of innovation 
capability or dynamic capabilities 

Quantitative and qualitative 
empirical studies 

To capture all empirical evidence of the concepts 
related with innovation capabilities or dynamic 
capabilities that drive innovation, and their 
relationship with performance 

All dimensions To identify all dimensions of innovation: form 
(product, service, process, business model), 
magnitude (incremental, radical) and locus 
(innovation in the firm, network, supply chain) 

 
 

We exported from Web of Science site a list of all references of the 382 papers, containing 

information about the focal paper (title, authors and publication details) and their references, 

which will be used in the co-citation analysis. 
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Information about these 382 papers were imported to Atlas.ti (version 7.5), a software that 

supports qualitative data analysis. There their abstracts were reviewed again and coded 

following the inclusion criteria: (a) identification of capabilities related with innovation; (b) 

codification of antecedents, drivers, barriers and consequences; (c) identification of the type of 

paper: theoretical, literature review, quantitative or qualitative empirical studies; (d) 

codification of dimensions involved in the paper (form, magnitude and locus). When the 

abstract did not reveal the conceptual model or the relation between the constructs, a diagonal 

reading of the paper was made looking for these answers. 

 

4.1.2 Co-Citation Method 
 

Co-citation can be defined as the frequency by which two documents of earlier literature in a 

specific field of research are cited jointly by later literature (Small, 1973; Manzini and Di Serio, 

2017). Co-citation analysis technique is a bibliometric method that explores pairs of citations 

as a measure of association between documents in a research field (White and Griffith, 1981). 

It assumes that articles frequently cited conjointly in a field of research represent the key ideas, 

concepts and methods of this field (Small, 1973).  

Patterns can be represented by sets of articles that are most often referenced in pairs, 

demonstrating a higher level of association. As they are more often cited together, it increases 

their relationship and the possibility that they are working at the same broad research questions, 

belonging to the same research front which is sometimes called as "invisible college" (Crane, 

1972; Di Stefano et al., 2012). 

Co-citation patterns can be used to map the relationships between these ideas, allowing the 

construction of relationships networks of authors and/or articles (Small, 1973; Manzini and Di 

Serio, 2017). Authors which explores the same ideas are related and consequently cited together 

by later articles, tending to cluster together in a map. In contrast, authors which are rarely cited 

together are far away on the map. It is based on an analysis of several citers, representing the 

view of the field by its own authors (White and Griffith, 1981). 

Figure 10 shows an example of network of articles. Articles A and B have a high level of 

association, as they have 20 common citations (or co-citations). They are located closer in the 

map. On the other hand, article F and A have a low level of association, as they have only 1 co-
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citation (article E20), and articles B and G have also a low level of association (only article E1). 

Both F and G are further away from A and B, and both are away from each other. 

 

Figure 10 - Example of co-citation map  
Source: based on Small, 1973 
 

There are various techniques to construct maps that represent these networks. According Van 

Eck et al. (2010), multidimensional scaling technique (MDS) is the most popular (e.g., White 

and Griffith, 1981; McCain, 1991). MDS is a mathematical technique that considers the 

similarities and dissimilarities among pairs of registers from a co-citation matrix, and translate 

into spaces and distances to allocate the pairs in a network (Manzini and Di Serio, 2017). An 

alternative mapping technique recently introduced by Van Eck and Waltman (2007a) is called 

Visualization of Similarities (VOS) (e.g., Van Eck and Waltman, 2007b; Waaijer et al., 2010). 

The goal of VOS is the same as MDS, but it differs from MDS in the way it achieves this goal. 

VOS intends to locate items in a space, so that the distance between two items reflects the 

similarity or relationship of items as accurately as possible. For each pair of elements i and j, 

VOS demands as input an association similarity measure Sij (Sij  ≥ 0), which is calculated by 

Article A Article B

Article E1

Article E2

Article E20

...
Cited articles

(earlier literature)

Article GArticle F

Citing articles
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using the strength of association between the elements, detailed in Equation 1 (e.g. Van Eck 

and Waltman, 2007b; Van Eck et al., 2006). Cij is the observed number of co-occurrences of i 

and j, and Ci and Cj are the expected number of co-occurrences of i and j under the assumption 

that co-occurrences of i and j are statistically independent (Van Eck et al, 2010). 

                                                                     Sij=
cij

cicj
                                                                 (1) 

The location of each article/author is determined in the map by minimizing Equation 2: 

                                          𝑉(𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥n)  =  ∑ 𝑆ij ||𝑥i  −  𝑥j ||2                                            (2) 

subject to 

                                                     
( ) 

 ∑ ||𝑥i  −  𝑥j ||  =  1                                                 (3) 

Thus, VOS objective is to minimize the weighted sum of the squared distances between all pairs 

of items. Equation 2 imposes that the squared distance between a pair of items is weighed by 

the association similarity between the items, and Equation 3 forces a constraint that the average 

distance between two items must be equal to one to avoid trivial solutions, in which all items 

have the same location (Van Eck et al., 2010). 

Van Eck et al. (2010) compared both methods theoretically and experimentally, concluding that 

maps constructed using the VOS technique provide a more satisfactory representation of the 

underlying data set than maps constructed using MDS techniques. This happens due to two 

tendencies of MDS techniques: the tendency to locate the most important items in the center of 

a map (and less important items in the periphery), and the tendency to locate items in a circular 

structure. A detailed comparison of the two methods can be found in Van Eck et al. (2010). 

In this work, we choose to work with software VOS Viewer (www.vosviewer.com), a tool for 

constructing and visualizing bibliometric networks, which supported to obtain the scientific 

production map of the research field studied. 

 

4.1.3 Qualitative analysis method 
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The abstracts of the 382 papers were analyzed using a software that support qualitative data 

analysis (Atlas.ti, version 7.5.17). This software pertains to a classification group named 

Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (QAQDAS), which allows searching, 

categorizing, organizing and recording information and interpretations. This software allows 

the interpretation of the data to have greater consistency, speed and flexibility, guaranteeing 

even greater efficiency in the representation of results (Bandeira de Mello, 2006). 

We sought to identify for each abstract: the nomenclature; the antecedents, consequences and 

dimensions of innovation capability; the methodology used; the theories discussed. When it 

was not possible to identify this information in the abstract, a diagonal reading of the article 

was made.  

For each information found, a code was created. Each code was named with the authors and 

date of the article, followed by the information identified. For example, the article by Peng et 

al. (2008) had the following codes registered: (a) Peng et al. (2008) - innovation capability and 

improvement capability (plant level capabilities - OM vision); (b) Peng et al. (2008) - 

quantitative; (c) Peng et al. (2008): innovation capability and improvement capability are 

formed by a bundle of interrelated yet distinct routines; (d) Peng et al. (2008): consequences of 

innovation capability and improvement capability: operational performance (quality, delivery, 

flexibility, cost); (e) Peng et al. (2008): capabilities theory and operational performance. 

It was created in the software a network of codes, which provided ease of organization and 

visualization. Data were analyzed and grouped from this network. 

 

4.1.4 Research Analysis 
 

In this session, we will provide an analysis of the citation and co-citation analysis as well a 

discussion of the qualitative analysis of the literature papers selected. 

 
4.1.4.1 Citation and Co-citation Analysis 
 

Using the extracted database of the 382 focal articles and with the support of software VOS 

Viewer, it was possible to proceed with a thorough analysis. First, we made an analyzes of the 

journals where they were published. Table 7 shows a diversity of academic journals distributed 

in two main areas of research: innovation & technology, and management.  
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There are eight journals which focus are related with innovation: new product and process 

development and innovation management (R&D Management, Journal of Product Innovation 

Management, International Journal of Innovation Management, Creativity and Innovation 

Management, Innovation-Management Policy & Practice) and managing technology, 

engineering and science (International Journal of Technology Management, Technovation, 

Journal of Engineering and Technology Management). There are three management journals 

that concentrate the interest in the interaction between innovation and technology with strategic, 

economic, social, political and organizational processes (Research Policy, Technology Analysis 

& Strategic Management, Technological Forecasting and Social Change). 

The other journals do not address exclusively the theme of innovation. There are business and 

management journal (Journal of Business Research, California Management Review, Journal 

of Management Studies, Organization Science), focused on strategy (Strategic Management 

Journal), marketing (Industrial Marketing Management), production and operations 

management (International Journal of Operations & Production Management, International 

Journal of Production Research), and knowledge management (Journal of Knowledge 

Management). 

Attention is drawn to the presence of two specific management journals for small businesses 

(Journal of Small Business Management, Small Business Economics). 

There is a certain concentration of the study of the interface between innovation and capabilities 

in the innovation literature. There is a dissemination among diverse sources, which indicates 

this is a topic of interest to the entire management academic community, but most of the articles 

(around 63%) are published in innovation related journals. 

When we analyze the journals that were cited by the focal articles, only three among the top 22 

are innovation-centric journals (Journal of Product Innovation Management, Technovation, R 

& D Management).  

Figure 11 shows the main journals that were references for the focal articles. There are groups 

of innovation-centric journals that explores innovation management (subcluster I.a) and the link 

between innovation and technology (subcluster I.b), but most of the references are from 

business and management journals. The journals with the highest number of citations are from 

management (indicated by the largest diameters of each reference in the figure). The centrality 

of some publications and the large volume of lines illustrate the importance of articles published 
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in these journals (such as Strategic Management Journal, Academy of Management Review 

and Academy of Management Journal). 

It is clearly characterized the proximity of the marketing journals (subcluster II.a) and 

operations management journals (subcluster II.b), and the importance of references that bring 

pioneering managerial practices (like Harvard Business Review, California Management 

Review and Sloan Management Review). There is a clear dissemination of the intellectual roots 

(Randhawa et al., 2016) in several management journals, indicating that the theme is supported 

by theories and knowledge located outside the study of innovation. 

 
Table 7 - Journals that published the focal articles and their references 
Source: prepared by the author (based on Randhawa et al., 2016) 
 

 

Rank Journals of Focal Articles
Number of 

Articles
Rank Journals of References of the Focal Articles Number of 

Citations
1 International Journal of Technology Management 23 1 Strategic Management Journal 2363
2 Technovation 21 2 Research Policy 985
3 Journal of Business Research 19 3 Academy of Management Journal 922
4 Journal of Product Innovation Management 16 4 Organization Science 898
5 R & D Management 15 5 Academy of Management Review 845
6 Industrial Marketing Management 14 6 Administrative Science Quarterly 684
7 Research Policy 13 7 Journal of Product Innovation Management 613

Technology Analysis & Strategic Management 13 8 Journal of Marketing 569
9 Strategic Management Journal 10 9 Management Science 537

10 Creativity and Innovation Management 9 10 Technovation 515
International Journal of Operations & Production Management 9 11 Harvard Business Review 474
Journal of Engineering and Technology Management 9 12 Journal of Management 435

13 International Journal of Production Research 7 13 Journal of Operations Management 367
Technological Forecasting and Social Change 7 14 Journal of Management Studies 365

15 Innovation-Management Policy & Practice 6 15 Industrial Marketing Management 312
Journal of Knowledge Management 6 16 Journal of Marketing Research 300
Journal of Small Business Management 6 17 California Management Review 290
Small Business Economics 6 18 Journal of Business Research 280

19 California Management Review 5 19 R & D Management 270
International Journal of Innovation Management 5 20 Industrial and Corporate Change 261
Journal of Management Studies 5 21 Journal of International Business Studies 215
Organization Science 5 22 International Journal of Operations & Production Management196
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Figure 11 - Co-citation of the references’ sources  
Remark: considered publications with more than 80 citations and co-citation attraction of 2 to increase 
readability of the figure 
 

The second step consists of an in-depth analysis of the focal articles, exploring their authors 

and relations, and examining their references. Table 8 shows the most relevant publications, 

ordering them by the average of citations per year. It also shows the most cited references. The 

most influential publication is Teece (2007). We can group these main articles by the different 

views: (1) how innovation can be reached: (a) dynamic capabilities (Danneels, 2002; 

Rothaermel and Hess, 2007; Teece, 2007; Verona and Ravasi, 2003); (b) organizational 

ambidexterity (Benner and Tushman, 2003; O'Reilly and Tushman, 2008; Raisch and 

Birkinshaw, 2008); (c) innovation capabilities (Calantone, Cavusgil and Zhao,  2002; Guan and 

Ma, 2003; Klepper, 1996; Romijn and Albaladejo, 2002; Subramaniam and Youndt, 2005); (d) 

organizational capabilities (Knight and Cavusgil, 2004); (2) types of innovation supported by 

capabilities related with innovation: business model innovation (Chesbrough, 2010); (3) 

relation of network position and structure with innovation capabilities (Capaldo, 2007; Pittaway 

et al., 2004; Zaheer and Bell, 2005); (4) overlaps between absorptive capacity and innovation 

capabilities (Lichtenthaler, 2009); Volberda, Foss and Lyles, 2010); (5) relation of knowledge 
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and learning with innovation capabilities (Capello and Faggian, 2005; Lin, 2007); (6) relation 

of knowledge and absorptive capacity with open innovation (Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler, 

2009) (7) technological innovation capabilities (Yam et al., 2004). 

Looking at the second part of Table 8, the most cited reference among the focal articles is Teece, 

Pisano and Shuen (1997). Teece (2007) also appears as a main reference in the area, 

demonstrating the importance of dynamic capabilities in the study of the theme. 

These references can be grouped according their theoretical perspective: (1) dynamic 

capabilities (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Helfat and Peteraf, 2003; Helfat et al., 2007; Teece, 

Pisano and Shuen, 1997; Teece, 2007; Winter, 2003; Zollo and Winter, 2002); (2) absorptive 

capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002); (3) resource-based view (Amit 

and Schoemaker, 1993; Barney, 1991; Dierickx and Cool, 1989; Grant, 1991; Penrose, 1959; 

Peteraf, 1993; Wernerfelt, 1984); (4) evolutionary theory (Nelson and Winter, 1982); (5) 

knowledge-based view (Grant, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995); 

(6) exploration and exploitation (Benner and Tushman, 2003; March, 1991); (7) capabilities 

(Leonard-Barton, 1992); (8) innovation (Damanpour, 1991; Henderson and Clark, 1990); (9) 

learning (Levinthal and March, 1993); (10) competences (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990).  

Deepening the exploration of the references, it was prepared a co-citation network containing 

the references of the focal articles (Figure 12). It is confirmed that Teece, Pisano and Shuen 

(1997) appears as the central and main literature, followed by Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000, 

both introducing the debate of dynamic capabilities and their linkage with innovation and 

change. Although less cited, the main references of innovation (the seminal work of Schumpeter 

(1934); Pavitt, 1984; Teece, 1986) are located centrally in the network, denoting a point of 

convergence for the debate. 

The visualization of the network allows to identify 5 clusters, calculated by the algorithm of the 

system according to the homogeneity of the co-citations. Each cluster represents a group of 

literature stream. Dynamic capabilities (blue color cluster) and resources-based view (yellow 

cluster) are clearly identified by topic references, but the others mix some interrelated themes. 

Red cluster focus on knowledge- based view, absorptive capacity and open innovation, all 

bearing on the same basis of discussion: knowledge. The fourth cluster (purple) includes 

exploration, exploitation and ambidexterity, technological changes and innovation. Two 

references deal specifically with knowledge and its interface with innovation, being inserted in 
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the red cluster (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001). The fifth cluster 

(green) includes innovation capability, market orientation and scientific methodology. Table 9 

details all the references presented in the network (papers related with methodology were 

excluded). 

Table 8 - Main focal articles and references 
Source: prepared by the author (based on Randhawa et al., 2016) 

 

Remarks: Number of citations and average of citations per year based on Web of Science (Aug 7th, 2017); 
n.a. means not available 
 

Rank Authors of Focal Articles
Number 

of 
Citations

Average 
of 

Citations 
per year

Rank References of Focal Articles
Number of 
Citations by 

Focal Articles

Number 
of 

Citations

Average 
of 

Citations 
per year

1 Teece (2007) 1709 155,6 1 Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) 181 6978 332,3
2 Benner and Tushman (2003) 1095 73,0 2 Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) 136 3495 194,2
3 Subramaniam and Youndt (2005) 818 62,9 3 Cohen and Levinthal (1990) 132 9451 337,5
4 Chesbrough (2010) 437 54,6 4 Barney (1991) 122 12105 448,3
5 Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) 503 50,3 5 Nelson and Winter (1982) 83 n.a. n.a.
6 Knight and Cavusgil (2004) 606 43,3 6 Teece (2007) 72 1711 155,6
7 Calantone, Cavusgil and Zhao (2002) 634 39,6 7 Zahra and George (2002) 71 2426 151,6
8 Crossan and Apaydin (2010) 317 39,6 8 Zollo and Winter (2002) 69 1673 104,6
9 Danneels (2002) 604 37,8 9 Fornell and Larcker (1981) 61 15598 421,6

10 Klepper (1996) 787 35,8 10 Kogut and Zander (1992) 60 4152 159,7
11 O'Reilly and Tushman (2008) 339 33,9 11 March (1991) 57 5499 203,7
12 Zaheer and Bell (2005) 426 32,8 12 Amit and Schoemaker (1993) 53 2267 90,7
13 Volberda, Foss and Lyles (2010) 243 30,4 13 Leonard-Barton (1992) 52 2047 78,7
14 Lichtenthaler (2009) 251 27,9 14 Grant (1996) 51 1867 84,9
15 Pittaway et al. (2004) 387 27,6 15 Wernerfelt (1984) 51 5746 169,0
16 Capaldo (2007) 258 23,5 16 Eisenhardt (1989) 51 10616 366,1
17 Zhou and Wu (2010) 180 22,5 17 Helfat et al. (2007) 48 n.a. n.a.
18 Rothaermel and Hess (2007) 242 22,0 18 Winter (2003) 47 1042 69,5
19 Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009) 198 22,0 19 Podsakoff et al. (2003) 45 13160 877,3
20 Lin (2007) 233 21,2 20 Penrose (1959) 43 n.a. n.a.
21 Helfat (1997) 400 19,0 21 Damanpour (1991) 43 2012 74,5
22 Lewin, Massini and Peeters (2011) 126 18,0 22 Peteraf (1993) 42 2716 108,7
23 Cannson and Villar-Lopez (2014) 71 17,8 23 Henderson and Clark (1990) 42 2529 90,3
24 Lilien et al. (2002) 282 17,6 24 Grant (1991) 41 2065 76,5
25 Foss, Laursen and Pedersen (2011) 119 17,0 25 Benner and Tushman (2003) 40 1095 73,0
26 Romijn and Albaladejo (2002) 246 15,4 26 Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 40 n.a. n.a.
27 Ahuja and Katila (2004) 212 15,1 27 Dierickx and Cool (1989) 39 2700 93,1
28 Capello and Faggian (2005) 196 15,1 28 Prahalad and Hamel (1990) 39 3925 140,2
29 Hagedoorn and Duysters (2002) 231 14,4 29 Levinthal and March (1993) 36 2310 92,4
30 Garcia-Morales et al. (2012) 84 14,0 30 Helfat and Peteraf (2003) 35 951 63,4
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Figure 12 - Co-citation of the reference articles  
Remark: considered co-citation attraction of 2 and publications with more than 20 co-citations, limiting 
to 74 references to increase readability of the figure 
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Table 9 - List of main references presented in the network 

 

 

4.1.4.2. Qualitative Analysis 
 

Using the network created at Atlas.ti software, we provided a qualitative analysis of the selected 

papers. First, the focus was on the nomenclature diversity. Figure 13 shows a print screen of 

the software with the nomenclature classification. 

Cluster 1 (blue)
Link 

Strenght
Perspective Cluster 2 (yellow)

Link 
Strenght

Perspective

Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) 1921 Dynamic capabilities Barney (1991) 1271 RBV
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) 1551 Dynamic capabilities Amit and Schoemaker (1993) 639 RBV
Zollo and Winter (2002) 899 Dynamic capabilities Wernerfelt (1984) 563 RBV
Teece (2007) 834 Dynamic capabilities Penrose (1959) 515 RBV
Winter (2003) 614 Dynamic capabilities Peteraf (1993) 511 RBV
Helfat et al. (2007) 580 Dynamic capabilities Grant (1991) 467 RBV
Helfat and Peteraf (2003) 502 Dynamic capabilities Dierickx and Cool (1989) 455 RBV
Zahra, Sapienza and Davidsson (2006) 464 Dynamic capabilities Henderson and Cockburn (1994) 450 RBV
Collis (1994) 343 Capabilities Prahalad and Hamel (1990) 448 Core Competences
Danneels (2002) 327 Dynamic /organizational capabilities Schumpeter (1934) 379 Innovation
Wang (2007) 294 Dynamic capabilities Teece (1986) 239 Innovation

Pavitt (1984) 167 Innovation

Cluster 3 (green)
Link 

Strenght
Perspective Cluster 4 (red)

Link 
Strenght

Perspective

Damanpour (1991) 435 Innovation Cohen and Levinthal (1990) 1330 Absorptive capacity
Day (1994) 397 Market-orientation/Capabilities Zahra and George (2002) 909 Absorptive capacity
Subramaniam and Youndt (2005) 359 Innovation capabilities Kogut and Zander (1992) 772 Knowledge / capabilities
Hurley and Hult (1998) 343 Market-orientation/Innovation Grant (1996) 598 Knowledge
Calantone, Cavusgil and Zhao (2002) 342 Innovation capabilities Laursen and Salter (2006) 451 Open innovation
Garcia and Calantone (2002) 252 Technological innovation Grant (1996b) 417 Knowledge / capabilities
Atuahene-Gima (2005) 252 Market-orientation/Capabilities Lane and Lubatkin (1998) 400 Absorptive capacity / Learning
Jaworski and Kohli (1993) 250 Market-orientation Szulanski (1996) 376 Knowledge
Lawson and Samson (2001) 230 Innovation capabilities Powell, Koput and Smith-Doerr (1996) 350 Learning

Nonaka (1994) 343 Knowledge
Lane, Koka and Pathak (2006) 341 Absorptive capacity
Jansen, Van Den Bosch and Volberda (2005) 337 Absorptive capacity
Dyer and Singh (1998) 289 Relational view
Tsai (2001) 249 Knowledge / absorptive capacity
Hargadon and Sutton (1997) 226 NPD / Innovation
Cohen and Levinthal (1989) 224 Innovation / Learning
Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) 199 Social capital
Chesbrough (2003) 195 Open innovation
Brown and Eisenhardt (1995) 188 NPD

Cluster 5 (purple)
Link 

Strenght
Perspective

Nelson and Winter (1982) 891 Evolutionary theory
March (1991) 752 Exploration and exploitation
Leonard-Barton (1992) 646 Capabilities
Levinthal and March (1993) 513 Learning
Henderson and Clark (1990) 487 Innovation
Benner and Tushman (2003) 460 Exploration and exploitation
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 369 Knowledge and innovation
Rosenkopf and Nerkar (2001) 329 Exploration, knowledge
Tushman and O'Reilly (1996) 303 Ambidexterity
Tushman and Anderson (1986) 290 Technological changes/capabilities
Utterback (1994) 204 Technological changes/innovation
Leonard-Barton (1995) 182 Knowledge and innovation
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Figure 13 - Print screen of Atlas.ti software with nomenclature classification  
Source: prepared by the author 
 

4.1.4.2.1. Nomenclature Diversity 
 

We grouped the nomenclatures according to the similarity of the term used for innovation 

capability, resulting in 32 different nomenclatures (Table 10). Each term used reflects the 

intention of the authors on a study of a specific topic, such as product innovation, process 

innovation or business model innovation.  

It is important to state that there are authors that did not use any specific term connecting 

innovation as a specific capability. They do not consider a specific capability for innovation, 

preferring to focus the innovation study on other perspectives: 

(1) Dynamic capability:  

Dynamic capabilities are important to keep an organization adapted to the rapid technological, 

social, economic and environmental changes of the current business ecosystems, enabling that 

the organization continues to sustain superior performance (Teece, 2007; Teece et al., 1997). 

The three dynamic capabilities proposed by this author are: (a) capacity to sense and shape 

opportunities and threats, (b) capacity to seize opportunities, and (c) capacity to maintain 

competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, and reconfiguring the intangible 

and tangible assets of the organization. Thus, dynamic capabilities enable the organization to 
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sense market and technological opportunities, exploring them internally and with supplier’s 

alliances to seize these opportunities. Then, the organization can evaluate its tangible and 

intangible assets in order to adapt them, create or acquire to follow a new opportunity (Teece, 

2007). Dynamic capabilities are related with the capacity of an organization to purposefully 

create, extend, and modify its resource base (Makkonen et al., 2014). These capabilities allow 

the change and renewal of products, processes and business models. They also promote 

innovation to better adaptation to the environment (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Helfat et al., 

2007; Makkonen et al., 2014; Teece et al., 1997). These capabilities form the basis for 

innovation and competitive advantage (Teece et al., 1997). 

Following this perspective, it is not considered a specific capability for innovation. Other 

dynamic capabilities are responsible for adapting the company to changing environments, 

allowing them to adapt to these changes through innovation. Technological, social, economic 

and environmental changes are sensed by the organization, which will seek solutions to create 

or improve its products, processes and business models, internally or through third parties, 

choosing an opportunity for innovation. Tangible and intangible assets and capabilities are 

reorganized, created, combined or protected for innovation to take place (Teece, 2007).  

For example, Makkonen et al. (2014) study the impact of dynamic capabilities in organizational 

change and innovation performance. Vickery et al. (2013) supports the dynamic capabilities 

perspective, exploring the influence of supply chain integration for new product development 

as a dynamic capability.  

(2) Absorptive capacity:  

Cohen and Levinthal (1990) introduced the concept of absorptive capacity, the ability of a 

company to identify valuable information in the market, assimilate it and use it internally to 

create or adapt the company products, processes and business model. This ability to exploit 

external knowledge is a critical element of innovation capabilities (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990), 

and depends on the level of internal knowledge. Companies must invest in developing its 

internal knowledge through R&D and continuous learning to form a basic level of internal 

knowledge, which is essential to the absorptive capacity. The internal knowledge forms the 

basis for the exploitation of new knowledge. 

Zahra and George (2002) reconceptualized the absorptive capacity as a dynamic capability that 

works to acquire and assimilate external knowledge that is internally transformed and exploited 
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to enhance a company’s innovation results, influencing in its competitive advantage. 

Absorptive capacity is a dynamic capability formed by four organizational capabilities: 

knowledge acquisition, assimilation, transformation and exploitation, which together influence 

the ability of a company to develop other organizational capabilities. Innovation is an important 

way of a company to achieve competitive advantage in a dynamic market (Barney, 1991; Zahra 

and George, 2002). Transformation and exploitation capabilities provide the ability of a 

company to bring innovation to its products and processes (Zahra and George, 2002). It is called 

by the authors as the realized absorptive capacity, an ability of a company to leverage the 

external knowledge that was acquired and assimilated (called potential absorptive capacity). 

In our literature review, some papers worked with this concept. Fores and Camison (2016) 

explored the relationships between absorptive capacity, internal knowledge creation capacity 

and organization size on incremental and radical innovation performance. Both capabilities 

influence incremental innovation performance, but only companies that combine internal and 

external knowledge reach a positive impact on radical innovation performance. Other papers 

explored the absorptive capacity concept, such as Lichtenthaler (2009), Patterson and 

Ambrosini (2015), and Sheng and Chien 2016. 

(c) Exploitation and exploration: 

As the absorptive concept, exploitation and exploration are related with organizational learning. 

A company may focus its learning to refine its current technology and processes to improve its 

products and solutions to the market, and may also focus its learning to invent new technologies, 

products or solutions (March, 1991). The balance of “exploitation of old certainties” and 

“exploration of new possibilities” is key to the adaptation in the market environment (March, 

1991, p.71; Schumpeter, 1934). Dynamic capabilities of a company are based on both 

exploitation and exploration (Ghemawat and Costa 1993; March, 1991). 

Exploitation is “the refinement and extension of existing competencies, technologies, and 

paradigms. Its returns are positive, proximate, and predictable". Exploration is 

"experimentation with new alternatives. Its returns are uncertain, distant, and often negative" 

(March, 1991, p.85). There are difficulties for the companies to adopt both approaches 

simultaneously, what is called capability-rigidity paradox (Leonard-Barton, 1992). For example, 

as there are differences in the probability of returns, managers tend to invest into exploitation 

as a guarantee to have positive returns, avoiding to explore new alternatives. 
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In our literature review, Clausen et al. (2013) based their study on the exploitation/exploration 

and open/closed literatures to build a taxonomy that explains how these four models of 

innovation are related with product innovation. Zhou et al. (2010) explores the relationship of 

technological capability and exploitation/exploration innovation. Examples of other authors are 

Donate and Guadamillas (2011, 2015), Marin-Idarraga et al. (2016), and Soosay and Hiland 

(2008). 

A perspective that exploitation and exploration are capabilities were used by Lisboa et al. 

(2011b; 2011a) and Yalcinkaya et al. (2007), based on the work of Atuahene-Gima (2005). This 

author considered exploitation and exploration as important competences for innovation. 

Competence and capability are used interchangeably by the author, who followed the same 

pattern of Day (1994): a competence or capability refers to the knowledge, skills, and related 

routines that constitute a firm's ability to create and deliver superior customer value. Thus, 

exploitation and exploration are important capabilities for innovation (Atuahene-Gima, 2005; 

Lisboa et al., 2011b). His study demonstrated that exploitation and exploration capabilities 

influence both incremental and radical innovation performance.  

Lisboa et al. (2011b) considered exploitation and exploration capabilities as antecedents of new 

product differentiation, although only overseas market-related exploitative capability and 

product development explorative capability were significant. Yalcinkaya et al. (2007) 

concluded that exploitation capability influences exploration capability, which impacts 

positively product innovation. In their study, there is a negative relationship between 

exploitative capability and product innovation, concluding it is necessary to have both 

capabilities for the long term.  

(d) Ambidextrous organizational: 

The concept of ambidextrous organizations can be defined as the ability of a company to 

implement both incremental and radical change (Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996). The company 

must have the organizational ability to compete in a mature market, where cost, efficiency and 

incremental innovation are essential, while at the same time look for new opportunities for the 

development of new products and services (where speed, flexibility and radical innovation are 

critical). Such a practice is essential for long-term success. 

The authors propose an ambidextrous model of organization with simultaneous ability to obtain 

incremental and radical innovation and to change results from the combination of different and 
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contradictory structures, processes, and cultures within the same company. In this model, there 

is a specific organizational structure to take care of the usual business (exploitative business), 

focusing on cost and profit, operational efficiency, incremental innovation and a culture of its 

own, and other structures to take care of exploratory business, focusing on radical innovation, 

growth, new products, and more risk-taking culture and that encourages experimentation 

(Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996). 

In the papers reviewed, O’Reilly and Tushman (2008) propose that ambidexterity acts as a 

dynamic capability. Managers have a role to learn and adapt a company to changes in the 

environment, and at the same time must have the ability to manage the inevitable trade-offs and 

conflicts the arise from an ambidextrous organization. This capability works both on 

exploration and exploitation, reconfiguring resources and capabilities to sense and seize new 

opportunities, and avoiding the company to follow a path dependence dynamic. Other examples 

are Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008), O’Reilly and Tushman (2011, 2013), and Zhang et al. (2016). 

 

Table 10 - Nomenclature diversity 
 
Type of Innovation Capability Authors 

Technological Innovation 
Capabilities 

Ahuja and Katila (2004); Capaldo et al. (2003); Flor and 
Oldra (2005); Guan et al. (2006); Hu (2012); Huang 
(2011); Lahovnik and Breznik (2014); Lin (2014); 
Mortazavi Ravari et al. (2016); Nerkar and Paruchuri 
(2005); Petroni (1998); Shafia et al. (2016); Shan and 
Jolly (2013); Wang et al. (2008); Yam et al. (2004); 
Yam et al. (2011) 

Continuous Improvement 
Capability 

Anand et al. (2009); Bessant and Francis (1999); 
Bessant and Caffyn (1997); Chapman and Hyland 
(2004); Chen et al. (2012); Coughlan et al. (2001); 
Dabhilkar and Bengtsson (2007) 

Improvement Capability Peng et al. (2008); Peng et al. (2011); Peng et al. (2013); 
Wu et al. (2010); Wu et al. (2012) 

Performance Improvement 
Capability 

Adler et al. (2003) 
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(Dynamic) Innovation 
Capability(ies) 

Antony et al. (2016); Arvanitis and Stucki (2012); 
Basile (2001); Bell and Figueiredo (2012); Bennett and 
Parks (2015); Bermejo et al. (2016); Boerjesson et al. 
(2011); Boerjesson et al. (2014); Calantone et al. 
(2002); Camison and Villar-Lopez (2012); Camps and 
Marques (2014); Chapman and Hyland (2004); Cheng 
and Chen (2013); Collinson and Wang (2012); Cooke 
and Wills (1999); Dadfar et al. (2013); Del Rio et al. 
(2016); Dixon et al. (2014); Fan (2006); Fernandes et al. 
(2015); Foroudi et al. (2016); Frey et al. (2013); Gnekpe 
and Coeurderoy (2017); Guan and Ma (2003); Hamidi 
and Gharnek (2017); Hervas-Oliver et al. (2016b); 
Hervas-Oliver et al. (2015); Hogan et al. (2011); 
Huhtala et al. (2014); Huo et al. (2014); Judge et al. 
(1997); Kim et al. (2012); Konsti-Laakso et al. (2012); 
Kulangara et al. (2016); Lee at al. (2010); Leiponen 
(2008); Liao et al. (2015); Lilien et al. (2002); Lim et al. 
(2013); Lin (2007); Lin (2015); Liu (2012); Lopez-
Mielgo et al. (2009); Luzzini and Ronchi (2011); 
Maniak et al. (2014); Martin de Castro et al. (2013); Mir 
et al. (2016); Nazarpoori (2017); Ngo and O’Cass 
(2012); Nieto and Rodriguez (2011); Nilsson and Ritzen 
(2014); Peng et al. (2008); Peng et al. (2011); Peng et al. 
(2013); Perez et al. (2011); Quintana-Garcia and 
Benavides-Velasco (2005); Rajala et al. (2012); 
Reichert et al. (2016); Romijn and Albaladejo (2002); 
Saenz et al. (2012); Saenz and Perez-Bouvier (2014); 
Samson and Gloet (2014); Santos-Vijande et al. (2013); 
Saunila (2016); Saunila and Ukko (2012); Saunila and 
Ukko (2014); Schwartz and Bar-El (2015); Schweitzer 
(2014); Sen and Egelhoff (2000); Silva et al. (2014); 
Sulistyo and Siyamtinah (2016); Taherparvar et al. 
(2014); Todo et al. (2016); Tseng et al. (2016); Ukko et 
al. (2016); Urgal et al. (2013); van Hemert et al. (2013); 
Vicente et al. (2015); Wang (2016); Wang et al. (2013); 
Weber and Heidenreich (2016); Wolff and Pett (2006); 
Wu et al. (2010); Wu et al. (2012); Wu et al. (2013); 
Yang (2012); Yang et al. (2009); Yang et al. (2015); 
Yang et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2015); Zheng et al. 
(2016); Crossan and Apaydin (2010); Garcia-Morales et 
al. (2012); Lichtenthaler and Muethel (2012). 
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(Dynamic) Innovative 
Capability(ies) 

Capaldo (2007); Carbonara (2004); Carnovale et al. 
(2015); Cefis and Marsilis (2012); Chalmers and Balan-
Vnuk (2013); Crespo et al. (2016); Eraydin and Armatli-
Koroglu (2005); Figueiredo (2014); Fleury et al. (2013); 
Hagedoorn and Duysters (2002); Hottenrott and Peters 
(2012); Huang et al. (2011); Hueske et al. (2015); 
Ivarsson and Alvstam (2011); Klepper (1996); Kor and 
Mahoney (2005); Lefebvre et al. (1993); Lopez-
Cabrales et al. (2009); Machikita and Ueki (2015); 
Martinez Roman et al. (2011); Monferrer et al. (2015); 
Mukherjee and Ramani (2011); Park and Kang (2013); 
Quintana-Garcia and Benavides-Velasco (2014); Raffa 
and Zollo (1994); Satta et al. (2016); Schneckenberg et 
al. (2015); Sher and Yang (2005); Singh et al. (2013); 
Subramaniam and Youndt (2005); Tacla and Figueiredo 
(2006); Tai and Mai (2006); Un and Montoro-Sanchez 
(2010); van den Ende et al. (2001); Wang and Chen 
(2013); Wang et al. (2008); Zaheer and Bell (2005); 
Zahra et al. (2009); Zhao and Chadwick (2014).  

Innovation Capacity(ies) Boly et al. (2014); Donate and Guadamillas (2011); 
Donate and Guadamillas (2015); Exposito-Langa 
(2011); Ferreira et al. (2015); Fores and Camison 
(2011); Foss et al. (2011); Jorgensen and Ulhoi (2010); 
Kuhne et al. (2013); Kuhne et al. (2015); Lai et al. 
(2005); Malhotra et al. (2016); Marin et al. (2014); 
Prajogo and Ahmed (2006); Rejed et al. (2008); 
Rohrbeck and Gemunden (2011); Salman and Saives 
(2005); Silva et al. (2014a). 

Innovative Capacity(ies) Capello and Faggian (2005); Eddleston et al. (2008); 
Fitjar et al. (2013); Hoffman et al. (2012); Koc and 
Ceylan (2007); Lemon and Sahota (2004); Lichtenthaler 
and Lichtenthaler (2009); Pittaway et al. (2004); Ranga 
et al. (2008); Robertson et al. (2012); Verdu-Jover et al. 
(2005) 

Firm Innovativeness (Dynamic 
Capability) 

Golgeci and Ponomarov (2013) 

Process Innovation Capability Frishammar et al. (2012); Hervas-Oliver et al. (2014); 
Hervas-Oliver et al. (2016); McGovern et al. (2017); 
Piening and Salge (2015); Smeda (2001). 

Process Innovative Capability Delbufalo (2015) 
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Lean Innovation Capability Bicen and Johnson (2014); Bicen and Johnson (2015). 

Idea Generation/Ideation 
Capability 

Aramburu and Saenz (2011); Bjork et al. (2010); Dong 
and Wu (2015) 

Discontinuous Innovation 
Capability 

Martini et al. (2013); Bessant et al. (2010); Bessant et al. 
(2011); Figueiredo (2010) 

Radical Innovation Capability Chang et al. (2012); Kelley et al. (2011); Lettl et al. 
(2006); O’Connor and DeMartino (2006); O’Connor et 
al. (2008); Pihlajamaa (2017) 

Radical Product Innovation 
Capability 

Boso et al. (2016); Slater et al. (2014) 

Product Innovation Capability Branzei and Vertinsky (2006); Menguc and Auh (2010); 
Menguc et al. (2014); O’Cass and Sok (2014); Tambe et 
al. (2012); Yalcinkaya et al. (2007); Zhang et al. (2015). 

Service Innovation Capability Arias-Perez et al. (2017); Daugherty et al. (2011); den 
Hertog et al. (2010); Grawe et al. (2009); Janssen et al. 
(2016); Lillis et al. (2015); Ngo and O’Cass (2013); 
O’Cass and Sok (2013); Parida et al. (2015); Tang et al. 
(2015). 

Strategic Innovation 
Capability/Capacity 

Berghman et al. (2013); Carraresi et al. (2016); Katzy et 
al. (2013); Kodama and Shibata (2014) 

Innovation Management 
Capability 

Francis and Bessant (2005) 

Business Innovation Capability Perdomo-Ortiz et al. (2006); Perdomo-Ortiz et al. 
(2009) 

Business Model Innovation 
(Dynamic) Capability 

Hock et al. (2016); Mezger (2014) 

Environmental Innovative 
Capacity 

Hansen et al. (2002) 

Eco-innovative capacity Paraschiv et al. (2012) 

Green Business Innovation 
Capabilities 

Lin et al. (2011) 

Sustainable Innovation 
Capability 

Ketata et al. (2015); Varadarajan (2017). 
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Dynamic R&D Capabilities Helfat (1997) 

Open Innovation Dynamic 
Capability 

Hosseini et al. (2017); Nitzche et al. (2016) 

Exploitative and Explorative 
Innovative Capabilities 

Lisboa et al. (2011b) 

Collaborative Innovation 
Capability 

Agarwal and Selen (2009); Agarwal and Selen (2013); 
Fawcett et al. (2012); Swink (2006) 

Supply Chain Innovation 
Capabilities 

Tan et al. (2015) 

Frugal Product Innovation 
Capabilities 

Zeschky et al. (2014) 

Does not use a specific term 
related with “innovation 
capability”. Focus on: dynamic 
capability, absorptive capacity, 
exploitation and exploration 
capabilities, and ambidexterity 
as drivers of innovation  

Chang et al. (2015); Chen et al. (2015); Cheng et al. 
(2016); Chiu et al. (2016); Clausen et al. (2013); de 
Brentani and Kleinschmidt (2015); Durisin and 
Todorova (2012); Engelman et al. (2017); Fores and 
Camisón (2016); Gebauer (2011); Jensen et al. (2010); 
Karim (2009); Karimi and Walter (2015); Kazadi et al. 
(2016); Kindstrom et al. (2013); Knight and Cavusgil 
(2004); Kok and Ligthart (2014); Koufteros et al. 
(2014); Lavie (2006); Lewin et al. (2011); Liao et al. 
(2009); Lichtenthaler (2009); Lin and Sanders (2017); 
Lin et al. (2016); Lisboa et al. (2011a); Macher and 
Mowery (2009); Maes and Sels (2014); Makkonen et al. 
(2014); Marin-Idarraga et al. (2016); (2016); Marsh and 
Stock (2003); Marsh and Stock (2006); Martin-de-
Castro (2015); Mone et al. (1998); Murray and Chao 
(2005); O’Reilly and Tushman (2008); O’Reilly and 
Tushman (2011); O’Reilly and Tushman (2013); 
Paradkar et al. (2015); Patterson and Ambrosini (2015); 
Preikschas et al. (2017); Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008); 
Ricciardi et al. (2016); Rothaermel and Hess (2007); 
Salunke et al. (2011); Sanzo-Perez et al. (2015); Shang 
et al. (2010); Sheng and Chien (2016); Tarafdar and 
Gordon (2007); Teece (2007); Teece et al. (2016); 
Thompson (2007); Uhlaner et al. (2013); Verona and 
Ravasi (2003); Vickery et al. (2013); Volberda et al. 
(2010); Weeks (2009); Weerawardena et al. (2015); 
Withers et al. (2011); Wu (2006); Wu et al. (2016); 
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Zhang and Wu (2017); Zhang et al. (2016); Zheng et al. 
(2011); Zhou et al. (2010). 

 

4.1.4.2.2. Paper types and Methodologies used 
 

A descriptive analysis of the articles shows that most of the articles are empirical, with emphasis 
on theory testing (Table 11 and Figure 14). Case study is the most used qualitative methodology, 
and structural equation modeling is the most frequent used quantitative approach.  

 

Table 11 - Articles per Paper Type and Methodology 
 

 

 

Paper Type and Methodology Qty %

Theoretical 18 5%
Literature Review 14 4%
Empirical - Theory Building 89 23%
    Case study 57
    Grounded theory 1
    Action research 1
    Other (not specified) 30
Empirical - Theory Testing 209 55%
   Quantitative
            Structural equation modeling (SEM) 51
            PLS - Structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM)15
            Regression models 30
            Econometric models 6
            Fuzzy models 4
            DEA 1
            Other (not specified) 93
   Mix methods 9
Not specified 52 14%
Total 382
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Figure 14 - Breakdown per Paper Type  
Source: prepared by the author 

 

Papers dealing with the theme innovation capabilities are increasing. Figure 15 shows a 
continuous increasing from 1993 to 2016, an average of more than 200% in this period. The 
first paper in our literature review is Lefebvre et al. (1993), researching innovation capabilities 
of small manufacturing firms operating in international markets.  

 

 

Figure 15 - Growth of articles on innovation capabilities  
Source: prepared by the author 
Remark: *value for 2017: data until 31/May/2017 

 

4.1.4.2.3. Antecedents and consequences of Innovation Capabilities 
 

Using the codification that was done in Atlas.ti about antecedents and consequences of 
innovation capabilities, the next step was to separate the codes by innovation capability 
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nomenclature. It was prepared a network inside Atlas.ti with all codes related with antecedents 
and consequences of innovation capabilities (Figure 16 shows a print screen of antecedents). 
Then, these codes were grouped in an Excel spreadsheet separated by capability types: 
incremental capability, innovation capability or innovation capacity, radical innovation 
capability, business model innovation capability etc. 152 papers brought some discussion about 
antecedents of innovation capability. When the abstracts did not inform clearly the antecedents 
and consequences, each paper was analyzed to identify the concepts and constructs used by the 
authors. 

In the Excel spreadsheet, we continue to analyze the codes in order to cluster into a small 
number of groups (named “second order codes”). We read each code and tried to allocate it on 
a cluster following Smith et al. (2008) and Damanpour (1991). For example, empowerment, 
high performance work system and people management were clustered in the “human resources” 
second order code. Table 12 shows all the antecedents related by paper. 

 

 

Figure 16 - Atlas.ti print screen: analysis of innovation capabilities antecedents 
Source: prepared by the author 
 

The next step was to analyze the second order codes related with each capability. As there are 
different nomenclatures for similar capabilities, we aggregated them together and at the same 
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time tried to cluster the antecedents again. For example, improvement capability, continuous 
improvement and incremental innovation capability where grouped as a unique capability, 
named improvement capability. All the second order codes were reanalyzed in an attempt to 
further reduce the number of antecedents. Thus, for example: skills were considered as part of 
human resources; management practices and operational management (OM) practices were put 
together in a third order code named practices. Table 13 shows the final analysis for 
improvement capability and innovation capability. 

 

Table 12 - Antecedents of innovation capabilities: first and second codes 
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Codes Second order Codes

Adler et al. 2003
base: skills, systems, structure, strategy, culture, & factors required 
to change: motivation, vision, process and ability Skills, systems, structure, strategy, culture

Peng et al. 2008 routines OM Routines
Peng et al. 2011 practices OM Practices
Anand et al. 2009 practices, infrastructure and decision Infrastructure practices (purpose, process and people)
Bessant and Francis 1999 practices (maturity model) Management practices
Bessant and Caffyn 1997 routines, behaviours Routines, Behaviours
Chen et al. 2012 behavioral model (Beliefs, Attitudes, Intention) Human resources
Coughlan et al. 2001 collaborative action learning KM / Learning
Menguc and Auh 2010 organizational structure (formal or informal) Structure
Subramaniam and Youndt 2005 Human, organizational and social capital (intellectual capital) Intellectual Capital (human, organizational and social capital)

Wang and Chen 2013
high performance work systems (human resource practices)-> 
organizational capital and social capital Human resources

Wang et al. 2013 organization unlearning KM / Learning
Innovation Capability Antony et al. 2016 Lean six sigma TQM

Arvanitis and Stucki 2012
innov capab of start-up founder (prior experience in R&D, university 
education, motivation etc) Resource

Becker 2008 unlearning KM / Learning
Bell and Figueiredo 2012 learning process KM / Learning
Ben Rejed et al. 2008 Best practices Management Practices
Bennett and Parks 2015 Structure, systems and culture (people is not the problem) Critical barriers to innovate: structure, systems, culture

Berghman et al 2013
Absorptive capability (deliberated mechanisms for recognition, 
assimilation and exploitation) Absorptive capacity

Bermejo et al. 2016
Internal capabilities: people capabilities; development process; 
knowledge retention and use KM / Learning; People; Process

Bessant et al. 2012 Learning network KM / Learning
Boly et al. 2014 Innovation management practices Innovation Management Practices
Boerjesson et al. 2011 Practices Management Practices
Cakar and Erturk 2010 Organization culture and empowerment Culture; Human resources
Calantone et al. 2002 Learning orientation KM / Learning
Camps and Marques 2014 Social capital Social capital
Capaldo 2007 Network architecture Network
Capello and Faggian 2005 Relational capital Relational capital
Carnovale et al. 2015 Network structure Network
Casper and Matraves 2003 Governance structure Governance

Chalmers and Balan-Vnuk 2013
Microfoundations of internal and external absorptive capacity 
routines (ACAP+routines) Absorptive capacity

Cooke and Wills 1999 Collaboration among companies increases social capital Social capital
Crespo et al 2016 Knowledge networks (hierarchy and assortativity) Networks / Cluster
Dadfar et al. 2013 Strategy, organizational structure, learning, processes and linkages Strategy, Structure, Learning, Process

Di Minin et al. 2010
Open innovation (protects innov capab from resource rationalization 
due to crisis) Open innovation

Ding and Peters 2000 Inter-firm collaborative networks Networks

Fan 2006
In-house R&D development + external alliances (to get self-
developed technologies) External alliances / Internal R&D

Fernandes et al. 2015

Strategy, learning & network (depending on location:rural or urban) + 
entrepreneur (control variables) + (not confirmed organization and 
process) Strategy, learning & network, entrepreneur

Capability Authors
Antecedents

Improvement Capability

Continuous Improvement 
Capability

Incremental Innovation 
Capability
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Innovation Capability
Ferreira et al. 2015

Strategy, organization, process, learning, networking (Tidd & 
Bessant 2009 model) Strategy, organization, process, learning, networking

Fleury et al. 2013
Competences of Prod&Operations, Mkt, Techn (R&D), Adm 
(Finance,HRM) (which depends on country of origin effects) Competences on each function (Op., Mkt, Tech, etc)

Fores and Camison 2011 Internal learning capacity and absorptive capacity Learning / Absorptive capacity

Foss et al. 2011

New organiz. practices (intensive vert and lateral commun., rewarding 
employees for sharing and acquiring knowledge, high levels of 
delegation of decision) RH practices, Internal communication, Interaction with customers

Frey et al. 2013
Level of internalization strategy, cooperation with research centres 
and others, access to capital market

Level of internalization strategy, Cooperation, Access to capital 
market

Hagedoorn and Duysters 2002
Strategic technology alliances; M&A (quasi-external sources of 
innovative competences) Strategic technology alliances; M&A

Hamidi and Gharneh 2017 Co-creation Co-creation
Garcia-Morales et al. 2012 Transformational leadership and organizational learning Transformational leadership / Learning
Hervas-Oliver et al. 2016b Integration of technology and organization Integration of technology and organization

Hervas-Oliver et al. 2015
Joint introduction of management (org.&mkt) and technological 
innovations

Joint introduction of management (org.&mkt) and technological 
innovations

Huang et al. 2011

Intangible assets (human, information and organization capital) (but 
they found organization capital MEDIATES the relationship between 
intangible assets and innovative capability Intangible assets (human, information and organization capital)

Huo et al. 2014 ISO 9000 implementation and Flow Management Quality / Flow Mgt

Ivarsson and Alvstam 2011

Suppliers improve operational, adaptive, innovative capabilities from 
Ikea's technological support => technological support from 
customers Technological support from customers

Jorgensen and Ulhoi 2010 Network relationships formed during the earliest stages of the firm Network

Judge et al. 1997
R&D as a goal-directed community (it preserves individual creativity, 
there are mgt pratices to build this R&D) R&D community

Koc and Ceylan 2007

Technology strategy; idea quality; idea generation; technology 
acquisition and exploitation (firms do not regard important: teamwork, 
learning org, mgt particip., delegation)

Technology strategy; idea quality; idea generation; technology 
acquisition and exploitation

Kuhne et al. 2013 Relational aspects (relationship quality) in the supply chain (triad) Relationship in the SC

Kuhne et al. 2015

Type of networking (vertical network contributes to enhance innov 
capacity of all members, while horizontal only of the members 
involved) Networking

Kulangara et al. 2016
Buyer-supplier relationship: trust; informal socialization; information 
sharing (concepts of social capital)

Buyer-supplier relationship: trust; informal socialization; information 
sharing (concepts of social capital)

Lai et al. 2005 Regional economic policy, cluster Cluster

Lee and Kelley 2008

Management practices for innovation project leaders: include the 
deployment of entrepreneurial resources having particular skills, 
characteristics, and motivation. In addition, we identify the relational 
and decision support roles of managers Management practices for innovation project leaders

Lefebvre et al. 1993
R&D, process innovation, organizational capab (strategic orientation, 
techn. policy, techn. scanning)

R&D, process innovation, organizational capab (strategic orientation, 
techn. policy, techn. scanning)

Liao et al. 2015

Org. culture (supportive is  better than bureaucratic and innovative); 
knowledge transfer (a partial mediator between org culture and innov 
capab) Culture; Knowledge

Lichtenthaler and Muethel 2012
Level of family involvement in the firm (positively related to sensing 
and transforming, but insignificant to seizing)

Level of family involvement in the firm (positively related to sensing 
and transforming, but insignificant to seizing)

Lin 2007

Knowledge-sharing processes (which are formed by individual 
factors (enjoying in helping others and knowledge self-efficacy), 
organizational factor (top management support) KM
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Innovation Capability Liu 2012 Knowledge mobility in cross border relationships (buyer-supplier) KM

Lopez-Cabrales et al. 2009
Employee's knowledge (valuable and unique) and HRM practices 
(knowledge based and collaborative) KM / Human resources Practices

Luzzini and Ronchi 2011 Purchasing department (its design and structure) Purchasing department

Machikita and Ueki 2015
CEO past experience at foreign or large firm, buyer pressure to adopt 
international standards

CEO past experience at foreign or large firm, buyer pressure to adopt 
intern. Standards

Monferrer et al. 2015
Adaptive and absorptive capabilities (network market orientation 
facilitates the development of the two dyn capabilities) Adaptive and absorptive capabilities

Nazarpoori 2017 Intellectual capital and absorptive capacity Intellectual capital and absorptive capacity
Ngo and O'Cass 2012 Market-orientation Market-orientation

O'Connor 2008

Structure, interface mechanisms, exploratory process, requisite skills 
and talent development, governance and decision making, 
performance metrics, appropriate culture and leadership Structure, Skills, Human resources, Culture, Leadership

Peng et al 2008 Bundle of interrelated yet distinct routines Routines
Peng et al. 2011 OM Practices OM Practices
Perdomo-Ortiz et al. 2006 Dimensions/practices of TQM TQM Practices/dimensions

Persaud 2005
R&D, managerial and operational, KM and innovative proficiency 
synergies (among globally dispersed R&D units)

R&D, managerial and operational, KM and innovative proficiency 
synergies

Prajogo and Ahmed 2006

Innovation stimulus (=develop behavioural and cultural context and 
practices for innovation: leadership, people management, knowledge 
management, creativity management) Leadership, Human resources, KM, Creativity management

Quintana-Garcia and Benavides-Velasco 2004 Co-opetitive strategy (competition and cooperation) Co-opetitive strategy (competition and cooperation) 
Quintana-Garcia and Benavides-Velasco 2005 Geographic cluster and cooperation networks Cluster / Network

Raffa and Zollo 1994

Professional skills, job satisfaction, autonomy, personal knowledge, 
role of entrepreneur, relationshions between firm and professionals 
(small software firms) Skills, Human resources, KM, Entrepreneur, Networking of people

Rajala et al. 2012

Business model that adopts open innovation, ambidextrous approach 
that combines market orientation with open innovation (market 
orientation->facilitates strategic flexibility of business model with 
open innovation->improve innov capab) Market orientation, Open innovation

Reichert et al. 2016 
Formed by 4 capabilities: technology development, operations, 
management and transaction capabilities

Capabilities of technology development, operations, management 
and transaction

Rohrbeck and Gemunden 2011 Foresight (three roles) Foresight

Romijn and Albaladejo 2002

Internal sources (professional background of founder, skills of 
workforce, internal efforts to improve technology) and external 
sources (intensity of networking, advantages related with 
networking, receipt of institutional support)

Internal sources (professional background of founder, skills of 
workforce, internal efforts to improve technology) and external 
sources (intensity of networking, advantages related with 
networking, receipt of institutional support)

Saenz et al. 2012
Knowledge sharing mechanisms= ICT-based, personal interaction-
based and embedded in management processes KM

Saenz and Perez-Bouvier 2014 Interaction with external agents, mediated by innovation networks Interaction, Network

Salman and Saives 2005
Indirect network position (can be considered as an intangible 
strategic resource) Network

Sambharya and Lee 2014
International diversification is an antecedent and consequence in the 
process of exploiting and building innovative capability International diversification

Santos-Vijande et al. 2013

Innovative business culture (innovativeness) -> co-creation culture 
(valuation of customers and first line employee's involvement in New 
Service Development) Culture

Schneckenberg et al. 2015
Collaborative technologies-> microfoundations (structures, systems, 
processes and interdependencies) Structures, systems, processes and interdependencies

Schweitzer 2014 transformational leadership mainly but also transactional leadership Transformational leadership mainly but also transactional leadership
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Innovation Capability
Sulistyo and Siyamtinah 2016 Entrepreneurship, marketing capab, relational capital, empowerment

Entrepreneurship, marketing capab, relational capital, Human 
resources

Taherparvar et al. 2014 Customer knowledge management KM

Tai and Mai 2016

Employee creativity (which is formed by proactive personality; risk 
taking orientation; support, interaction, communication; atmosphere - 
but negative influence of structure, control, hyerarchy was not 
confirmed) Employee creativity

Todo et al. 2016
Structure of supply chain network (diversified ties improve 
productivity and innov capab) Structure of supply chain network

Tomlinson and Fai 2013 Cooperation in close dyadic relations within supply chain Cooperation in SC
Urgal et al. 2013 Knowledge resources Knowledge
van den Ende et al. 2001 Public policy Public policy

van Hemert et al. 2013
Sources of innovation as universities and international network 
(regional perspective) Universities and international network

Verdu-Jover et al. 2005 Flexibility Flexibility
Wang et al. 2008 Human capital (depends on hierarchy) Human resources

Weber and Heidenreich 2016
Core network management functions -> interorganizational 
cooperation Network

Yang et al. 2009 Resources Resources

Yang 2012

Innovation intent (commitment learning and risk-taking propensity) 
and innovation infrastructure (reward system and aggressive 
technological posture) Learning, Human resources, tech posture

Yang et al. 2015 strategic alliance formation Alliance
Yang et al. 2006 Knowledge acquisition KM
Zaheer and Bell 2005 Superior network structures better exploit capabilities Network
Bessant et al. 2011 Routines Routines
Bessant et al. 2010 Routines and practices Routines and practices

Discountinuous Innovation 
Search Capacity Martini et al. 2013

Search practices that form Market Learning, Idea Generation, Network 
Mgt and Openess to External Sources Search practices

Benner 2009 Process management practices (ISO9000) Process management practices
Kelley et al. 2011 Managing project leaders Human resources

Lettl et al. 2006

Learn from users with a unique set of characteristics can contribute 
to the development of radical inovations (users have a high 
motivation towardnew solutions, are open to new technologies, 
possess diverse competencies, and are embedded into a very 
supportive context) Learning

Menguc and Auh 2010 Organizational structure (formal or informal) Organizational structure (formal or informal)
Pihlajamaa 2017 Managing individual motivation (motivational hub) Human resources

Slater et al. 2014
Senior leadership, org culture, org characteristics, radical innov capab 
process, product launch strategy

Leadership, Organization culture and characteristics, Process, 
Product launch strategy

Wang and Chen 2013
High performance work systems (Human resource practices) implies 
in social capital Human resources

Wang et al. 2013 Organization unlearning and organization flexibility Unlearning, Flexibility
Subramaniam and Youndt 2005 Intellectual capital (human, organizational and social capital) Intellectual capital

Discontinuous Innovation 
Capability

Radical Innovation Capability
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Agarwal and Selen 2013 Organizational relationship capital Relationship capital
Arias-Perez et al 2017 Client-focused, marketing-focused and technology-focused Focus on client, marketing and technology

Daugherty et al. 2011
Organizational structural factors (decentralization and formalization, 
but not specialization) Organizational structure

Parida et al. 2015
Developing customer insights, integrating global knowledge, creating 
global service offerings, building a digitalization capability Customer insights, Knowledge, Integration

Tang et al. 2015
Knowledge sharing (possible through network ties, trust culture, and 
shared vision) KM

Grawe et al. 2009
Strategic orientation (customer orientation, competitor orientation, 
but cost orientation was not supported) Strategic orientation

Agarwal and Selen 2013 Organizational relationship capital Organizational relationship capital
Fawcett et al. 2012 Trust Trust

Batistella et al. 2017
Strategy innovation capability, Resource capitalization capability and 
networking capability Strategy , Resource, Network

Hock et al. 2016
Organizational culture (novelty-oriented cultural values, but 
efficiency-oriented NOT significant) Culture

Lean Innnovation Capability
Bicen and Johnson 2014

Four attitudinal factors: intention, inspiration, integration and 
indefatigability Human resources

Capaldo et al. 2003 Resources: HR, entrepreneurial, external networks, economic Resources

Flor and Oldra 2005

Internal non-R&D innovation activities (ex: eng. design, pre-
production), co-operation with universitites, investiment in R&D 
(non significant), investment in external acquisition of tech (non 
significant)

Internal non-R&D innovation activities (ex: eng. design, pre-
production), co-operation with universitites

Huang 2011 Internal learning (and open innovation as a moderator) Learning

Mortazavi Ravari et al. 2016
Collective learning, resource, marketing, innov organization, strategic 
planning Learning, Resource, Marketing, Strategic planning

Corso et al. 2003
Knowledge Management (technological and organizational 
approaches) KM

de Brentani and Kleinschmidt 2015
Global NPD resources (global innovation culture, resource 
commitment and senior mgt involvement) Resources, Innovation culture

Deeds et al. 2000 Scientific, managerial and technological skills Skills

Lew and Sinkovics 2013

Behavioral governance mechanisms in international technological 
alliances (technological commitment; process control - not 
supported) Technology alliances

Lilien et al. 2002
Lead user idea generation (users at the leading edge of the target 
market and from other markets) Idea generation

Murray and Chao 2005 Knowledge acquisition by recipient team KM
Zhao and Chadwick 2014 HRM practices (reward and recognition, staffing and training) Human resources practices

R&D Capability Nerkar and Paruchuri 2005 Inventors in intrafirm knowledge network KM

Exposito-Langa 2011 Absorptive capacity Absorptive capacity

Branzei and Vertinsky 2006
Four distinct innovation strategies—product, process, market, and 
human capital development Innovation strategies

Tambe et al. 2012

External innovation practices: external focus (benchmarking, project 
teams, recruiting); decentralization (self managed teams, cross 
training); IT technology External innovation practices

Yalcinkaya et al. 2007
Exploration capability (exploitation capability was not confirmed, but 
exploitation capability influences exploration capability) Exploration capability

Zhang et al. 2015
Mass customization and relational capital (not confirmed cognitive 
capital) Mass customization, Relational capital

Technological Innovation 
Capability

NPD Capabilities / NPD 
Innovation Capabilities

Product Innovation Capability

Service Innovation Capability

Collaborative Innovation 
Capability

Business Model Innovation 
Capability
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Delbufalo 2015
Relational capabilities= network functional diversity (NFD) (inverted 
U) and density (positive) Network relation capabilities

Hervas-Oliver et al. 2014
External sources of knowledge & organization innovation (int and ext 
R&D invest NOT significant) Knowledge

McGovern et al. 2017

Its development depends on availability of company resources, 
establishing KPIs and change agent support (agent is a reflexion of 
institutional pressures that depend on country) Resources

Hansen et al. 2002a
Character of environmental innovation, Speck business opportunity, 
Regulatory setting and Pressure experienced by the sector

Character of environmental innovation, Speck business opportunity, 
Regulatory setting and Pressure experienced by the sector

Hansen et al. 2002b Competences, network relations and strategic orientation Competences, Network, Strategy
Sustainable Innovation 

Capability Ketata et al. 2015 Internal absorptive capabilities; External sources for innovation Internal absorptive capabilities; External sources for innovation

Corporate Innovation Capability Lai et al. 2015
Environmental factors (stakeholders and uncertainty); R&D and 
Organization factors (Partially Supported)

Environmental factors (stakeholders and uncertainty); R&D and 
Organization factors (Partially Supported)

Supply Chain Innovation 
Capability Tan et al. 2015 Big data analytic approach Big data analytic approach

Explorative Capability Lisboa et al. 2011 Entrepreneurial orientation Entrepreneurial orientation
Exploitative Innovation 

Capability Lisboa et al. 2011a
Customer and competitior orientation (NOT significant to explorative 
innovative capabs) Customer and competitior orientation

Explorative Innovation Capability Lisboa et al. 2011a Exploitative innovative capabilities Exploitative innovative capabilities
Open Innovation Dynamic 

Capability Nitzsche et al. 2016 Firm's openess, Absorptive capacity, Flexibility Firm's openess, Absorptive capacity, Flexibility

Process Innovation Capability

Environmental Innovation 
Capability
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Table 13 - Antecedents of Improvement Capability and Innovation capability: second and third codes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second order Codes Third order Codes

Human resources

Skills

People

People Management

KM / Learning

Intellectual capital

OM Routines

OM Practices

Management Practices

Behaviours

Strategy Organization strategy

Structure

Systems

Culture Organization culture

Practices

Organization structure

Antecedents

Improvement Capability

Capability Concept

Human resources

Knowledge Management

Capability

Improvement Capability

Continuous Improvement 
Capability

Incremental Innovation 
Capability
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Innovation Capability Innovation Capability Capabilities of management

Capabilities of operations

Capabilities of technology development

Competences on each function (Op., Mkt, Tech, etc)

Marketing capability

Organizational capabilities (strategic orientation, techn. policy, techn. scanning)

Entrepreneurship Entrepreneurship

Employee creativity

Human resources

Idea quality

Skills of workforce

Networking of people

People

Relational capital

Skills

Social capital

Idea generation

Joint introduction of management (org.&mkt) and technological innovations

Flow management

Process innovation

R&D

Absorptive capacity

Adaptive and absorptive capabilities

Co-creation

Creativity management

Intellectual capital

Knowledge management

Knowledge

Learning

Open innovation

Technology acquisition and exploitation

CEO past experience at foreign or large firm

Internal sources (professional background of founder)

Leadership

Level of family involvement in the firm

Transactional leadership

Transformational leadership

Capabilities

Human resources

Innovation process

Knowledge management

Leadership
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Innovation Capability Innovation Capability Alliance

Buyer pressure to adopt international standards

Buyer-supplier relationship: trust; informal socialization; information sharing (concepts of social capital)

Cluster

Cooperation in SC

External alliances

Interaction with customers

International diversification

International network

Network

Relationship in the SC

Strategic technology alliances

Structure of supply chain network

Technological support from customers

Universities

Cooperation

Co-opetitive strategy (competition and cooperation) 

Culture

Internal communication

Level of internalization strategy

M&A

Market orientation

Strategy

Technology strategy

Integration of technology and organization

Flexibility

Governance

Interaction

Purchasing department

Structure

Systems

Organization culture

Organization strategy

Organization structure

Network
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Innovation Capability Innovation Capability Foresight

Human resources practices

Innovation Management Practices

Innovative proficiency synergies

Management Practices

Management practices for innovation project leaders

OM Practices

Routines

TQM Practices

Quality

TQM

Access to capital market

Intangible assets (human, information and organization capital)

Resources

Technological posture Technology strategy

Resources

Quality

Practices
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We followed the same procedure to map the consequences of innovation capabilities. First, we 

set up a sheet with innovation capabilities, authors, and codes as extracted from the analysis of 

Atlas.ti. Then, from the list of codes of consequences, we tried to allocate them on a smaller 

group of codes called “second order codes” following Smith et al. (2008) and Damanpour 

(1991).  

For example, “higher export behavior”, “export growth” and “higher export performance” were 

grouped under the name of “export performance” (Table 14).  

All the second order codes were reanalyzed in an attempt to further reduce the number of 

antecedents. Thus, for example: “supply chain resilience”, “supply chain performance”, and 

“operational capabilities in alliances” were grouped in a third order code named “supply chain 

performance”. Table 15 shows the final analysis for all innovation capabilities. 

 

Table 14 - Consequences of Innovation capabilities: first and second order codes 
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Codes Second order Codes
Adler et al. 2003 performance improvement (moderation of performance improv capab) Operation performance (Q, D, F, C)
Peng et al. 2008 operation performance (quality, delivery, flexibility, cost, innovation) Operation performance (Q, D, C)

Continuous Improvement 
Capability - - -

Incremental Innovation Capability - - -
Basile 2001 higher export behaviour Export performance
Carraresi et al. 2016 performance (financial, turnover) Financial Performance
Celec et al. 2014 innov cap + high entrepreneurial orientation = higher export performance Export performance
Dadfar et al. 2013 product platform development Product development
Fan 2006 leadership in the market Market leadership
FIgueiredo 2014 firm competitive performance Competitive performance
Fleury et al. 2013 international expansion/competitiveness Internalization / Competitive performance
Foroudi et al. 2016 reputation and loyalty Company good profile
Garcia-Morales et al. 2012 organizational performance Business Performance
Golgeci and Ponomarov 2013 innovation magnitude and supply chain resilience Innovation magnitude / Supply chain resilience
Guan and Ma 2003 export growth (except for the dimension of manufacturing of innov capab) Export performance
Hamidi and Gharneh 2017 firm performance Financial Performance
Hervas-Oliver et al. 2016b improve performance Product and process performance
Hervas-Oliver et al. 2015 improve technological innovative performance Technological innovation performance
Hottenrott and Peters 2012 same financial resources: higher innov capab leads to financial constrains Consumes more financial resources
Lefebvre et al. 1993 to be competitive internationally International competitive performance
Leiponen 2008 stronger innov cap, higher to retain control rights to intellectual output Retain control rights of intellectual production
Lew and Sinkovics 2013 market development capab (a type of innov cap): business performance Business Performance
Liao et al. 2015a organizational performance (moderated by innovation life cycle) Financial Performance
Lopez-Cabrales et al. 2009 performance Business Performance
Nazarpoori 2017 product innovation Product innovation
Peng et al. 2008 operation performance (quality, delivery, flexibility, cost, innovation) Operation performance (F, C) / Innovation performance
Prajogo and Ahmed 2006 innovation performance Innovation performance
Reichert et al. 2016 high innovation performance Innovation performance
Saenz et al. 2012 company performance Business Performance
Santos-Vijande et al. 2013 innov cap impacts customer performance -> business performance Business Performance
Schweitzer 2014 operational capabilities in alliances Operational capabilities in alliances
Sher and Yang 2005 firm profitability Financial Performance
Taherparvar et al. 2014 operational performance and financial performance Operational Performance / Financial Performance
Wang 2016 operat cap (innov cap as a dynamic cap that acts on capabs) & log perf Operational capabilities / Logistics performance
Wolff and Pett 2006 product and process improvement -> growth performance -> profit perf Product and process improvement
Yang et al. 2009 logistics service capability -> firm performance Logistics service capability
Yang 2012 long term corporate growth Corporate growth
Yang et al. 2015 supply chain performance Supply chain performance
Yang et al. 2006 long term corporate growth Corporate growth
Zhang et al. 2015 brand equity (innov capab-> value co-creation -> customer value -> brand equity)Value co-creation

Capability Authors
Consequences

Improvement Capability

Innovation Capability
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Radical Innovation Capability - - -

Agarwal and Selen 2009 service innovation Service innovation
Daugherty et al. 2011 market performance Market performance
Grawe et al. 2009 market performance Market performance
Ngo and O'Cass 2013 customer participation and service quality Customer participation / Service quality
O'Cass and Sok 2013 firm's value offering (moderating effect of transformational Leadership) Firm's value offering

Collaborative Innovation 
Capability - - -

Business Model Innovation 
Capability - - -

Lean Innnovation Capability - - -

Flor and Oldra 2005 export performance (international competitiveness) Export performance
Guan et al. 2006 close internal relationship between tech innov cap and competitiveness Competitiveness
Lahovnik and Breznik 2014 sustainable competitive advantage Competitive advantage
Lin 2014 partnership quality (in the SC) -> SC Integration Partnership quality (in the supply chain)
Shan and Jolly 2013 product innovation (which mediates tech innov cap and firm perf) Product innovation

NPD Innovation Capabilities Zhao and Chadwick 2014 NPD performance NPD performance
R&D Capability - - -

Cefis and Marsili 2012 product innov capab reduces exit decision (business closure, M&A) reduces Business exit decision
Hofmann et al. 2012 product innovative capacity influences environmental management practicesAdopt environmental management practices
O'Cass and Sok 2014 intellectual resources and product innov capab -> higher SME grow Company grow
Cefis and Marsili 2012 process innov capab reduces exit decision (business closure, M&A) reduces Business exit decision
Hervas-Oliver et al. 2014 product oriented innovative performance Innovation performance

Environmental Innovation 
Capability - - -

Sustainable Innovation Capability - - -
Corporate Innovation Capability Lai et al. 2015 corporate performance Corporate performance

Supply Chain Innovation 
Capability - - -

Explorative Capability Lisboa et al. 2011 new product differentiation New product differentiation
Exploitative Innovation Capability Lisboa et al. 2011a exploitative innovative capab (product development and market-related): current performanceCurrent Business Performance
Explorative Innovation Capability Lisboa et al. 2011a explorative innovative capab (product development and market-related): future performanceFuture Business Performance

Technological Innovation 
Capability

Product Innovation Capability

Process Innovation Capability

Service Innovation Capability
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Table 15 - Consequences of Innovation capabilities: second and third order codes 

 

Second order Codes Third order Codes
Operation performance (Q, D, F, C)
Operation performance (Q, D, C)

Incremental Innovation Capability Corporate performance
Corporate Innovation Capability Current Business Performance

Exploitative Innovation Capability
Export performance
Export performance
Export performance
Export performance
Financial Performance
Financial Performance
Financial Performance
Financial Performance
Financial Performance
Business Performance
Business Performance
Business Performance
Business Performance
Business Performance
Business Performance (operational and financial)
reduces Business exit decision
Future Business Performance
Corporate growth
Corporate growth
Company grow
Product development
Product and process performance
Product innovation
Product and process improvement
Product innovation
New product differentiation
NPD performance
New product differentiation

Innovation CapabilityInnovation Capability

Business Performance

Operation performance (Q, D, F, C)

Export performance

Financial performance

Business Performance

Company growth

Consequences
Capability concept

Improvement Capability

Product and process innovation

Capability

Improvement Capability / 
Continuous Improvement Cap.
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Innovation magnitude
Innovation performance
Innovation performance
Innovation performance
Innovation performance
Market leadership Market leadership
Competitive performance
Internalization / Competitive performance
International competitive performance
Competitiveness
Competitive advantage
Value co-creation
Company good profile
Supply chain resilience
Operational capabilities in alliances

Technological Innov. Capability Supply chain performance
NPD Innovation Capabilities Partnership quality (in the supply chain)

Technological innovation performance Technological innovation performance
Consumes more financial resources impact in Financial resources
Retain control rights of intellectual production Intellectual resources control
Operation performance (F, C)
Logistics performance
Operational capabilities

Explorative Capability Logistics service capability
Explorative Innovation Capability Adopt environmental management practices Environmental practices

Service innovation Service innovation
Market performance
Market performance
Customer participation / Service quality Service quality
Firm's value offering Competitive performance

Market performance

Innovation Capability

Innovation Capability

Competitive performance

Supply Chain performance

Operations performance

Operational capabilities

Process Innovation Capability

Product Innovation Capability

Service Innovation Capability Innovation Capability in Service

Innovation performance
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4.1.5. Discussion 
 

The result of antecedents and consequences of Innovation capabilities was drafted into a 

framework (Figures 17 and 18). The idea was to compilate all third order codes in a single 

figure, containing all the literature findings.   

Figure 17 brings the antecedents of improvement and innovation capabilities. First, it is 

important to note that we decided to focus only on these two capabilities, as the other ones 

found in the literature (e.g., service innovation capability, business model innovation capability 

etc) discussed the same antecedents. 

Some of the antecedents were found in both capabilities. For example: organization strategy, 

structure and culture; and environment. They are colored in green. There are other antecedents 

that were found in both capabilities, but the elements studied were different: human resources; 

practices; leadership; and knowledge management. Thus, there are elements in human resources 

that were discussed in the improvement capability, as intellectual capital, skills of workforce, 

behavioral model and high-performance human resources system. And there are other elements 

in human resources discussed as antecedent of innovation capability as social capital, relational 

capital, creativity of employees, networking and quality of ideas.  

Other antecedents were exclusively discussed at the innovation capability level, as 

entrepreneurship and capabilities. 
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Figure 17 - Framework of Innovation and Improvement capabilities antecedents 
Source: prepared by the author 
 

Figure 18 details the consequences of improvement and innovation capabilities. It is important 

to note that all different types of innovation capabilities discussed in the previous section (e.g., 

technological innovation capability, business model innovation capability etc) brought the main 

consequences discussed in the literature that focused on innovation capability and improvement 

capability. Except for specific consequences derived from the focus of the study, the 

consequences are quite the same. This is another reason to adopt only innovation capability and 

improvement capability. 

Literature discusses the improvement capability impact in the operational performance, using 

mostly the variables of the sand cone model (quality, delivery, flexibility and cost), and the 

impact in the business and financial performance. 

The impact of innovation capability has a deeper analysis in the literature. Besides the impact 

in the performance in other perspectives, there is also an analysis of its impact in other 

capabilities and resources. There is one study that focus the influence of innovation capability 

in the creation of environmental practices (Hofmann et al. 2012). 
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Figure 18 - Framework of Innovation and Improvement capabilities consequences 
Source: prepared by the author 
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4.2. INNOVATION CAPABILITY AS A BUNDLE OF PRACTICES: a study in the 
industry 

 

In this chapter, we will explore the concept of capabilities of innovation as a bundle of practices, 

and the impact of these innovation capabilities on operational and innovation performance. 

Some authors consider capabilities as a high-level bundle of routines (Collis, 1994; Winter, 

2003; Zollo and Winter, 2002). Few authors use the focus of innovation capabilities as a high-

level bundle of practices (Peng et al., 2008, 2011; Boly et al., 2014). Peng et al. (2011) included 

as a limitation of their study the use of only three practices in each capability examined. 

Therefore, the underlying set of practices leading to manufacturing capabilities is 

underdeveloped. Bundles of practices as an important source of innovation capabilities is 

understudied in the literature. There is an opportunity to expand this research focus exploring 

more management practices. 

In this section the research development is focused on the research question: 

Q.1) What is the impact of innovation capabilities on operational and innovation performance 

of manufacturing plants? 

The Management literature approach explores the building blocks of capabilities, considering 

routines and practices as one important pillar. On the other side, Innovation literature does not 

explore it with emphasis. We extend the practice-based approach to the innovation capability, 

conceptualizing it as formed by a bundle of practices. 

Practice "is a way of doing... closer to reality" (Russo-Spena and Mele, 2012, p. 532). The use 

of practices brings an opportunity to contribute to managerial world, as practices are concrete 

actions that can be replicated by business managers. Practice is “a defined activity or set of 

activities that a variety of firms may execute” (Bromiley and Rau, 2014, p. 1249). 

In the plant level, “practices (input) are approaches used by managers and workers with the goal 

of achieving certain types of performance (output)” (Flynn et al., 1995, p.1326). For example, 

the JIT practice of consistently reducing setup times implies in a better performance in delivery 

(lower cycles times and faster delivery times). 
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Organizations have different levels of implementation and use of management practices 

(Bromiley and Rau, 2014). Better management practices imply in better performance and 

longevity of the company (Bloom and Van Reenen, 2010). 

 
4.2.1. Practices linked with Improvement Capability 
 

The term operational practices are widely used in the Operations Management literature. 

Operations practices are specific activities designed to achieve specific objectives. It is included 

in this concept defined procedures, organizational aspects (e.g. teamwork and employment 

engagement), techniques (e.g. kanban), protocols, tools (e.g. statistics quality control) and other 

ways of doing things (Flynn et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2012). Focus on operational practices gained 

prominence in the 1980s with the efforts of the American automobile industry to achieve the 

efficiency levels of the Japanese organizations (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1984; Womack et al., 

1990), thanks to new operational practices as just in time (JIT) and a new approach to quality 

management.  

As a practice is identified by well-defined and standardized procedures, one of its main 

characteristics is its replicability (Wu et al., 2012). Thus, an organization can identify “best 

practices” in the market and learn these practices (through benchmarking, for example). It can 

assimilate and implement these practices to achieve a better performance or to reach new goals 

(Voss et al., 1997). Organizations with “best practices” form a world class group, a target of 

study in the OM literature.  

An isolated practice can positively influence the performance of an operation. For example, the 

involvement of suppliers in quality improvement efforts is a practice that contributes to the 

Total Quality Management (TQM) program. It is usual one situation in which more than one 

practice act together simultaneously resulting in greater synergy. If other quality practices as 

process control, top management leadership for quality and feedback are implemented, they 

represent a bundle of practices that focus on quality. There is a complementarity between 

practices: the adoption of one practice (or bundle of practices) amplifies the marginal return of 

the other and vice versa, resulting in a synergy effect (Furlan et al., 2011). TQM and JIT 

practices bundles function effectively when implemented alone, but their combination together 

improves plant performance (Flynn et al., 1995). 
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There are several operational practices that are studied in the form of bundle of practices at the 

plant level, for example: TQM (Total Quality Management), HR-related TQM (Human 

Resources practices related with TQM) and JIT (Just in Time), each one with its specific 

objectives. 

Total Quality Management (TQM) is a manufacturing program that intents to continuously 

improve and sustain the quality of products and processes through the involvement of the entire 

organization, its suppliers and customers, in order to meet customer needs (Cua et al., 2001; 

Powell, 1995). Dean and Bowen (1994) see TQM as a philosophy characterized by three 

principles linked with practices and techniques: customer focus, continuous improvement, and 

teamwork. 

TQM is a bundle of quality practices that included several practices: process control/process 

management; top management leadership for quality; feedback on quality; supplier 

involvement in quality improvement; rewards for quality; customer involvement/customer 

focus; workforce management (quality training, teamwork training, small group problem 

solving); and product design for quality (Cua et al., 2001; Flynn et al., 1994; Sakakibara et al., 

1997; Ahmad et al., 2003; Perdomo-Ortiz et al., 2009; Morita et al., 2018). 

There is an extensive literature on TQM. There is a consensus that leadership must motivate 

employees to high levels of efforts on quality. Employees trained in quality have the ability to 

control and continuously improve the processes. Feedback is important to provide information 

on actual status and show where to focus the improvement efforts. Quality should also be sought 

outside the boundaries of the company through the involvement of customers and suppliers in 

the improvement of the quality of products and processes. The base of TQM program is to 

continuously look for improvement in quality (Flynn et al., 1994; Cua et al., 2001). 

Human resources practices with specific focus on quality are strictly related with TQM program. 

As stated by Dean and Bowen (1994), teamwork is one of the pillars of the TQM program. 

Looking for improvements depends on human resources practices that transform employees 

into problem solvers, promoting the ability to solve problems in small groups, stimulating their 

ideas and suggestions, and creating an environment of trust (Kaynak, 2003; Flynn et al., 1994; 

Yang and Zhang, 2018). In this environment the inter-relationships among employees is 

collaborative and trustful, welcoming proposals for change and using of new knowledge (Lee 

et al., 2011). Under a psychological safety, employees are capable to express opinions freely, 
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take risks and provide suggestions about the work without fear of reprisal and criticism 

(Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson and Nembhard, 2009), thus better collaborating in the plant 

activities.  

Just in Time (JIT) is a production philosophy that focus on manufacturing only the products 

needed at the right quantities at the required time (Sakakibara et al., 1997). It is based on the 

elimination of waste, and reduction of inventories and lot sizes (Flynn et al., 1995). JIT can be 

considered a bundle of practices formed by frequently used core practices, as the use of a 

demand-pull system (Kanban system), setup time reduction, just in time delivery by suppliers, 

layout of equipment and adherence to the daily schedule. These practices intend to reduce 

unnecessary flow times, decrease the stocks during the manufacturing process (raw material 

and work in process inventories) and produce only when it is necessary (Cua et al., 2001; Flynn 

et al., 1995), improving results of the plant. Even after implemented, one practice continues to 

support for improvement: setup time reduction, which is a practice that continuously looks for 

reducing setup times and consequently reducing production cycle times.  

Table 16 presents a summarized literature review on practices linked with improvement and 

innovation. 

Table 16 - Management practices found in literature 

 

 

4.2.2. Practices linked with Innovation Capability 
 

Source

Feedback
Flynn et al. (1994); Sakakibara et al. (1997); Flynn et al. (1999); Cua et al. (2001); Ahmad et al. (2003); 
Perdomo-Ortiz et al. (2009); Silva et al. (2014); Morita et al. (2018)

Process control
Flynn et al. (1994); Sakakibara et al. (1997); Swink and Hegarty (1998); Flynn et al. (1999); Cua et al. (2001); 
Ahmad et al. (2003); Peng et al. (2008, 2011); Perdomo-Ortiz et al. (2009); Silva et al. (2014); Morita et al. 
(2018)

Top management leadership for quality
Sakakibara et al. (1997); Swink and Hegarty (1998); Peng et al. (2008, 2011); Perdomo-Ortiz et al. (2009); 
Kristal et al. (2010); Phan et al. (2011); Silva et al. (2014); Morita et al. (2018)

Supplier involvement in Quality
Sakakibara et al. (1997); Cua et al. (2001); Ahmad et al. (2003);  Perdomo-Ortiz et al. (2009); Kristal et al. 
(2010); Phan et al. (2011); Silva et al. (2014)

Employee suggestions Flynn et al. (1994); Kaynak (2003); Phan et al. (2011); Yang and Zhang (2018)

Small group problem solving Flynn et al. (1994); Kaynak (2003); Matsui (2007); Phan et al. (2011); Yang and Zhang (2018)
Psychological safety Edmondson (1999); Lee at al. (2011)

JIT Setup time reduction
Sakakibara et al. (1997); Koufteros et al. (1998); Cua et al. (2001); Ahmad et al. (2003); Matsui (2007); 
Mackelprang and Nair (2010); Morita et al. (2018)

Customer involvement in NPD
Swink and Hegarty (1998); Flynn et al. (1999); Foss et al. (2011); Spithoven et al. (2013); Burcharth et al. 
(2014); Morita et al. (2018)

Supplier involvement in NPD Danese and Filippini (2010); Spithoven et al. (2013); Burcharth et al. (2014); Morita et al. (2018)
Front-end process Poskela and Martinsuo (2009); Morita et al. (2018)

Customer market knowledge

Supplier market knowledge

Competitor market knowledge
Anticipation of 

New 
Technologies

Anticipation of New Technologies Swink and Hegarty (1998); Peng et al. (2008, 2011); Finger et al. (2014)

Camisón and Monfort-Mir (2012); Alegre et al. (2013); Donate and Guadamillas (2014); Boly et al. (2014)

Practices

TQM

Open Innovation

Knowledgment 
Management

HR-related 
TQM
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Practices as Open Innovation, Knowledge Management and Anticipation of New Technologies 

stimulate innovation in products and process. 

Open Innovation is a term coined by Chesbrough (2003) for organizations that promote ideas, 

thoughts, processes and open-ended research in order to improve product development, provide 

better services for their customers, efficiency and value added. Chesbrough further states that 

open innovation is a paradigm that assumes that organizations can and should use internal and 

external ideas as well as internal and external paths to the market. In the model proposed by 

Chesbrough, a company markets its ideas as well as innovations proposed by other companies 

and consumers, and seeks to develop ideas that eventually explore new markets. Strategic 

alliances with other companies are of fundamental importance in this context. 

Chesbrough (2007) addresses a trend of new product development cost increase and shorter 

lifecycles, which rises the difficulty of approving investments in innovation. For this reason, 

the author proposes the use of open business models, which tend to minimize these difficulties: 

they allow the leverage of external R&D sources, reducing costs and development time, 

conferring competitive advantages. The open innovation model proposed by Chesbrough (2007) 

reduces development costs and time thanks to the use of external sources of R&D, which 

divides this cost and promotes a larger number of people involved in the solution. New revenues 

also come from other sources, such as licenses, spinoffs and selling developed technologies to 

other companies. 

Laursen and Salter (2006) research suggests that searching widely and deeply for ideas and 

resources outside the organization results in opportunities for innovation. A wide-open search 

is related with a high number of partners, increasing the openness to external ideas and 

knowledge in the innovation activities of the organization (Ferreras-Méndez et al., 2015). A 

depth open search is determined by the degree of intensity that the organization uses an external 

partner in its innovation activities (Laursen and Salter, 2006).  

An organization can obtain and explore innovative ideas and knowledge from external partners 

(Chesborough, 2003; Ferreras-Méndez et al., 2015). Literature has shown that acquiring ideas 

and information from several external sources helps to trigger radical innovation (Shi and 

Zhang, 2018). The pursuit of ideas and knowledge outside the organization opens new 

possibilities for innovative development, making the organization more adaptable to the 

constantly changing environment and creating opportunities for growth (Zang et al., 2014; Shi 
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and Zhang, 2018). It also enables more innovative problem-solving solutions during the 

development of new products and processes through the use of new ideas and different 

knowledge bases (Chiang and Hung, 2010; Shi and Zhang, 2018). 

Deeper relations with external sources as suppliers and customers enhance the organization 

knowledge, supporting the development and exploration of new ideas with a positive impact in 

the radical innovation (Zang et al., 2014; Shi and Zhang, 2018).  

In a plant, the exchange of information and ideas with other functions of the organization such 

as marketing, R&D and engineering, to improve the product development process it is not 

enough. Emphasis on collaboration with external actors, as customers, suppliers and other 

companies and institutions, is important to increase the number of ideas and the volume of 

resources in the new product development process.  

However, Laursen and Salter (2006) point out that this search is not costless. Over-search in 

terms of breadth and depth may increase a lot the costs and it is time consuming, affecting 

negatively the innovation performance. 

Open Innovation practices are important at the plant level as they can act on new product 

development and on innovation projects. 

Open innovation practices enhance new product development regarding process-related factors 

as supplier and customer participation and communications through cross-functional 

interactions (Morita et al., 2018; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995). Absorbing ideas and being 

exposed to different perspectives from people outside the organization, such as suppliers and 

customers, establishes new possibilities of thought, allowing alternative ways of thinking a 

product and managing processes (Modi and Mabert, 2010).  

Integration with suppliers during a new product development provides the manufacturing plant 

with better earlier information (Womack et al., 1990), benefiting also with the ability to 

incorporate innovations suggested by suppliers (Peng et al., 2013; Clark and Fujimoto, 1991). 

Looking at the other side of the supply chain, customers have the potential to provide new ideas 

about product design and functionalities (Flint et al., 2005). Innovative companies have the 

ability to turn customers inputs into innovation (Ulwick, 2002). To have the customer analyzing 

or developing a product together is something that has become common in many industries. On 
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strategies that increasingly focus on customization, the voice of the customer is essential to 

have a product developed to meet its needs (Peng et al., 2013). 

Ideas from people within the organization but not necessarily allocated in the R&D area 

increase the likelihood to improve the product or enable the development of innovative products. 

Cross-functional product development is a practice that enables people from different 

functional areas (marketing, sales, manufacturing, engineering etc) to form teams responsible 

for the development of a new product, process or service (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995). This 

practice involves earlier the manufacturing plant into the new product development, enabling 

the engineering area to align the new product with new equipment and processes necessary at 

the factory. 

This cross-functional team supports the customer voice into the design, speeds up new product 

introduction processes, and reduce design problems. Thus, it contributes to the innovation 

capability (Peng et al., 2008). 

Different sources of expertise enhance innovation and ensure superior product “because people 

with different expertise not only know different things but know those things differently” 

(Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000, p.1109). 

Anticipation of New Technologies practice guarantees the factory is continuously looking for 

new technologies and processes that can boost its future performance and at the same time keep 

aligned with the company strategy. It is important not only to get to know the new technologies, 

which can be persecuted visiting trade shows and discussing with vendors, but mainly to 

understand how these new technologies can be supportive to the company strategy. When the 

plant anticipates the use of new technologies that match the company strategy, acquired in the 

market and developed to specific uses, it establishes a sustained competitive advantage (Finger 

et al., 2014). This practice is called Anticipation of New Technologies. 

Anticipation of New Technologies is a practice focused on the search, acquisition, development, 

and implementation of new technologies that will be important to meet the future goals of the 

organization (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984). Some of the actions involved in this practice at the 

manufacturing plant are: searching for new technologies, acquiring/developing new 

technologies that permits innovation, and integration of internal and external technologies 

(Peng et al., 2008).  
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Hayes and Wheelwright (1984) put the anticipation of new technologies as one of the pillars 

for manufacturing's competitive advantage. The search for new technologies outside the 

organization's borders is considered as an exploratory innovation (Sidhu et al., 2004). Bringing 

new technologies can prepare the organization to lead the next technology generation and 

introduce new processes. These new technologies may provide radical innovation. 

Knowledge is the most important resource within the reach of a company (Grant, 1996). 

Knowledge Management contributes to improve performance in several business processes, 

including new product development (Alegre et al., 2013; Marsh and Stock, 2006). As new 

product development is a process that need to be innovative in order to differentiate the products 

of a company when compared with its competitors, we assumed that KM is an important 

practice to compound the innovation capability.  

External sources of knowledge are important to new product development activities because 

they can provide knowledge in areas where the internal sources are inadequate (Leonard‐

Barton, 1995). Suppliers, customers, consultants, and the results of benchmarking and reverse 

engineering all provide sources of external knowledge that may be utilized in the new product 

development process. 

Knowledge Management consists of a set of processes and practices that aim to identify, acquire, 

develop and apply knowledge that contribute to the performance of an organization (Donate 

and Guadamillas, 2011; Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Von Krogh, 1998). Knowledge, which may 

be explicit or tacit, is considered the most important strategic resources of an organization by 

the knowledge-based view (KBV). Efficient knowledge management enables an organization 

to achieve and maintain a competitive advantage (Zack et al., 2009; Grant, 1996; Donate and 

Guadamillas, 2011), and also has a positive impact on innovation (Francisco and Guadamillas, 

2002; Donate and Guadamillas, 2011). Innovation and knowledge are intrinsically linked: 

innovation depends on new ideas, which arise through the creation and use of knowledge 

(Alegre et al., 2013). 

Practices used to manage knowledge are fundamental to achieve strategic objectives, leveraging 

the use of existing resources and capabilities (Donate and Guadamillas, 2011). Knowledge 

management practices can be defined as “observable organizational activities that are related to 

knowledge management” (Zack et al., 2009, p. 394). The same authors identified in the 

literature four dimensions of KM practices: (a) the ability to identify and share existing 
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knowledge; (2) the ability to test and create new knowledge; (c) a culture that motivates 

knowledge creation and sharing; (d) consider the strategic value of knowledge (Zack et al., 

2009). Boly et al. (2014) proposed knowledge management practices as one of the fifteen 

dimensions to identify an innovation capability.  

 

4.2.3. Improvement and Innovation Capabilities 

Improvement and innovation capabilities are the two key capabilities at the plant level (Peng et 

al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010). These concepts are linked respectively with continuous 

improvement and innovation in Operations Management literature, and exploitation and 

exploration in the Management literature. Thus, in this study we will focus on these two 

capabilities. 

Routines, practices and capabilities are immersed in the dynamic interaction of the skills and 

knowledge of one organization, being more company-specific and less transferable, leading to 

competitive advantage (Dosi et al., 2000; Peng et al., 2008). Resources such as skilled labor, 

capital and technology are required for the development of a new product. But to achieve a 

superior result, practices that enable the exchange of knowledge and the dynamic updating of 

information among people and different areas are essential. 

One capability emerges from the interaction among multiple interrelated practices (Peng et al., 

2008). Considering capabilities of innovation as a set of practices, each capability is 

operationalized as a second-order variable formed by a bundle of practices.  

Improvement capability refers to the strength or proficiency of a bundle of interrelated practices 

for incrementally improving existing products/processes (Peng et al., 2008, p. 735; Peng. et al., 

2011). Improvement capability is related with incremental and small-scale changes (Cole, 

2001). 

Innovation capability refers to the strength or proficiency of a bundle of interrelated practices 

for developing new products/processes (Peng et al., 2008, 2011). In the extreme, innovation 

capability can result in radical and large-scale changes (Cole, 2001).  
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4.2.4. Performance 
 

In business research, firm performance is the dependent variable of greatest interest in any area 

of management (Richard et al., 2009). Venkatraman and Ramanujan (1986) refers to firm 

performance (business performance in the term used by the authors) as a set of financial and 

non-financial domains. Indicators as sales growth, profitability, earnings per share and Tobin’s 

Q reflects the financial domain, thus representing the financial performance. A broader 

perspective that includes the non-financial domain represents the firm performance, including 

indicators of operational performance as innovation, quality, customer satisfaction, employee 

satisfaction and reputation (Santos and Brito, 2012). 

Marketing, strategy, operations and human resources areas are evaluated for their contribution 

to firm performance in this broader context (Richard et al., 2009). It is essential for the success 

of a company in the competitive business world to have a distinguished performance in relation 

to competition. 

In the literature it is usual to consider firm performance as the financial and competitiveness 

results of a company: (a) financial performance (profits, ROA, ROI etc); (b) market 

performance (sales, market share etc); and (c) shareholder return (EVA – economic value added, 

shareholder return etc) (Richard et al., 2009). This type of performance management focuses 

on the results of the company. There is another research line that focuses on the determinants 

of these outcomes, such as quality, flexibility, resource utilization, and innovation (Fitzgerald 

et al., 1991 apud Richard et at., 2009). 

In a manufacturing plant, a few studies demonstrated that improvement and innovation 

capabilities coexist in the same manufacturing plant and are related with performance (Furlan 

and Vinelli, 2018). One of them is Peng et al. (2008), which statistical analyses indicates that 

improvement capability is significantly related with quality, on-time delivery and cost, and 

innovation capability is significantly related with flexibility, cost and innovation. Furlan and 

Vinelli (2018) found that only Peng et al. (2008) tests the relation between improvement and 

innovation capabilities with manufacturing performance. 

Improvement of the manufacturing area is usually measured considering four dimensions: 

quality, delivery, flexibility and cost. Most of the OM researches operationalizes performance 

using these four dimensions, mainly those focused on the analysis of the cumulative (or sand 
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cone) model (Schroeder et al., 2011). Improves in quality, time, flexibility and cost promote 

operational performance improvement (Ferdows and De Meyer, 1990; Schroeder et al., 2011). 

Innovation performance can be categorized as product innovation and process innovation 

(Abernathy and Utterback, 1978). Although there are other innovation typologies discussed in 

the literature as administrative and technical, and radical and incremental, the pair of product 

and process is more related with manufacturing plants. Considering the definition brought by 

Damanpour (1991, p.556), innovation is “the adoption of an internally generated or purchased 

device, system, policy, program, process, product, or service that is new to the adopting 

organization”. Thus, product innovation is related to new products or services introduced to 

meet an external user need, and process innovation is related to new elements introduced into 

a manufacturing plant to produce a product (Damanpour, 1991; Escrig-Tena et al., 2018). 

Thus, in this research it will be considered operational performance, product innovation 

performance and process innovation performance. 

Performance should be pursued through greater efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency 

measures how economically the company's resources are used to meet a particular level of 

customer service. Effectiveness seeks to measure to what extent the customer's requirements 

are met. As a result of greater efficiency and effectiveness, the company provides greater value 

to its customers than its competitors (Liyanage and Kumar, 2003; Hitt et al., 2016b). 

From the RBT perspective, the resources of a company (assets, capabilities, practices, 

knowledge etc) “enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its 

efficiency and effectiveness” (Barney, 1991, p.101; Hitt et al., 2016b). Therefore, the efficient 

and effective use of resources is a necessary condition to achieve better performance than the 

competitors (Hitt et al., 2016b). Resources managed efficiently and effectively drive the 

company to achieve effective performance.  

We consider subjective performance measures. These measures are preferable when the focus 

is on business comparisons (Ketokivi & Schroeder, 2004), since the record of objective 

indicator patterns varies between firms and industries, and there are limitations to generalize 

the findings for large populations. The subjective measures also allow the evaluation of non-

financial criteria (Richard et al., 2009), important when evaluating aspects such as quality, 

speed and flexibility. There is no demerit in using subjective measures, since they are positively 

associated with objective measures (Wall et al., 2004). 
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4.2.5. Hypothesis Development and Proposed Model 
 

Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of this research aims to explore management practices as antecedents 

of improvement capability and innovation capability. 

Improvement and innovation capabilities are the two key capabilities at the plant level (Peng et 

al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010). Although a variety of terms related to innovation capabilities were 

found in the systematic literature review conducted in Section 4.1, it was possible to confirm 

that improvement and innovation capabilities are the most appropriate terms, aligned with the 

manufacturing activity. 

Improvement capability refers to the strength or proficiency of a bundle of interrelated practices 

for incrementally improving existing products/processes (Peng et al., 2008, p. 735; Peng. et al., 

2011). There are some practices that are linked with improvement in manufacturing plants: 

TQM (Total Quality Management), HR-related TQM (Human Resources practices related with 

TQM) and JIT (Just in Time) (Flynn et al., 1995; Cua et al., 2001; Matsui, 2007; Yang and 

Zhang, 2018).  

Thus, improvement capability will be represented as a bundle of these practices: TQM, HR-

related TQM and JIT. These practices will be operationalized as first order constructs, and the 

improvement capability as a second order construct. 

Innovation capability refers to the strength or proficiency of a bundle of interrelated practices 

for developing new products/processes (Peng et al., 2008, 2011). One of the practices linked 

with innovation in manufacturing plants is Open Innovation, closely connected to the activities 

of new product development (Spithoven et al., 2013; Morita et al., 2018). Another practice is 

Knowledge Management, which looks for getting knowledge from customer, supplier and 

competitor markets (Camisón and Monfort-Mir, 2002; Alegre et al., 2013). A third practice is 

Anticipation of New Technologies, enabling that the plant is capable of searching for new 

technologies, acquiring/developing new technologies that permits innovation, and integrating 

of internal and external technologies (Peng et al., 2008).  

Thus, innovation capability will be represented as a bundle of these practices: Open Innovation, 

Knowledge Management and Anticipation of New Technologies. These practices will be 
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operationalized as first order constructs, and the innovation capability as a second order 

construct. 

 

4.2.5.1. Improvement capability and Operational Performance 
 

Improvement capability is considered as a bundle of operational practices at the plant level. It 

is expected that these practices operate together as an improvement capability, impacting 

positively at the operational performance (Figure 19).  

Improvement capability formed by a bundle of practices represent the strength of a 

manufacturing plant to incrementally improving its existing products and processes. Thus, we 

assume that practices linked with TQM and JIT conjointly form the improvement capability. 

Operational performance at manufacturing plants can be measured as four dimensions:  quality, 

delivery, flexibility and cost (Ferdows and De Meyer, 1990; Schroeder et al., 2011).   

So, it is expected that improvement capability influences positively operational performance. 

Therefore, we established that: 

H1: Improvement capability as a bundle of practices positively impacts operational 

performance. 

 

 

Figure 19 - Improvement Capability Model 
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Source: prepared by the author 
 

4.2.5.2. Innovation Capability and Innovation Performance 
 

Innovation capability is considered as a bundle of management and operational practices at the 

plant level. It is built on a bundle of interrelated practices, which makes it difficult for 

competitors to observe the complete bundle and the complex interrelation among practices. 

Therefore, innovation capability has unobservable characteristics and tacit nature, shaped over 

time and path dependency, aligned with RBV: a capability is inimitable, valuable, rare and non-

substitutable (Barney, 1991; Peng et al., 2008, 2011).  

Thus, innovation capability consists of management and operational practices, extending the 

scope to higher management levels and involving other functions of the company. The 

conceptualization of capabilities as practices has “the advantage of specificity, because it 

identifies the behavior and processes underlying a firm’s realized capabilities” (Peng et al., 

2008, p. 980).  

As discussed previously in the literature review section, there are several typologies to measure 

innovation performance. Our intention is to understand innovation performance under the 

product x process typology, which is more related with manufacturing plants. Product 

innovation is related to new products or services introduced to meet an external user need, and 

process innovation is related to new elements introduced into a manufacturing plant to produce 

a product (Damanpour, 1991; Escrig-Tena et al., 2018). 

Innovation capability formed by a bundle of practices represent the strength of a manufacturing 

plant to develop new products and processes, impacting positively on innovation performance 

(Figure 20). Thus, we assume that: 

H2: Innovation capability as a bundle of practices positively impacts product innovation 

performance. 

H3: Innovation capability as a bundle of practices positively impacts process innovation 

performance. 
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Figure 20 - Innovation Capability Model 
 
 
 
4.2.6. Methodology 

In this section, there is a detailed explanation of each step at the methodology, describing 

confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modelling. 

4.2.6.1. Data Collection 
 

This study uses data from the fourth round of the High Performance Manufacturing (HPM) 

project, which was completed in 2016. The HPM project is a large-scale, multi-country and 

multi-industry research project led by a team of international researchers and designed to 

evaluate the operations of manufacturing plants and their impacts on plant performance since 

1989 (Mishra and Shah, 2009). The first round started with only two countries, Japan and USA, 

and new countries were added every new round. Initially the project was called World Class 

Manufacturing. It was created at a time when Japanese plants had an image of being better than 

others in all dimensions of operational performance, challenging the trade-off theory. The HPM 

goal was to investigate the practices used by these high-performance plants to understand why 

they perform better. Over time the objective has expanded to create an international database 

that contemplates practices and performance of world-class and traditional manufacturing 

(Flynn et al., 1999).  
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The unit of analysis is the manufacturing plant. It provides a detailed understanding of practices 

and performance (Naor et al., 2010). Each plant should have at least 100 employees and be 

from different parent corporations in a given country. 

Data were collected from questionnaires sent to plants located in fifteen countries: Brazil, China, 

Spain, Finland, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, 

United Kingdom, United States and Vietnam. These countries were selected because they 

contain a mix of high performing and traditional manufacturing plants. At the same time, they 

provide a diversity of national, cultural and economic characteristics (Bortolotti et al., 2015).  

In each country, data were collected from plants in three industries: machinery, electronics and 

transportation components, as defined at the four-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 

code level. These industries were selected to include a mix of stable and rapidly changing 

competitive environments (Bortolotti et al., 2015).  

The plants were randomly selected from a master list of manufacturing plants in each of the 

countries, containing high performance and traditional firms. High performance plant was 

defined as a winner of industry awards or with a high-performance reputation in the select 

industry.  

The research team called directly to the plant manager of each selected plant, requesting 

participation in the research. In case of agreement, the plant manager appointed an internal 

coordinator to serve as a contact with the research team. The questionnaires and survey 

instructions were sent to the factory coordinator in a sealed envelope. Ten different 

questionnaires were sent to the coordinator, who distributed the questionnaires to the appointed 

managers and randomly selected workers and supervisors from different areas. These different 

questionnaires and respondents minimize the potential for common method variance. The use 

of multiple respondents reduces the expected effect of correlation between systematic sources, 

eliminating effects related to social convenience, consistency of responses, humor, among 

others, diminishing one of the causes of the common method variance (Podsakoff et al., 2003). 

The respondents in each plant were: plant managers (n = 1), accounts managers (1), downstream 

supply chain managers (2), environment managers (2), human resource managers (2), 

information system managers (2), process engineering managers (2), product development 

managers (2), production control managers (2), quality managers (2), supervisors (2) and 
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upstream supply chain managers (2). The use of 2 respondents per questionnaire reduces the 

bias in the answers (Morita et al., 2018). 

Then, the coordinator collected the questionnaires in sealed envelopes to protect confidentiality 

as soon as they ended. In exchange for participation, each factory received a detailed profile of 

its own manufacturing operations and benchmark data in its industry (Peng et al., 2008; 

Bortolotti et al., 2015). It was reached a total of 330 valid responses. 

 

4.2.6.2. Treatment of missing data 
 

Incomplete or missing data are common occurrences in the social sciences. The reasons range 

from the forgetfulness of the respondent to answer to the item until data input errors. Missing 

data must be treated to avoid bias in the analysis of empirical studies (Byrne, 2016). There are 

methods to deal with missing values in a database, such as imputation, deletion and 

interpolation (Hair et al., 2014). 

Data analysis allowed us to classify the missing data in two types. The first type was classified 

as nonrandom because there was absence data on some measurement instruments, which 

indicates the plant did not respond part of the questionnaire. For example, four plants in Brazil 

did not fill out the questionnaires related to Open Innovation Practices (Customer Involvement 

in NPD and Supplier Involvement in NPD are examples) and Quality Management (Feedback 

and Process Control scales are examples). For this nonrandom data we adopted the listwise 

deletion, in which cases with missing scores on a complete scale were excluded from all 

analyses (Kline, 2016). We discarded plants that did not respond to some of the scales of the 

questionnaire, obtaining a dataset with 275 plants.  

The second type of missing data was classified as missing completely at random (MCAR) 

because the pattern of missing data for a variable does not depend on any other variable in the 

dataset (Hair et al., 2014). After analyzing the dataset with 275 plants, we concluded that less 

than 4% of the data were missing per item. We adopted the mean substitution method, a single-

imputation method that involves replacing a missing score with the overall sample mean (Kline, 

2016). The main advantage of this procedure is the ease of application, but it can distort the 

distribution of the data by reducing variability (Kline, 2016). As the input of data was relatively 
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low (less than 10%), it is assumed that it will not affect the distribution of data (Hair et al., 2014, 

p. 571). 

 

4.2.6.3. Sampling 
 

After the data treatment, a total of 275 plants were obtained. Table 17 details the 275 plants by 

country and industry. 

Table 17 - Sample by country and industry 
Source: prepared by the author based on HPM database  

 

 

 

4.2.6.4. Measurement scales 
 

HPM scales were developed based on existing literature. The content validity deals with the 

domain or the specific content of a construct, trying to identify if the items actually measure 

what they propose to measure. The basis for establishing if one item is representative of the 

domain is expert opinion (Kline, 2016). The content validity of each HPM measurement scale 

was checked through discussions with academy experts and managers. Most of the scales were 

used in a vast number of empirical literatures that uses HPM database. 

Country # % # % # % # %
Brazil 2 2% 7 6% 7 10% 16 6%
China 8 8% 16 15% 3 4% 27 10%
Spain 6 6% 5 5% 8 11% 19 7%
Finland 6 6% 6 6% 4 6% 16 6%
Germany 6 6% 10 9% 7 10% 23 8%
Israel 6 6% 1 1% 0 0% 7 3%
Italy 6 6% 17 16% 5 7% 28 10%
Japan 6 6% 6 6% 8 11% 20 7%
South Korea 8 8% 5 5% 11 15% 24 9%
Sweden 3 3% 3 3% 0 0% 6 2%
Switzerland 3 3% 5 5% 2 3% 10 4%
Taiwan 19 20% 10 9% 1 1% 30 11%
United Kingdom 4 4% 5 5% 4 6% 13 5%
United States 5 5% 7 6% 3 4% 15 5%
Vietnam 8 8% 5 5% 8 11% 21 8%
Total 96 100% 108 100% 71 100% 275 100%

Industry
Transport EquipmentElectricsMachine Total
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The HPM items were originally developed in English. They were translated into local languages 

by a member of the local research team and then back-translated into English. The back-

translation was done by a different local team member to ensure accuracy in translation. Then, 

the measurement scales were tested in each country to verify whether the translations were clear 

and could be correctly understood (Bortolotti et al., 2015).  

As this study is focused on practices that lead to improvement and innovation, we selected some 

of the HPM constructs database based on the review of the literature. Constructs related with 

practices that are linked with improvement and innovation were chosen. As the practice scales 

were checked by specialists before entering the HPM database and they have also been 

validated in prior studies, it was assumed the content validity of each practice scale is 

established. These constructs are detailed in Table 18, listing previous literature that used these 

HPM measurement scales (which were updated throughout the rounds). 

 

Table 18 - Scales selected for this study and previous use in the literature 
Source: prepared by the author 

Theorical 

Group 

First order Construct 

(Practices) 

Previous Literature that used these HPM Scales 

Total Quality 
Management 

(TQM) 
Practices 

Feedback (FBACK) Morita, Machuca and de los Ríos (2018); Phan, Abdallah 
and Matsui (2011); Kristal, Huang and Schroeder (2010); 
Ahmad and Schroeder (2003) 

Process Control (CNTRL) Morita, Machuca and de los Ríos (2018); Peng et al. 
(2011); Phan et al. (2011); Anh and Matsui (2009); Peng 
et al. (2008); Ketokivi and Schroeder (2004); Matsui 
(2002) 

Top Management 
Leadership for Quality 
(TPLEAD) 

Morita, Machuca and de los Ríos (2018); Peng et al. 
(2011); Phan et al. (2011); Kristal, Huang and Schroeder 
(2010); Peng et al. (2008); Ketokivi and Schroeder 
(2004); Matsui (2002) 

Supplier Involvement in 
Quality Improvement 
(QIMPR) 

Phan et al. (2011); Kristal, Huang and Schroeder (2010); 
Matsui (2002) 

Human 
Resources 

related with 
TQM (HR-

TQM) 
Practices 

Small Group Problem 
Solving (TEAMS) 

Flynn et al. (1994); Kristal et al. (2010); Trentin et al. 
(2012); Zeng et al. (2013) 

Just in Time 
Practice 

Setup Time Reduction 
(SETUP) 

Morita, Machuca and de los Ríos (2018); Bortolotti et al. 
(2015); Furlan et al. (2011); Cua et al. (2001); Flynn et al. 
(1995) 
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- Anticipation of New 
Technologies (ANTIC) 

Finger, Flynn and Paiva (2014); Peng et al. (2011); Peng 
et al. (2008); Matsui (2002) 

Open 
Innovation 
Practices 

Customer involvement in 
NPD (CINVL) 

Morita, Machuca and de los Ríos (2018) 

Supplier involvement in 
NPD (SINVL) 

Morita, Machuca and de los Ríos (2018); Danese and 
Filippini (2010) 

Knowledge 
Management 

(KM) 
Practices 

Knowledge Absorption 
from Customer (KNOWL) 

- 

Supplier Market 
Knowledge (SUPKNW) 

- 

Operational 
Performance 

Cost Performance Bortolotti et al. (2015); Peng et al. (2008) 

Conformance Quality Bortolotti et al. (2015); Peng et al. (2008) 

Delivery Performance Bortolotti et al. (2015); Peng et al. (2008) 

Manufacturing Flexibility Bortolotti et al. (2015); Peng et al. (2008) 

Product 
Innovation 

Performance 

Product Innovativeness Morita et al. (2015); Danese and Filippini (2013) 

Process 
innovation 

Performance 

New process introduction - 

 

Appendix B lists the items contained in each scale. The items were operationalized as a five-

point Likert-scale. Items related with practices have a scale ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) 

to 5 (“strongly agree”). Items related with operational performance and product innovation 

performance ranges from 1 (“poor, much worse than global competitors”) to 5 (“superior, much 

better than global competitors”). Item related with process innovation performance ranges from 

1 (“never adopts new processes”) to 5 (“leader in new processes”). Some of the items were 

reverse coded in order to reduce the common method variance. 

Appendix B also registers the distinct areas that responded each scale. Each area was 

responsible to answer about the practices related to its area: Production Control; Process 

Engineering; Upstream Supply Chain Management; Downstream Supply Chain Management; 

Quality Management; New product Development; Plant Supervisor; and Plant Management. 

To measure the operational performance and product innovation performance, plant managers 

were responsible to give their opinion comparing their plant with competitors.  

 

4.2.6.5. Measurement models 
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) were conducted 

using the lavaan package of the R statistical software (Beaujean, 2014). CFA was used to 

analyze the quality of the measurement model and the validity and reliability of each multi-item 

scale.  

Each multi-item scale was selected from the HPM database, measuring the first-order constructs 

identified in the Table 18. Each first-order construct represents a practice that are usually 

conducted in the manufacturing plants. These practices can be grouped in bundles according 

their level of involvement with innovation. There are practices that support the improvement of 

the plant, forming one bundle. And there are practices that promote the innovation in products 

and processes, constituting another bundle. Improvement and innovation capabilities are 

conceptualized as second-order constructs, measured respectively by these two distinct bundles 

of first-order constructs.  

We followed the same logic used by Peng et al. (2008, 2011), adding new practices to the 

improvement and innovation capabilities. This logic can be visualized in the Figure 21. First, 

we made the assessment of improvement capability, then separately we assessed the innovation 

capability model. After all we consider both together to test the complete measurement model. 
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Figure 21 - CFA measurement model logic  
Source: prepared by the author (based on Peng et al., 2008) 
 

Plants in different industries and countries can present distinct patterns of capabilities and 

performance due to local aspects (Voss and Blackmon, 1996). Plant size also may influence the 

level of capabilities and the effect on performance (Swink et al., 2005). We considered the 

number of employees as an indication of the size of the plant. A plant with more employees 

indicates that there are more resources to deal with the management practices. Thus, the control 

variables are industry, country and plant size. 

 

4.2.6.5.1. Analysis of First Order Constructs 
 

First, we ran a CFA for each measure to assess the unidimensionality, which means that the 

items in one scale measure one single construct. We ran a CFA for each one of the 11 measures, 
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comparing the standardized factor loading of the items with the recommended value (higher 

than 0.60). If there are items below this parameter, we eliminated one item with the lowest 

standardized factor loading and ran CFA again. In this iterative process, we expected to improve 

the fit statistics and parameters.  

In this iterative process, when there are less than 4 items in one measure, there is no degrees of 

freedom to calculate χ2. There are no degrees of freedom to calculate the probabilities. In this 

case, it was considered CFA nested models.  

Tables 19 and 20 bring the results of this process, showing the number of original items in the 

scale, the number of items kept after dropping the items with low standardized factor loading, 

and the factor loadings of each item in the final construct. It also shows the robustness 

measurements that validates the constructs.  

The ratio of χ2 per degrees of freedom reveals the construct ANTIC, and the nested models 

SETUP/FBACK, TPLEAD/QIMPR, and SUPKNW/KNOWL, are acceptable (under 5 is 

acceptable); and CINVL, SINVL and TEAMS/CNTRL have a good fit (below 2 indicates a 

good fit).  

There are other indexes that indicate that the constructs present a good fit. Incremental fit 

measures compare the incremental fit of the model with a null or worst-case model (Peng et al., 

2008). CFI (comparative fit index), TLI (Tucker Lewis index), NFI (normed fit index) and GFI 

(goodness of fit index) are all above the 0.95 threshold (Hair et al., 2014), reinforcing the 

unidimensionality of the constructs.  

Reliability of one individual construct is an evaluation of the internal consistency of its items. 

There are three ways to measure the reliability. The first one is using Cronbach’s alpha: if it is 

higher than 0.70 indicates the reliability of a construct is acceptable (Nunnally and Bernstein, 

1994). All constructs fall into this situation except SETUP which is in the limit (0.68).  

Composite reliability is another way to calculate the reliability of a construct. A value higher 

than 0.70 is an indicative of reliability of the construct (Nunnally, 1978). Again, SETUP do not 

fit in the parameter (0.68). As it also has only two items, we prefer to not consider SETUP in 

the CFA model. 

Reliability can also be assessed using Average Extracted Variance (AVE), which measures the 

amount of variance that is captured by a construct in relation to the amount of variance due to 
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measurement error. A value higher than 0.50 means that a larger part of the variance is captured 

by the construct (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). One construct has AVE below 0.50: QIMPR 

(0.462). As AVE value is between 0.45 and 0.50, we preferred to keep them for the next step: 

analysis of the CFA model. Netemeyer et al. (2003) states that it is possible to accept values in 

this range when it is a new scale. 
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Table 19 - CFA analysis of first-order constructs related with Improvement Capability 
 

 

 

Setup Time 
Reduction

Feedback
Small Group 

Problem Solving
Process Control

Supplier 
Involvement in 

Quality 
Improvement

Top Management 
Leadership for 

Quality

SETUP FBACK TEAMS CNTRL QIMPR TPLEAD
# Items of Scale 3 5 5 5 3 6

# Items after CFA 2 4 3 5 3 6
Average 3.529 3.616 3.886 3.431 4.122 3.969

SD 0.929 0.842 0.686 0.959 0.603 0.681
Min 1.000 1.250 1.333 1.000 2.000 1.667
Max 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

χ2 (p-value)
χ2 / df

CFI
TLI
NFI
GFI

Cronbach's  α 0.681 0.799 0.770 0.912 0.700 0.879
Composite Reliability 0.683 0.806 0.771 0.914 0.708 0.881

AVE 0.519 0.514 0.531 0.686 0.462 0.554
SETUPN01 (0.809) FBACKN01 (0.788) TEAMSN02 (0.668) CNTRLN01 (0.722) QIMPRN01 (0.587) TPLEADN01 (0.720)
SETUPN03 (0.655) FBACKN03 (0.659) TEAMSN03 (0.652) CNTRLN02 (0.877) QIMPRN02 (0.780) TPLEADN02 (0.862)

FBACKN04 (0.757) TEAMSN04 (0.872) CNTRLN03 (0.878) QIMPRN03 (0.615) TPLEADN03 (0.605)
FBACKN05 (0.650) CNTRLN04 (0.782) TPLEADN04 (0.708)

CNTRLN05 (0.847) TPLEADN05 (0.807)
TPLEADN06 (0.795)

Nested CFA Model

0.971
0.973
0.983
0.988
1.713

32.547 (0.027)

0.948
0.967

Nested CFA Model

2.147
55.828 (0.001)

0.971
0.960
0.948
0.961

Nested CFA Model

26.038 (0.002)
2.893
0.965
0.942

Item (factor loading)

Construct
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Table 20 - CFA analysis of first-order constructs related with Innovation Capability 

 

Customer 
Involvement in 

NPD

Supplier 
Involvement in 

NPD

Anticipation of New 
Technologies

Supplier Market 
Knowledge

Knowledge 
Absorption from 

Customers
CINVL SINVL ANTIC SUPKNW KNOWL

# Items of Scale 5 4 4 5 5
# Items after CFA 4 4 4 3 5

Average 3.928 3.726 3.733 3.870 3.651
SD 0.694 0.763 0.711 0.653 0.725
Min 1.500 1.250 1.500 2.167 1.000
Max 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

χ2 (p-value) 3.838 (0.147) 0.256 (0.808) 5.208 (0.074)
χ2 / df 1.919 0.128 2.604

CFI 0.996 1.000 0.990
TLI 0.987 1.000 0.969
NFI 0.991 1.000 0.984
GFI 0.993 1.000 0.990

Cronbach's  α 0.839 0.867 0.793 0.729 0.867
Composite Reliability 0.840 0.868 0.796 0.783 0.867

AVE 0.568 0.623 0.496 0.575 0.568
CINVLN01 (0.771) SINVLN01 (0.850) ANTICN01 (0.734) SUPKNWN02 (0.576) KNOWLN01 (0.774)
CINVLN02 (0.676) SINVLN02 (0.812) ANTICN02 (0.705) SUPKNWN04 (0.575) KNOWLN02 (0.749)
CINVLN03 (0.745) SINVLN03 (0.779) ANTICN03 (0.648) SUPKNWN05 (0.960) KNOWLN03 (0.836)
CINVLN05 (0.819) SINVLN04 (0.712) ANTICN04 (0.728) KNOWLN04 (0.738)

KNOWLN05 (0.669)

Item (factor loading)

Nested CFA Model

0.939
0.923
0.915
0.942
3.658

69.518 (0.000)

Construct
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4.2.6.5.2. CFA of Improvement Capability  
 

The constructs that reflects the management practices and are linked with improvement 

capability are: Feedback (FBACK), Process Control (CNTRL), Top Management Leadership 

for Quality (TPLEAD), Supplier Involvement in Quality Improvement (QIMPR) and Small 

Group Problem Solving (TEAMS). Each one of these constructs passed the unidimensionality 

and reliability tests. 

The next step is to test a second-order model, considering improvement capability formed by 

the first-order constructs (management practices), to validate the measurement. Table 21 shows 

the iterative process of testing models until satisfying the recommended parameters for overall 

model fit, reliability and validity. The first model considers all first-order constructs linked with 

improvement capability, which failed to achieve discriminant validity. Every new round 

constructs and items that impacted negatively on the model were taken out: FBACK and 

CNTRL. In the round 4 all the fit measures were in accordance to the thresholds (following the 

recommendation of Hair et al., 2014, p. 578), and at the same time have second order factor 

loading higher than 0.500. In the round 5 item TPLEADN03 was eliminated as there was high 

correlation with other items. The fit statistics were improved, suggesting a good model fit. 

Discriminant validity of final model (Round 5) is detailed in Table 22. 

 

Table 21 - Step by step model analysis of Improvement Capability 
Source: prepared by the author 
 

IMPROVEMENT 
CAPABILITY 

N=275 CFA ROUND 
Target* 1 2 3 4 5 

  Complete 
Model  

Round 1 
without 
FBACK 

Round 2 
without 
CNTRL 

Round 3 with 
TEAMSN01 

Round 4 
without 
TPLEADN03 

χ2  355.779 194.258 82.616 114.425 80.923 
df  184 115 51 62 51 
χ2/df χ2/df < 

3.0 
     

p-value(chi-square) <0.05 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.005 
       
CFI >0.92 0.944 0.967 0.976 0.962 0.976 
TLI >0.92 0.936 0.961 0.968 0.952 0.969 
AIC  12,673.2 9,979.1 6,851.0 7,395.1 6,711.2 
BIC  12,843.2 10,116.5 6,948.7 7,500.0 6,808.9 
       
RMSEA <0.08 0.058 0.050 0.047 0.055 0.046 
90% Conf. Int.  0.049-

0.067 
0.038-
0.062 

0.028-
0.066 

0.039-
0.071 

0.026-
0.065 
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SRMR <0.09 0.050 0.042 0.034 0.043 0.042 
       
NFI  0.891 0.924 0.939 0.921 0.938 
IFI  0.944 0.967 0.976 0.962 0.976 
GFI  0.887 0.925 0.955 0.941 0.953 
       
Discriminant 
validity 

 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Shapiro-Wilk 
normality test 
(residuals) 

p>0.05 <0.001 <0.001 0.020 <0.001 0.366 

Number of 
Parameters 

 53  43 31 33 31 

Issues  1) High 
correlation 
among 
CNTRL, 
TPLEAD 
and 
FBACK. 
2) Factor 
loadings of 
QIMPR 
and 
TEAMS < 
0.50 

1) High 
correlation 
between 
TPLEAD 
and 
CNTRL. 
2) Factor 
loading of 
QIMPR 
and 
TEAMS < 
0.50 
(0.474). 

1) Factor 
loading of 
TEAMS 
< 0.50 
(0.474).  

1) 
TPLEADN
03 has high 
correlation 
with other 
items. 

- 

Remark: * based on Hair et al. (2014) 
 
 
Table 22 - Discriminant validity 
Source: prepared by the author 
Remark: Bold values in the diagonal are the square root of AVE 

 
 

 

 

4.2.6.5.3. CFA of Innovation Capability  
 

The constructs that reflects the management practices and are linked with innovation capability 

are: Anticipation of New Technologies (ANTIC), Customer Involvement in NPD (CINVL), 

Supplier Involvement in NPD (SINVL), Supplier Market Knowledge (SUPKNW) and 

Knowledge Absorption from Customers (KNOWL). All of them passed the unidimensionality 

and reliability tests. 

TPLEAD QIMPR TEAMS
TPLEAD 0,782

QIMPR 0,470 0,674

TEAMS 0,420 0,288 0,686
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The next step is to test a second-order model (innovation capability), formed by the first-order 

constructs (management practices), to validate the measurement. Table 23 shows all the models 

tested, detailing CFA results for overall model fit, reliability and validity. It was necessary to 

drop one item (SUPKNWN04) to reach SUPKNW factor loading higher than 0.5. In the Round 

3 we tested the CFA model without SUPKNW with improved results. Besides that, it has 43 

parameters, ensuring a looser parameter in the 5:1 rule (6.4:1) (Kline, 2016; Paiva et al., 2008). 

All the fit measures are above to the thresholds (following the recommendation of Hair et al., 

2014, p. 578), except Shapiro-Wilk test. Although this test may suggest that the residuals are 

not normal, as the sample size is more than 200 the effects may be negligible (Hair et al., 2014, 

p. 70). The discriminant validity was achieved (Table 24). Thus, this suggests a good model fit.  

Table 23 - Step by step model analysis of Innovation Capability 
Source: prepared by the author 

INNOVATION 
CAPABILITY 

N=275 CFA ROUND 
Target* 1 2 3 

  Complete Model Round 1 without 
SUPKNWN04 

Round 2 without SUPKNW 

χ2  243.085 225.446 196.307 
df  165 148 115 
χ2/df χ2/df < 

3.0 
   

p-value(chi-
square) 

<0.05 0.000 0.000 0.000 

     
CFI >0.92 0.966 0.965 0.961 
TLI >0.92 0.961 0.959 0.953 
AIC  11,940.7 11,461.5 10,191.2 
BIC  12,103.4 11,613.4 10,328.6 
     
RMSEA <0.08 0.041 0.044 0,051 
90% Conf. Int.  0.030-0.052 0.032-0.055 0.038-0.063 
     
SRMR <0.09 0.046 0.047 0.046 
     
NFI  0.902 0.905 0.911 
IFI  0.966 0.965 0.961 
GFI  0.920 0.921 0.923 
     
Discriminant 
validity 

 Yes Yes Yes 

Shapiro-Wilk 
normality test 
(residuals) 

p>0.05 
 

0.976 <0.000 0.008 

Number of 
Parameters 

 51 49 43 

Issues  1) Factor loading of 
SUPKNW < 0.5 (0.467) 

- - 

Remark: * based on Hair et al. (2014) 
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Table 24 - Discriminant validity 
Source: prepared by the author 
Remark: Bold values in the diagonal are the square root of AVE 

 

 

4.2.6.5.4. Common Method Variance 
 

Common method variance (CMV) is the variance that is attributable to the measurement 

method rather than to the constructs the measurements represent (Podsakoff et al., 2003). It is 

a “systematic error variance shared among variables measured with and introduced as a function 

of the same method and/or source (Richardson et al., 2009, p. 763). CMV is considered a 

potential problem because it is one of the main sources of measurement error (Guide and 

Ketokivi, 2015). Common method biases may have several sources, as: common rater effects, 

item characteristics effects, item context effects, and measurement context effects. For more 

details, see Podsakoff et al. (2003), specially Table 2. 

According Podsakoff et al. (2003), common method variance can be controlled through (a) the 

design of the research instrument and/or (b) statistical controls.  

Regarding the design of the research instrument, our research followed the steps suggested by 

Podsakoff et al. (2003) and Guide and Ketokivi (2015). We worked to eliminate or minimize 

connections between predictor and criterion variables that could lead to method variance. First, 

data were collected from different sources in each company in order to avoid that the respondent 

could answer both a predictor and a criterion measure. This is important to mitigate effects of 

consistency motives, implicit theories, social desirability, acquiescence biases and mood states 

(Podsakoff et al., 2003). Details of the design are stated in section 4.2.6.1. 

Second, participant anonymity was clearly stated with the objective to increase the veracity of 

answers. This procedure reduces “people’s evaluation apprehension and make them less likely 

to edit their responses to be more socially desirable, lenient, acquiescent, and consistent with 

how they think the researcher wants them to respond” (Podsakoff et al., 2003, p. 888).  

ANTIC KNOWL CINVL SINVL
ANTIC 0,703

KNOWL 0,259 0,754

CINVL 0,360 0,358 0,754

SINVL 0,336 0,335 0,466 0,790
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Third, improving scale items is another procedure that can reduce method biases. These actions 

improved the design of the research instrument: (a) eliminate ambiguous or unfamiliar terms; 

(b) avoid vague concepts; (c) make questions and terms as clear and simple as possible; and (d) 

keep questions simple, specific, and concise (Podsakoff et al., 2003). Fourth, the questions 

concerning each construct were separated from each other, mixed in the questionnaire. 

It is possible that the procedural steps taken during the design of the research instrument doesn’t 

eliminate the potential effects of common method variance. In this case, it is recommended 

statistical controls. 

One of these statistical controls is the Harman’s single-factor test. It is used to identify if there 

is influence of the CMV in our study model, which can cause overestimation or underestimation 

of the relationship between the variables of the model. 

The technique works as follows: all the measures are loaded into one exploratory factor analysis, 

and it is examined the unrotated factor solution to verify how many factors are needed to 

account for the variance in the variables (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Hair et al., 2014). Its premise 

is that a single factor will emerge (or one single factor accounts for the majority of covariance 

among the variables) from an exploratory factor analysis if there is a significant presence of 

common method variance.  

According to Hair et al. (2014), we must consider factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, 

confirming the number of factors in the model. The last factor should represent the maximum 

value of 5% in the variance (Pett et al., 2003), and the accumulated variance must have the 

minimum limit of 60% (Hair et al., 2014). 

We apply the test for each one of the variables: Improvement Capability and Innovation 

Capability (Tables 25 and 26). There was no general factor responsible for most of the variance. 

Improvement capability emerged from the exploratory factor analysis with 3 factors, and 

innovation capability with 4 factors. 

Table 25 - Harman’s single-factor test for Improvement Capability 
 
Component Eigenvalue % Variance % Cumulative 

1 4.473 37.2 37.2 

2 1.755 14.6 51.9 
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3 1.463 12.2 64.1 

 

 

Table 26 - Harman’s single-factor test for Innovation Capability 
 
Component Eigenvalue % Variance % Cumulative 

1 2.342 32.2 32.2 

2 1.529 13.7 46.0 

3 1.402 11.5 57.5 

4 1.274 9.5 67.1 

 

As the diagnosis of our research denotes there is a coincidence between the number of factors 

that emerged from the Harman test and the number of variables in the model, it is an indication 

that the potential effects of CMV were minimized. However, the Harman test has limitations 

(Podsakoff et al., 2003): (a) it is an insensitive test as hardly emerges a single factor, and there 

is no evidence that these factors don’t have common method variance; and (b) it is a procedure 

that helps in the diagnosis of CMV but does not act in its statistical control. Podsakoff et al. 

(2003, p. 889) recommends other procedures as statistical controls.  

It was considered a CFA marker technique capable of detecting and correcting common method 

variance (Rafferty and Griffin, 2004; Richardson et al., 2009). Williams et al. (2003) proposed 

the use of a theoretically irrelevant variable, named as marker, to capture the variance shared 

with other constructs, which represents the CMV. A marker is a variable that drives the best 

CMV estimative in a model (Lindell and Whitney, 2001). 

As a marker, it was considered a variable that is not theoretically related with the research, it 

has a close to zero correlation with at least one of the constructs, and its data was collected 

together with the other constructs of the model (Lindell and Whitney, 2001; Rafferty and Griffin, 

2004).  

Environmental Initiatives acted as a marker variable. It is formed by five items, each one 

measured in a 5-point Likert scale from “no extent whatsoever” to “very great extent”. The 

items cover these environmental initiatives: energy efficiency, water efficiency, reducing waste 
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in internal processes, improving the workforce environment and pollution prevention. This 

scale has a Cronbach’s alfa of 0.89, and AVE of 0.63.  

Environmental Initiatives have very low correlation with Product Innovation Performance (0.06) 

and Process Innovation Performance (-0.05), and low correlation with Anticipation of New 

Technologies (0.16) and Knowledge (0.15) when we considered the Innovation Capability 

model. When considering the Improvement Capability model, Environmental Initiatives have 

very low correlation with Operational Performance (-0.01), and low correlation with Small 

Group Problem Solving (0.16) and Supplier Involvement in Quality (0.16). Thus, it meets the 

requirements of close to zero correlation with at least one of the constructs. 

To detect the possibility of CMV in the research, we tested a series of CFA models (Models A 

and B) and SEM Models (Models 4 to 7) following Rafferty and Griffin (2004). First, we made 

an analysis of the Improvement Capability model (Table 27), and then another analysis of the 

Innovation Capability model (Table 28).  

Let’s detail step by step the procedure, beginning by the CFA marker technique. In Model A, it 

was introduced free to vary loadings from Environmental Initiatives to the items of all the 

constructs. In Model B, these loadings were restricted to zero. Comparing Models A and B, the 

models have no significant difference (Improvement Capability: Δχ2=14.654, p=0.550; 

Innovation Capability: Δχ2=11.355, p=0.911), concluding there were no significant method 

effects. Model A provides a good fit of data and no significant CMV. 

Then it is important to check if the result is the same using SEM. In Model C we considered 

the same premise of Model A, estimating the structural paths as if there were effects of common 

method bias. Model D considered that the loadings from Environmental Initiatives to all the 

constructs were set to zero, as if there were no CMV included in the model.  

Model E was estimated to test whether CMV impacts significantly on the structural paths. This 

model includes Environmental Initiatives, and its structural paths were constrained to be equal 

to the estimates from Model D (when no CMV was included) (Rafferty and Griffin, 2004). As 

there is no significant difference between Model C and Model E, the structural paths were not 

influenced by CMV (Improvement Capability: Δχ2=7.924, p=0.098; Innovation Capability: 

Δχ2=20.828, p=0.794).  
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Therefore, the actions taken in the research design and the results of the statistical tests 

performed after the data collection suggest that there is no compromise of the data validity, that 

is, the common bias of the method is not a relevant problem in this research. 

 

Table 27 - CFA Marker Variable for Improvement Capability 
  

 

 

Table 28 - CFA Marker Variable for Innovation Capability 
 

 

 

4.2.6.5.5. Endogeneity 
 

The premise used in the regression calculation and structural equation modeling is that an 

exogenous variable X does not correlate with the error term ε of an endogenous variable. If 

there is a correlation, this exogenous variable becomes endogenous, causing a problem of 

endogeneity (Antonakis et al., 2010). The correlation between X and ε causes the estimator 

(Maximum Likelihood, for example) to adjust the loading factor in an attempt to satisfy the 

orthogonality premise, making the estimation of the model incorrect (Antonakis et al., 2010). 

The sources of endogeneity are: omitted variables, simultaneity (reverse causality), 

measurement error and common methods variance (Antonakis et al., 2010; Ketokivi and 

McIntosh, 2017). 

Model χ2 (p<0.000) df CFI TLI GFI RMSEA SRMR Δχ2  Δdf p-value
A 253.944 167 0.963 0.954 0.917 0.044 0.049
B 268.598 183 0.964 0.958 0.913 0.041 0.055 14.654 16 0.550
C 253.944 168 0.964 0.954 0.917 0.043 0.049
D 272.312 184 0.963 0.957 0.912 0.042 0.058 18.368 16 0.303
E 261.868 172 0.962 0.953 0.915 0.044 0.061 7.924 4 0.098

SEM

CFA

Model χ2 (p<0.000) df CFI TLI GFI RMSEA SRMR Δχ2  Δdf p-value
A 442.775 223 0.928 0.911 0.884 0.060 0.057
B 454.130 242 0.930 0.920 0.881 0.056 0.061 11.355 19 0.911
C 442.775 225 0.928 0.912 0.884 0.059 0.057
D 455.463 244 0.930 0.921 0.882 0.056 0.061 12.688 19 0.854
E 463.602 252 0.930 0.924 0.880 0.055 0.075 20.828 27 0.794

CFA

SEM
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The endogeneity problem resulting from measurement error and common methods variance 

was mitigated during the design of the research instrument using techniques such as data 

collection of multiple respondents (details in Section 4.2.8.5.4). 

The threat of endogeneity resulting from simultaneity has also been addressed. Simultaneity 

occurs when two variables simultaneously cause one another, also called reverse causality 

(Antonakis et al., 2010). Analyzing from a theoretical point of view, the theoretical foundation 

developed in this research illustrates that Innovation Capabilities lead to superior performance 

in product and process, and Improvement Capabilities lead to superior operational performance. 

There is a solid theoretical basis that shows a causal argument based on the direction between 

capability and performance, removing the threat of endogeneity due to simultaneity. 

One of the main sources of endogeneity in management research is the omitted variables 

(Ketokivi and McIntosh, 2017). By choosing some Xi variables (Practices) as constituents of a 

second-order Y variable (Capability), we left out several other Xj variables that could be 

incorporated into the model. The Xi variables of the model correlate with omitted Xj variables 

that can also form the Y variable, which can generate inconsistent estimates of the model. 

Let us consider that ε1 represents the variation in the variable Y1 due to variables not considered 

in the model and the measurement error (also called disturbance error). If there is a correlation 

between model variables and omitted variables, the model variables will also correlate with ε1. 

The situation in which there is a covariance between a variable X and ε reflects the existence 

of endogeneity (Kline et al., 2016). This could be a potential threat to the model. 

Thus, threats of endogeneity need to be addressed in this research. We will check if there are 

violations of the premise that there is no correlation between independent variables and the 

error term. The Hausman endogeneity test was used.  

This test compares the chi-square of the model with zero correlation between the error terms of 

the independent and dependent variable with the chi-square of the model without this restriction 

(Antonakis et al., 2010; Ketokivi & McIntosh, 2017). If the difference of chi-squares with a 

degree of freedom between the restricted and non-restricted models is statistically non-

significant, there is no need to correlate the error terms. In this case, the estimates of the model 

without the correlations between the error terms can be considered consistent. If the difference 

is significant, it is necessary to correlate the error terms in the model. 
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First, we compared the chi-square of the model with restricted correlation and the model with 

unrestricted correlation between the error terms of Improvement Capability and Operational 

Performance (Table 29). The variables related to Practices were interpreted as instrumental 

variables of Improvement Capability, because they are reliable measures (demonstrated in the 

discussions of reliability and validity), thus satisfying the exclusion condition and the result of 

the Hausman endogeneity test. The test result was not significant (difference of 1.734 with p-

value of 0.279), and there is no need to correlate the error terms of Improvement Capability and 

Operational Performance.  

Then we compared the chi-square of the model with restricted correlation and the model with 

unrestricted correlation between the error terms of Innovation Capability and Product 

Innovation Performance. The test result was not significant (difference of 0.269 with p-value 

of 0.604), and there is no need to correlate the error terms of Innovation Capability and Product 

Innovation Performance. Finally, we made the same procedure with Innovation Capability and 

Process Innovation Performance. The result was significant, requiring that the error term be 

correlated to avoid problems of endogeneity (Sauan, 2018). 

Thus, the estimates obtained from the research models can be considered consistent and 

efficient (Antonakis et al., 2010; Ketokivi & McIntosh, 2017). 

 

Table 29 - Hausman endogeneity test 
 

 

 

4.2.6.5.6. CFA Analysis of second-order constructs 
 

In the last topics we assessed discriminant validity between the first-order constructs (practices). 

Discriminant validity must also be demonstrated between the second-order constructs 

Model Chi-square Difference gl p-value

Improvement Capability

     Non restrict correlation 209.595 145
     Restrict correlation 208.422 1.734 144 0.279
Innovation Capability

     Non restrict correlation 376.452 201
     Restrict correlation with Product Innov Perf. 376.184 0.269 200 0.604
     Restrict correlation with Process Innov Perf. 370.550 5.903 200 0.015
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(capabilities). We followed Peng et al. (2008) and tested using two methods. The first one is 

checking if the AVE of each pair of items is greater than their squared correlation (Fornell and 

Larcker, 1981). AVE of improvement capability (0,535) and of innovation capability (0,459) 

are lower than their squared correlation (0,743).  

The second method is using Chi-square difference test. We compared two models considering 

a robust method (MLM): a model in which all first order constructs are loaded into a single 

second order variable (χ2 = 469.5; p<0.001; d.f. = 370; χ2/d.f. = 1.27 < 3.00; RMSEA = 0.034 

< 0.08; CFI = 0.966; IFI = 0.949; NFI = 0.962; TLI = 0.963; GFI = 0.984), and the proposed 

model with the two second order variables (capabilities) (χ2 = 465.2; p<0.001; d.f. = 369; χ2/d.f. 

= 1.26 < 3.00; RMSEA = 0.033 < 0.08; CFI = 0.967; IFI = 0.950; NFI = 0.963; TLI = 0.963; 

GFI = 0.985). We ran an Anova comparing the two models (Δχ2 = 5.8; d.f. = 1; p=0.016). The 

comparison of the two models suggests that the proposed model has a better fit than the model 

with a single second order variable with a significance of p<0.05. Another aspect is that the 

correlation between the two capabilities (0.862) is less than 0.90, ensuring the distinction 

between them (Bagozzi et al., 1991). These aspects provide evidence of discriminant validity. 

Figure 22 shows the second order variables loaded with their first order constructs. All first 

order constructs have significant factor loadings (p<0.001). 
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Figure 22 - CFA of Measurement model  
Source: prepared by the author 
 

4.2.6.6. Building the Structural Model 
 

In this topic, it is built and designed the structural model. The intention is to understand whether 

a better developed improvement capability can improve the operations management at the plant 

level and significantly impact in the operational performance. And whether a better developed 

innovation capability can provide new products and processes development at the plant level, 

significantly impacting in the product and process innovation performance. It is proposed a 

joint model in which innovation and improvement capabilities operate simultaneously, 

simulating what happens in practice. 
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Problem
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...
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0.631*** 0.603*** 0.656***
0.484***

... ...

0.862***

0.510***
0.744*** 0.652***

*** <0.001
**   <0.01
*     <0.05
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Considering both improvement and innovation capabilities in the same model, we will check if 

the model is valid. The indices have a good fit, indicating the model fits the data well (χ2 = 

931.9; p<0.001; d.f. = 647; χ2/d.f. = 1.44 < 3.00; GFI = 0.982; CFI = 0.919; TLI = 0.913; IFI = 

0.907; NFI = 0.913; RMSEA = 0.042 < 0.08; SRMR = 0.063 < 0.09). CFI and TLI are below 

the 0.92 threshold recommended by Hair et al. (2014), but if we remove the control variables 

(country, industry and plant size), these values increase respectively to 0.930 and 0.924, which 

are acceptable. 

Assessing the structural model (Figure 23), all path coefficients of improvement capability are 

significant at p<0.001. The direct effect of improvement capability in the operational 

performance is 0.440 (p<0.001), demonstrating a high correlation and supporting the 

Hypothesis H1. 19.4% of operational performance is explained by the improvement capability. 

All path coefficients in the innovation capability construct are significant at p<0.001. The direct 

effect of innovation capability in the product innovation performance is 0.305 (p<0.001), 

demonstrating a correlation and supporting the Hypothesis H2. 9.3% of product innovation 

performance is explained by the innovation capability. On the other hand, there is no 

significance in the path between innovation capability and process innovation performance (p 

= 0.139), showing no correlation and not supporting the Hypothesis H3.  

Checking the control variables, there is no significance in the relationship between 

improvement capability and type of industry. Regardless of the type of industry, the 

improvement capability can be encouraged and become a differential for the company in its 

industry. But there is significance in the relationship with country (0.157; p<0.05) and plant 

size (0.214; p<0.05). Depending on the ecosystem of innovation in the country, one company 

may face difficulties and barriers to build its improvement capability. And plants with a higher 

number of employees have a higher improvement capability.  

Regarding innovation capability, the behavior is the same discussed earlier with improvement 

capability. There is no significance in the relationship between innovation capability and type 

of industry. Independently of the type of industry, the innovation capability can be encouraged 

and become a differential for the company in its industry. On the other hand, there is 

significance between innovation capability and country (0.236; p < 0.01), and between 

innovation capability and plant size (0.191; p <0.05). The ecosystem of innovation in the 
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country may affect the company innovation capability. And the size of the plant may also affect 

the build of its innovation capability. 

Both capabilities have the same behavioral profile: significant relationship with country and 

plant size, not significant in relation to industry type.   

 

  

Figure 23 - SEM of Improvement and Innovation Capability 
Source: prepared by the author 
 

4.2.7. Analysis and Discussion 

This research intended to expand the concept of improvement capability and innovation 

capability as bundles of practices, as well as their impact respectively on operational 

performance and innovation performance.  

First, it was modeled the improvement capability as a second order construct, formed by TQM 

practices (top management leadership for quality and supplier quality involvement) and HR 

TQM-related practices (small group problem solving). One contribution of the research is to 
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enlarge the literature of improvement capability as a bundle of practices, using other practices 

than that used by Peng et al. (2008, 2011). While these authors considered only TQM practices 

(continuous improvement, process management and leadership involvement in quality), this 

research adopted a new TQM practice (supplier quality involvement) and one HR TQM related 

practice (small group problem solving).  

Figure 24 compares the model of Peng et al. (2008) (on the left) with the model proposed by 

this research (on the right). Items highlighted in dark color show items aggregated by this 

research. 

 

 

Figure 24 - Comparison of Models: Peng et al. (2008) and this Research Model 
Source: prepared by the author considering Peng et al. (2008) figure 
 

The second stage was dedicated to validating the innovation capability model as a bundle of 

Open Innovation practices, Knowledge Management practices and Anticipation of New 

Technologies. Open Innovation practices are related with the capacity of obtaining and 

exploring innovative ideas and knowledge from external partners. The pursuit of ideas and 

knowledge outside the organization opens new possibilities for innovative development, 

making the organization more adaptable to the constantly changing environment and creating 
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opportunities for growth. Open innovation practices are important at the plant level as they can 

act on two important elements: new product development, and update of the plant technologies 

and processes. 

Knowledge Management practices, as knowledge absorption from customers and supplier 

market knowledge, contribute to the innovation capability. New product development is a 

process that needs to be innovative in order to differentiate the products of a company when 

compared with its competitors. Getting knowledge in the supply chain is an important practice 

to compound the innovation capability.  

This research found that Open Innovation practices, Knowledge Management practices and 

Anticipation of New Technologies form the innovation capability. This is a second contribution 

of the research, enlarging the literature of innovation capability as a bundle of practices. Peng 

et al. (2008, 2011) focused in three practices that compound an innovation capability (cross-

functional product design, process and equipment development, and anticipation of new 

technologies), and this research expand to other practices: Open Innovation practices (customer 

involvement in NPD, supplier involvement in NPD) and KM Practices (knowledge absorption 

from customers) (Figure 24). 

Another contribution is that innovation capability as a bundle of practices leads to a positive 

performance on product innovation. Firms that invest on practices as customer involvement in 

NPD, supplier involvement in NPD, anticipation of new technologies, and knowledge 

absorption from customers have as a consequence a better performance on product innovation.   

However, the same reasoning cannot be made in relation to process innovation performance. 

H2 was not confirmed, and it is not possible to confirm a relation of these Open Innovation, 

KM and ANT practices with process innovation. One explanation could be an indirect 

relationship between involvement of customers and suppliers in the new product development. 

The practices of putting customers and suppliers in the development of new products bring 

ideas and concepts that can be implemented in the product. Only after implementing these ideas 

in the project of a new product that there will be a necessity to change or innovate the plant 

processes. Thus, process performance would not be directly linked with innovation capability. 

It would be a consequence of product innovations.  

Another explanation would be that acquiring knowledge from customers and suppliers may not 

be important for innovation capability when it comes to process innovation performance. 
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Absorbed knowledge from customers and suppliers can contribute with ideas for product 

development, but not necessarily contribute with ideas for innovation in process. Again, there 

may be a previous relationship. In industrial plants, it is possible that process innovation 

depends on product innovation. Thus, practices related to knowledge management may not have 

a positive impact on the performance of process innovation. These aspects will be exploited at 

the qualitative analysis. 

Analyzing the control variables, the results show that there was no significance in the 

relationship between neither improvement capability nor innovation capability with type of 

industry. Regardless of the type of industry, the improvement and innovation capabilities can 

be encouraged and become a differential for the company’s performance in its industry. 

It is important to note that it was used perceptual measures instead of objective measures. 

Perceptual measures enable to compare performance of plants in the same industry and 

consequently expand to others, while objective measures restrict the comparison (Bortolotti et 

al., 2015).  

As the research results demonstrated, plant size is significant to get positive operational results 

from improvement capability. It is also significant in the relationship between innovation 

capability and product innovation performance. Bigger plants have the opportunity to develop 

over time capabilities formed by practices. The development of a capability depends on learning 

and interaction with specific resources and specific firm context where path dependency applies 

(Dierickx and Cook, 1989). Smaller factories are still on the way of learning and building their 

capabilities.  

Country may be a restriction to improvement and innovation capabilities. Depending on the 

ecosystem of innovation in the country, one company may face difficulties and barriers to build 

its improvement and innovation capabilities.  
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4.3. INNOVATION CAPABILITIES AS A BUNDLE OF PRACTICES: a qualitative 
complementary analysis 

 

In this section the focus is to enrich the discussion of the results of the primary objectives and 

generate insights for future studies. It was performed a qualitative analysis using world-class 

companies in order to compare theory and practice, contributing to confirm the use of the 

practices pointed out in theory, identify new practices and understand their impact on 

innovation capabilities. 

 

4.3.1. Research Methodology 
 

The research design is based on multiple case studies (Yin, 2009) because the phenomenon is 

not well understood (Meredith et al, 1989).  

The research question is Q.1: What is the impact of innovation capabilities as a bundle of 

practices on operational and innovation performance of manufacturing plants?  The main idea 

is to understand what the management practices are used in world class manufacturers that 

contribute to the improvement and innovation capabilities. Based on Handfield and Melnyk 

(1998), as the purpose of the research is to map, identify and describe practices (named by the 

authors as variables), and the more adequate research structure is multiple case study. The 

research protocol is detailed at Appendix C. 

We followed five stages proposed by Eisenhardt (1989, 1991) in order to address rigor and 

reliability: research question, case selection, data gathering, data analysis and replication.  

Case Selection 

We focused our search in world class manufacturers from technology-based, automotive and 

consumer goods industries with plants installed in the São Paulo State for more than ten years 

and recognized as being innovative in the development of new products. We have chosen 

industries with higher clockspeed, which requires a constant search for new products and 

innovation, thus ensuring that we would find practices linked with innovation. Be established 

for a long time in the same physical space ensures that the practices are developed and mature 

in the manufacturing plant. 
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Twelve companies were contacted through an e-mail addressed to a director or the president 

inviting the company to participate in the research, ensuring confidentiality of information 

through a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) and offering a presentation with the results. For 

those where there was no response within a week, a telephone call was made to explain and 

provide further details about the research. Six companies agreed and opened their doors for the 

research, fitting the criteria of Eisenhardt (1989) which suggests four to ten cases for an 

effective case study. Companies that did not accept claimed lack of time to devote to research 

or internal rules prohibiting such practice. 

The six selected cases are briefly described below. Due to confidentiality, the real company 

names were not used: 

- Company A: a global company in the cosmetics and personal care, established in more than 

70 countries with 25,000 employees worldwide. The Brazilian plant has more than 60 years, 

launching around 700 SKUs per year;  

- Company B: a multinational Brazilian company that operates in the cosmetics and personal 

care segment, launching around 550 SKUs per year to attend the local market; 

- Company C: a company with more than two hundred years, it is established in Brazil since 

the 1960s manufacturing personal care, oral care and home care products. The local plant has a 

global technology center responsible for R&D applied to local and worldwide products; 

- Company D: a worldwide automotive manufacturer that produces in Brazil since the 1930s, 

adapting models to the local market and producing around 400k vehicles per year;  

- Company E: a global competitor in the automotive market, developing and producing vehicles 

for more than eighty years in the Brazilian market; 

- Company F: a centenary global pioneer in the digital transformation in industrial automation 

and energy management in buildings, homes, data centers, infrastructures and industries. It has 

five plants in Brazil, developing products locally and launching around 200 SKUs per year. 

 

Data Gathering 
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A protocol was developed and applied for the interviews (Appendix C). It was considered a 

semi-structured questionnaire (Appendix D) which enables new aspects to be explored 

according to the respondent's answers (Barratt et al., 2011). Most of the questions were open, 

using the words “how” or “tell about”, requiring the respondent to develop the answer (Yin, 

2009). We sought to interview more than three people in each company in order to confront 

different views of the same phenomenon. 

Secondary data were also obtained from companies reports and content published in 

newspapers, magazines and internet sites (e.g., local and global company sites, manufacturing 

associations sites), and from notes taken during the visits. It was possible to visit one factory of 

each company, when it was possible to know the production process, to observe the 

organization of the plant, to visualize its facilities and to talk informally with other employees 

involved with the factory, which resulted in useful notes for the research triangulation. 

Triangulation was guaranteed using these multiple sources of evidence, ensuring the internal 

validity of the research (Stuart et al., 2002).  

Table 30 details the list of the companies, industries, the positions of the people interviewed, 

the date, length and type of the interviews. We carried out 23 interviews, amounting to 24 hours 

of research.  

 

Table 30 – Interviews 
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Data Analysis 

The interviews were recorded, transcribed and analyzed using qualitative data analysis software 

(Atlas.ti). First, we conduct an analysis of each case, identifying the codes related to the 

theoretical basis using the content analysis method (Duriau et al., 2007).  

Codes were defined on the basis of practices, performance and innovation constructs previously 

discussed in the literature review. Other codes emerged during the analysis, requiring a return 

to the literature to identify the construct and the aspects involved. During the analysis of each 

case, it was necessary to return to the cases already analyzed to identify the existence of newly 

revealed codes. It became a process of “comings and goings” between empirical data and theory. 

At the end of this step, 168 first-order codes were identified. The next step was to group codes 

into constructs, and then group them in one conceptual code to facilitate analysis. For example, 

the code “psychological safety” was created to group codes “dealing with errors” and “taking 

risks”. Then, it was created the code “HR-TQM practices” to group all constructs related with 

this subject (Figure 25). 

Case Company Interviewee Date Time Type of Interview

Consumer goods: A Supply Chain Director 21/fev/19 58m Face-to-face
Industrial Director 21/fev/19 55m Face-to-face
Engineering and Innovation Senior Manager 21/fev/19 1h22m Face-to-face
Product Development Senior Manager 18/mar/19 41m Face-to-face
Production Senior Manager 18/mar/19 1h08m Face-to-face

Consumer goods: B Innovation Director 05/abr/19 1h05m Face-to-face
Production Director 12/abr/19 57m Face-to-face
Supply Chain Manager 08/mai/19 1h15m Face-to-face
Process Development / Engineering General Manager 08/mai/19 54m Face-to-face
Engineering and Development Manager 08/mai/19 48m Face-to-face

Consumer goods: C Global Technology Center Director 18/abr/19 58m Face-to-face
Global Category Engineering Manager 18/abr/19 1h03m Face-to-face
P&D Manager 18/abr/19 48m Face-to-face
Plant Director 27/jun/19 1h05m Face-to-face

Automotive D Innovation and Development Manager 11/fev/19 1h12m Face-to-face
Product Development Manager 26/mar/19 52m Skype
Production Manager 29/mar/19 50m Face-to-face

Automotive E Product Development and Engineering Manager 15/fev/19 57m Face-to-face
Production Manager 15/fev/19 1h04m Face-to-face

F President - Brazil 18/abr/19 57m Skype
Vice president - South America 23/abr/19 1h08m Face-to-face
Engineering and Product Director 26/abr/19 58m Face-to-face
Global Supply Chain Director - South America 03/mai/19 1h05m Face-to-face

Cosmetics and 
personal care

Cosmetics and 
personal care

Personal care, oral 
care and home care 

Automation and 
power management
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Figure 25 - Atlas.ti print screen: Analysis of HR-TQM practices 
 

Subsequently, a cross analysis of the cases was performed, relating the codes found and 

comparing the perspectives found in each case. Cross-analysis minimizes the risk of bias or 

false conclusions by looking at data from different angles (Eisenhardt, 1989). We also 

conducted qualitative method tests to ensure the quality of the multiple case study (Machado et 

al., 2018 - Table 31). 

 

Table 31 - Trustworthiness elements related to the case study quality 
Source: based on Machado et al., 2018 

 

 

Trustworthiness 
test

Definition How was applied

External validity
Represents the accuracy of the results in 
their generalization (research design)

Cases from different sectors, each one with 
multiple respondents. Use of replication 
logic in multiple case studies

Internal validity
Search evidence for the “why” behind 
relationships

Case description and pattern matching

Construct validity
Analysis of the constructs requires multiple 
sources of data entry for triangulation

Interviews with multiple respondents in 
each case. Use of other secondary data

Reliability Repeatability of the case study Use of a research protocol
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Dissemination 

The results will be presented to the interviewers in order to disseminate the knowledge and 

understand their point of view about the findings. 

 

4.3.2. Within Case Analysis 
 

This section summarizes the key data found in each company, with a focus on providing an 

overview of the company and its interface with innovation. First, Table 32 is presented with 

key numbers and company information, and then it is described the key data of each company. 

 

Table 32 - Characteristics of the Cases 
Source: interviews, company documents 

 

 

Topic A B C D E F

Presence Multinational Multinational Multinational Multinational Multinational Multinational

Industry
Cosmetics and 
beauty market

Cosmetics and 
beauty market

Consumer 
products 

(personal, oral 
and home care)

Automotive Automotive

Electrical 
distribution, 
control and 
automation

Sales Business Model Direct sales
Direct sales; 

franchise
Retailers and 
distributors

Dealerships Dealerships

Retailers and 
distributors; B2B 

(construction, 
industry) 

Plants in Brazil 1 2 2 3 (+1 for engines) 3 (+1 for engines) 6
Employees in Brazil ~4500 ~5000 ~3500 ~16000 ~15000 ~3000

Employees (in Plants) ~2500 ~2500 ~3000 n.i. n.i. ~2400

Products launched 
per year

~700             
(new ~250/300)

~550                
(new ~250)

~8 per category 
(~30 total)

~4 (local 
production); 
updates all 

models annually

~4 (local 
production); 
updates all 

models annually

~200

Products launched 
per year/Total 

Products
~30% ~30% ~25% n.i. n.i. ~25%

Innovation Index 
(1,2) 58% 60% n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

R&D/Revenue 

(Global, 2018) 
(1) 1% 2,2% 2% 5% 5,70% 5%

R&D centers

Main center in 
the Headquarter; 

one local for 
specific products

Main center in 
Brazil; other 

countries

Headquarter, 
local and other 
countries (by 

product category)

Headquarter, 
local and other 

countries

Headquarter, 
local and other 

countries

Headquarter, 
local (03 units - 

one per category) 
and other 
countries

(1) According companies internet sites/global reports
(2) Share of the sale of products launched in the last 24 months in the total gross revenue of the last 12 months

Case
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Company A  

Company A is a global leader in the segment of cosmetics and personal care. It operates in more 

than 70 countries and has more than 25,000 employees worldwide. The Brazilian operation of 

Company A is one of the pioneers in direct selling in the country with more than 60 years and 

about 4,000 employees.  

Company A adopts a direct selling model, which can be defined as a retail channel to market 

goods and services directly to consumers based on personal contact between consultants that 

work on their own and consumers (WFDSA, 2019). These consultants are independent sellers 

who receive training and communication materials, and then look for customers and offer the 

company's products. Sales orders are sent by the consultants to the company, which invoices 

and delivers to their homes. Then, the consultants deliver the products and charge the consumers, 

gaining a profit margin in the business. It is usual to have sales cycles named as campaigns.  

There is an important difference in the value chain between traditional retail and direct selling. 

In the traditional retail model, there are intermediaries between the factory and the consumer 

which capture value in the relationship: distributors, wholesalers and retailers. In the direct 

selling model, only the consultants capture part of the value of the business between the factory 

and the consumer, enabling a relatively higher gross margin in the direct selling companies. On 

the other hand, distribution and logistics costs are higher. 

The direct sales model can be classified into two categories: with only one level of consultants, 

who buy the company's products and market with the final consumer; and with more than one 

level (multilevel), when a consultant can be commissioned for her own sales and also for the 

activities of other consultants in her network. 

The cosmetics and personal care product category are the second category in worldwide direct 

sales, representing 32% of global direct sales. The first product category is wellness with 34%. 

In Brazil the figures are totally different: cosmetics and personal care category has 83% of the 

total volume of direct sales (WFDSA, 2019). 

Company A has been accumulating poor results in Brazil and goes through a turn over. Some 

of the reasons are the economic context, the strengthening of some competitors and the 

exhaustion of the direct selling model. One of the characteristics of the direct selling model is 
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the delay in the delivery. Most of the consultants do not have stock of products, which means 

that consumers have to wait some days to receive the products. Some competitors that operate 

in traditional channels with their own stores have expanded the number of stores, conquering 

this public that wants a quick access to the products.  

Direct selling model has lost space in the cosmetics and personal care segment in mature 

markets like the United States. However, direct selling is still strong in the Brazilian market. 

For example, 70% of the sales of perfumes is made through direct selling. 

Innovation is one of the characteristics of the company. There is a global product development 

center located in the company’s headquarter, and recently a global center was set up in Brazil 

for the purpose of research and development on certain products, where about 50 scientists of 

various specialties are working together with local universities and research centers to develop 

products that will be sold worldwide. 

Company A makes a lot of product innovations: there are about 700 new products launched 

annually. This represents around 30% of new products every year, renewing its entire product 

line in 3 years. However, a very strong internal criticism was perceived in this situation, since 

many releases are only details or variations of a product. According to the director of supply 

chain, "we have a factory of innovation, I do not have numbers here, but we have 3 or 4 times 

more product innovation than competitors, we call ‘hidden innovations’... I get an enamel and 

change the label on the front of the enamel and put a different color, I treat it all as a gate of 

innovation because I have to change the specification, I have to validate with the global office ... 

What we have to invest and be more focused is to have less innovations, but true and big 

innovations...”. One product engineer, in an informal conversation during one of the author’s 

visits, shares the same idea: “the company needs to focus on real innovations”. 

Another criticism is to focus on reduce time to market. “We have a time to market that often 

does not capture the trending of the market. If you take a makeup product and need 18 months 

to launch, when you launch it, the fashion period was gone. The Chinese companies do it in 3 

months. Someone gives an idea to them, in 3 months they put the product on the gondola… we 

cannot stay 18 months to do this”, told us the supply chain director. He summed up the 

conversation in a very direct way: “In relation to innovation, if you ask where we have to invest: 

faster, less, and more efficiently, this is the way for me".  
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The plant analyzed has about 2,800 employees and it was considered world-class by a reputed 

consulting firm hired by Company A in 2018. Manufacturing area was the only functional area 

that has not received any improvement projects from this consulting firm. 

 

Company B 

The company B is a Brazilian company that develops and manufactures products related to the 

beauty business such as products for face and body treatment, soap, deodorants, body oils, 

makeup, perfumery, hair and sun protection. It was founded in the 1970s and it also operates 

with the direct sales model, using a lot of independent representatives to sell its products in 

Brazil and other countries. In the last years, pressured by the competitors and the economic 

crisis, the company decided to diversify the sales channels, starting to act in the retail and in the 

e-commerce. 

The company has two plants and around six thousand employees. Sustainability is intrinsically 

linked with the company strategy, what proportionate the development of several products with 

the concept of nature conservation and people inclusion. 

It has more than 240 people involved in R&D and has partnerships with startups and scientific 

institutions from Brazil and the world, to develop new concepts, methodologies, products and 

processes. It has a structured program to attract and evaluate startups. In the last five years more 

than 15 startups became partners of the company. According to the innovation director, “we are 

indifferent if the idea comes from a super German multinational company or comes from a 

startup here on the corner. We put the challenge, sometimes it is open… So, we are getting 

much more into this innovation ecosystem of startups, trying to pull this up, because in Brazil 

this is a relatively recent thing”. 

Product innovation is at the center of its strategy. The company launches around 250 new 

products every year to follow fashion trends, to introduce new concepts and technologies, to 

explore new materials using a sustainable perspective, and finally to bring novelties that 

stimulate sales consultants' conversations with the public. Considering different packages and 

sales promotions, every year the company needs to develop around 550 new skus (stock keeping 

units).  
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This adds a complexity at the new product development process. In addition to the use of the 

innovation funnel, the company has been using other project management tools such as the 

agile methodology. There is also a division of activities according the planning terms: “I have 

a short-term team that stands alone by launching these 250 products and I have a research 

group that is looking at the most medium and long term disruptive technologies… this is the 

research group”, told us the innovation director. 

 

Company C 

Founded almost two hundred years ago, Company C has a global massive presence in the 

consumer products segment. It focuses on development and manufacture of personal care, oral 

care and home care products. 

One of the core corporate values is continuous improvement, reflected in the quality of products 

and in the environment and social aspects implemented in the markets where the company 

operates. It uses TQM merged with lean and six sigma concepts. According its plant director, 

“it is so difficult to implement lean methodology, depends on culture and we are still working 

on it… working together with the TQM”. 

One of the factories has received investments in the last years specifically to turn it into digital. 

The main equipment is linked with the company systems, exchanging information regarding 

demand and production. Plant leaders have an app in their mobile phones where they can check 

the performance of the equipment, update of production figures and alerts when something goes 

wrong. 

Another company commitment is to advance technology to attend changing consumer needs 

throughout the world. Investing in R&D and in relationships with universities and more recently 

with startups, the company has been developing new technologies to create products capable of 

improving its consumer’s quality of life.  

The company has R&D teams spread around the regions to make sure they understand the local 

consumer and adapt the base formulas to meet local needs. According the chief technology 

officer, investments in R&D focus on making safe and effective products that improve health 

and well-being of consumers: “it is all about bringing technology into our products and not for 

technology’s sake… it is really about consumers health…”. 
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There is an open innovation portal where the company looks for innovation and solutions in 

same specific areas, involving raw materials and substances, products and packages. The 

company also looks for ideas to improve plants production, logistics and maintenance. 

Mostly important to innovation is the people, the company team. “Creativity and innovation is 

so elusive, everybody thinks there is a process… if there is one I haven’t found it, if there is one 

it is awfully messy, it takes people passion, it takes people feeling comfortable, it takes people 

believing that they can do things that have never been done before…the team is everything…it 

is not just the technological team… it is all of us bringing a new product to market or improving 

an existing product”, said the technology director. 

 

Company D 

Company D is a worldwide automotive manufacturer with more than one hundred years in the 

market. It has several brands in its portfolio, assembled in more than seventy factories around 

the globe.  

Innovation and sustainability are clearly expressed in its strategy and statements. The company 

promotes itself as the first company capable of producing affordable electric cars in mass 

production, and the first to offer an integrated solution to produce self-driving vehicles.  It is a 

pioneer in the development of a digital platform, included in several models, which enables that 

the vehicle connects to mobile apps and directly with the company, providing more practicality, 

safety and other services supplied by the company. Sustainability is evidenced by solutions as 

reduction of car weight, which results in gasoline savings and CO2 emission reduction, and 

actions in the plants to reduce energy, carbon, water and waste intensities. 

In Brazil the company has a long history. It has three plants, producing around 400k cars per 

year to the Brazilian and export markets. 

 

Company E 
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Company E is a global competitor in the automotive market, developing and producing vehicles 

for more than eighty years. There are around seventy plants located in a diversity of countries, 

manufacturing cars for different brands of the company. 

Electric mobility is part of the company strategy, and results show that it is getting result: the 

company is the leader in electric car sales in the continent where its headquarter is located. 

According a global consulting company, the company is ranked as the fifth industrial company 

in investments in R&D. Innovation is also taking form in assistance systems and self-driving 

vehicles, digital technologies, materials and virtual technologies. Sustainability is also part of 

the strategy, not only in the company guidelines but also in the development of new products. 

In Brazil there are two plants dedicated to cars production. In 2018 the production volume 

reached around 380k units, dedicated to Brazil and other countries. 

 

Company F 

Company F is one of the pioneers in the digital transformation in industrial automation and 

energy management in buildings, homes, data centers, infrastructures and industries. 

It is a centenary global company which invests in solutions based on IoT (Internet of Things), 

which enable solutions to connect, collect, analyze data and make decisions in real time. It 

developed a platform capable to manage energy and automation architecture, providing safety, 

efficiency, reliability and sustainability. 

The company invests 5% of its annual turnover in R&D and launches more than 350 products 

per year in the globe. This investment in R&D is also oriented to startups in the area, and to 

specific projects to give access to energy to poor neighborhoods. It has a venture capital 

company that invests in new business models. According to the vice president in Brazil, it is 

important this venture company because “it is difficult to manage innovation on a day to day 

basis. Innovation in a company... depends on P&L… if you do not deliver that last line, there 

is a pressure and you lose focus”. 

The company has more than seventy years in Brazil, producing in five plants a diversity of 

products that range from medium voltage electrical products; automation of distribution 

networks; low voltage electrical products for distribution in residential and commercial areas; 
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solar energy products; automation and control in industries; and programmable logic controllers. 

It also provides services and solutions to customers, involving project, software and digital 

solutions.  

It has around three thousand employees in Brazil and follows several United Nations 

sustainable development goals. 

 

4.3.3. Cross-case Analysis 
 

In this section the focus will be on the practices that were investigated at the cases. The first 

topic discusses TQM, HR-TQM and JIT practices that are aligned with improvement capability. 

The following topic focuses on Open Innovation, Knowledge Management and other practices 

linked with innovation capability. 

 

4.3.3.1. Practices related with Improvement capability 
 

TQM Practices 

The use of TQM practices was unanimous in all the cases studied. Practices that were 

considered in the quantitative model as “supplier involvement in quality improvement” and 

“top management leadership for quality” were witnessed in all cases.  

Other practices that were initially proposed in the quantitative model but were not confirmed 

as “process control” and “feedback” were identified during the plant visits. Visual management 

and statistical control charts of manufacturing processes were observed, confirming the practice 

of “process control”.  

Visual management is also one of the pillars of “feedback” practice. Any employee can identify 

goals and track the daily results of production indicators as quality performance and schedule 

rate through visual displays exhibited in the working areas. It is a common practice the 

production leader or the team leader to conduct rapid daily meetings to put all employees in the 

same page. 
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“Customer involvement in quality improvement” is a practice that were not discussed earlier in 

the literature review, but it is taken seriously by the companies. The opinion of the customer 

and consumers about the product quality and other aspects brings an opportunity to improve 

the current products. Customer Service area is a very important information base for product 

improvement. Usually the quality area accesses customer complaints and seeks internally to 

resolve through continuous improvement actions. Other actions as periodic researches, CRM 

platform and activities, meetings, and visiting customers provide good perspectives about the 

current quality and defects of the products. Company F is very aggressive in this last practice. 

All employees from a certain hierarchical level must visit customers (retailers, distributors, 

companies) to understand what is good and what need to be improved (valid for products and 

services provided by the company). 

In overall, quality is taken as the basis for continuous improvement. Tables 33 and 34 

summarize the main characteristics of some practices found in each case. 

 

Table 33 - Characteristics of the Practice “Supplier involvement in quality improvement” 
 

 

 

Table 34 - Characteristics of the Practice” Customer involvement in quality improvement” 
 

TQM 
Practice

Supplier involvement in quality improvement

Cases Codes: Involvement with suppliers - improvement;

A
Continuous process. It usually reduces cost and sometimes time (delivery, flexibility). There is a 
supplier award program.

B
Continuous process. It usually reduces cost and sometimes time (delivery, flexibility). There is a 
supplier award program.

C
Quality improvement is difficult due to the characteristics of the product (controlled formulas). It 
happens with packages. Focus is on cost and time improvement

D
Continuous process. Looks for cost reduction. Difficult when involves parts related with security 
(lots of tests to prove safety). There is a "quality award program" 

E
Continuous process. Looks for cost reduction. Difficult when involves parts related with security 
(lots of tests to prove safety). There is a "quality award program" 

F There is a program of quality improvement with suppliers
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HR-related TQM Practices 

HR-TQM practices were also testified in all plants. The codes “small group problem solving”, 

“psychological safety”, “task-related training”, “multi-function employees”, “idea generation” 

and “goal-based incentives” (Tables 35 to 37) emerged from the qualitative analysis, based on 

first level codes noticed in the interviews and visits.  

“Psychological safety” was exemplified by the vice president of Company F. “You can make a 

mistake… the company gives you the right to make a mistake, but they ask you to make a mistake 

and fix it quickly… of course you can't make a mistake all the time… so if you make a mistake, 

you have to get it ready soon, and let's go!”. 

 

Table 35 - Characteristics of the Practice “Psychological safety” 
 

TQM 
Practice

Customer involvement in quality improvement

Cases Codes: Involvement with customers - improvement

A
Information collected from end customers through Customer Service; research with consultants 
(semi structured interview); meeting with resellers

B Information collected from end customers through Customer Service; voice of the consultants

C
Information collected from end customers through Customer Service. Periodic researches with 
customers about the use of the products.

D
Information collected from customers through customer service and company's digital platform 
(signed by customer); information collected from dealerships; customer satisfaction research

E
Information collected from customers through customer service; information collected from 
dealerships; customer satisfaction research

F
Customer quality assesment (monthly questionnaire); customer experience (direct call to a sample 
of customers); visit to clients (KPI for everyone in the company); partner relationship management 
platform
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Company E product manager told us about “task-related training”: “There is a system we are 

experiencing… it was internally developed...  there is a matrix of competences where it has the 

skills of the operators, who can do what, who has been trained, level of competence in a specific 

area… It was developed in Asia and we are implementing it right now and this system is locked 

with the day to day production management system where it will let the production leaders 

know digitally who are already skilled in one production operation, in one production line, and 

who needs training. Finally, it is possible to do this management digitally. The person is 

allocated in a job, what is the fit? What is need to be allocated in another job?”. 

“Idea generation” is a widely used practice to stimulate employees’ ideas. All cases have a 

procedure to collect ideas and treat them. Some of them have more structure procedures, using 

intranet and internal systems to register and collect ideas, and a team that meets weekly to 

evaluate ideas, choose and prioritize them, giving a feedback to the employee. It is usual to 

receive ideas from a team in companies that have implemented the TPM culture. For example, 

the team propose an idea to adapt the production line and increase the output. 

It is usual the best ideas to be awarded with prizes in cash or in assets, but the major emphasis 

is on employee appreciation, with an awards event in which plant top management participates. 

 

Table 36 - Characteristics of the Practice “Idea generation” 
 

HR-
TQM 

Practice
Psychological safety

Cases Codes: Dealing with errors; Taking risks

A
Procedure to deal with errors (fault management): focus on training. Analysis of risks in the cross 
functional teams: conjoint decision.

B
Procedure to deal with errors: focus on training. Analysis of risks in the cross functional teams 
(NPD): conjoint decision.

C
Focus on procedures and training to reduce errors. Risk management and conservative culture 
reduce risk taking: necessity to take more risks in the product development

D Procedure to deal with errors: focus on training.

E Moving from "focus on procedure" to "supporting people to do fast and different" (assume risks)

F People can try to do different (mote is: "to err and correct fast" - take risks).
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In addition to awards for the best ideas, the practice of “goal-based incentives” is common. 

KPIs are defined and there is a reward for achieving them, which stimulates performance with 

a focus on continuous improvement. 

 

Table 37 - Characteristics of the Practice “Goal-based incentives” 

 

 

JIT Practices 

HR-
TQM 

Practice
Idea generation

Cases Codes: Idea generation process

A
TPM culture stimulates ideas (mainly continuous improvement but also innovation). There is a 
procedure to register ideas (fill out a form). Annual awards event.

B
TPM culture stimulates ideas (mainly continuous improvement but also innovation). There is a 
procedure to register ideas. Annual awards event.

C
Award for good ideas ("you make a difference") - register in the system. Annual prize for 
technological innovation. Cross functional workshops to solve problems

D
There is a procedure to register ideas (fill out a form in the system), and the best ideas have 
awards (including one car per year).

E
There is a procedure to register ideas (fill out a form in the system). Each area has a goal 
(minimum number of ideas), which promotes internal discussions but on the other side obligates to 
register not so good ideas to accomplish the goal

F
There is an internal group specific to handle ideas. It is promoted in the company intranet and it is 
also promoted in the internet (stimulates external ideas)

HR-
TQM 

Practice
Goal-based incentives

Cases Codes: Improvement awards; Recognition of people

A
Awards for TPM teams (presentation of the project to the factory leadership; prizes in cash and 
travel). Recognition day (prizes for outstanding employees)

B
Awards for TPM teams (presentation of the project to the factory leadership; prizes in cash and 
travel). Annual bonus if individual and team indicators are achieved

C Annual bonus if individual and team indicators are achieved

D
Individual and team indicators (KPIs) drive the annual bonus. Ideas that lead to improvement have 
specific prizes

E
Individual and team indicators (KPIs) drive the annual bonus. Ideas that lead to improvement have 
specific prizes

F Annual bonus if individual and team indicators are achieved
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It was also evidenced JIT practices as Kanban, just in time delivery by suppliers and equipment 

layout. Particularly one JIT practice is strongly linked with improvement: “setup time 

reduction”. Every plant analyzed has continuous efforts to reduce the setup times. SMED 

(Single Minute Exchange of Die) methodology is used in all companies. Shingo (1985) 

considers SMED a scientific approach to reducing setup time that can be applied to any 

industrial unit and any machine using a four-step methodology. In companies A and B the 

necessity of setup time reduction is very important due to the large number of SKUs in 

production. According production director of company B, “as I have a lot of SKUs, I have lines 

that run more than 20 different types of products. So, my setups are very complicated because 

I have to adapt the line to different height and width of product, different lid, different 

cartridge… So, the lines are much more complex, and this requires a lot of precision in setup… 

it is important to work on continuous setup reduction”. 

The main benefit of reducing setup time is the capacity to produce smaller batches, ensuring 

plant flexibility and faster customer order fulfillment. This is an important focus to cases A, B 

and F, which have a high number of SKUs. Automotive companies (cases D and E) have a 

flexible production line, producing different models alternately in the same assembling line and 

being able to produce any mix of models. On the other hand, it requires previous steps to be 

well conducted (e.g., production planning, purchasing/production of parts). 

 

Table 38 - Characteristics of the Practice “Setup time reduction” 
 

 

 

Knowledge Management practices 

JIT 
Practice

Setup Time Reduction

Cases Codes: Setup Time Reduction

A
It was possible to see projects with time reduction from 4% to 42%. There is a specific group 
working on it. Based on SMED methodology.

B
Setup time reduction is core (average of more than 20 different product types by production line). 
Based on SMED methodology.

C Target of the Factory Performance and Reliability program.
D Goal of the Operational Excellence Program.
E Target of the Company Production System. Based on SMED and six sigma.
F Target of the Company Performance System, using SMED and six sigma tools.
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Some companies started to use Industry 4.0 technologies as big data analysis and IoT to learn 

about machines and equipment operation over time, improving their internal knowledge. It is 

possible to better understanding how their machines work, improving their productivity and 

optimizing energy and time. We called this practice as “Learning through Industry 4.0 

technologies”. 

Production director of Company B is excited about it: “… we started to get signals from the 

whole line machines… it goes to the cloud, the cloud has the analytics and it starts to bring me 

correlations. At a time when the machine had higher speed, higher efficiency, the jaw 

temperature was such and then you begin to correlate. There is a world for you to use artificial 

intelligence, analytics, etc. and start doing more in-depth analysis… So, at this very moment I 

would say we concluded about 80% of doing this work of uploading the data on a platform and 

it has a lot of gain because it already brings failure alarm, speed levels, energy expense etc. 

The next step is to make direct control, you take the signal, the analytics see it is out, send the 

signal to the valve to correct the process automatically”. 

As Table 39 shows, this practice was observed in only two plants. 

 

Table 39 - Characteristics of the Practice “Learning through Industry 4.0 technologies” 
 

 

 

Organization of the Practices 

TQM practices, JIT practices and HR-TQM practices were present in all cases. What changes 

is the way of framing these practices under different methodologies or management systems, 

KM 
Practice

Learning through Industry 4.0 technologies

Cases Codes: Industry 4.0 as a base for Internal Knowledge
A Not identified locally

B
Collecting information from machines and using big data analytics to better understand the process 
(next step is to establish direct control: machines can self-correct)

C Colleting information from machines to follow processes and better understand the process
D Not identified locally
E Not identified locally

F
Implemented solutions developed internally to improve machines efficiency (possible to control 
productivity, control energy consumption and identify fails in advance)
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which serve as an umbrella for the use of different tools and practices. Cases A and B uses TPM 

methodology. TPM was born as “Total Productive Maintenance” in 1971, created by the Japan 

Institute of Plant Engineers, and later it had a scope extension being called “Total Productive 

Management”.  

The TPM is based on the 5S and it is structured in 8 pillars: Quality, Education and Training, 

Autonomous Maintenance, Planned Maintenance, Specific Improvements, Environment and 

Health, Early Management and Office. Each pillar is subdivided into implementation steps, 

requiring team members and staff to pursue step-by-step improvements across all pillars to 

achieve better results.   

Company A's plant manager gave a good summary of the importance of TPM. First, there is a 

planning phase when the projects that will be implemented at the plant in the next year are 

chosen, either as a necessity to launch new products or to increase capacity or to improve 

process results. Once generated this pipeline within manufacturing, TPM is essential to make it 

a reality. "TPM makes the bass beat so we can perform what we planned. If you get a PDCA 

all that I told you is inside the P, within the planned. “Do" is executed by the TPM with the 8 

pillars running”. 

Cases C, D, E and F developed their own plant management system, using TQM and lean 

concepts adapted to their culture. As companies D and E are from the automotive industry, they 

have a strong influence of lean manufacturing. Company D was a pioneer in the introduction 

of lean concepts in the Western world in the 1980s, opening a joint venture plant with a Japanese 

automotive company. It is applying lean manufacturing initiatives since the 1990s in its plants 

under its own manufacturing system program, focusing on continuous improvement, short lead 

time, quality, standardization and people involvement. 

Company C developed its own lean manufacturing program, called "Factory Performance and 

Reliability", which consists of eight principles: management systems, 5S and visual workplace, 

plant maintenance, autonomous maintenance, productivity and continuous improvement, 

production planning, people capabilities and daily meeting. 

Company F developed a plant management system based on the Toyota Production System. 

“Our program is called ‘Company F Performance System’. It is very lean culture oriented. It 

has not come now... In fact it started in 2002, the company has a very strong history of lean 

and six sigma, I think one of the advantages that allows our team to achieve productivity, work 
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efficiently to execute projects and these transformations as well. It is supported by TQM, and 

there we have 3 pillars: people, product and process engineering, and logistics and materials 

handling. So, it's a set of best practices and process rules for all areas, from supply chain 

management, safety and ergonomics, productivity management, people management, 

production line architecture, quality control… There is a very robust formal audit process 

where operations are audited, evaluated on this rule, and then they indicated points of 

opportunity, improvement, action plan and this data is re-accessed, reused”, told us the supply 

chain director of Company F. 

 

4.3.3.2. Results of Practices related with Improvement Capability 
 

Following the model defined in 4.2.6.6.1, the intention of this section is to provide facts and 

examples that evidence that the improvement capability as a bundle of practices can result in 

positive performance in quality, delivery, flexibility and cost. 

One example of quality improvement due to customer involvement was expressed by Company 

A engineering and innovation manager. Customer Service received several complains of 

customers, which revealed that the expiration date and batch impression was worn on the 

product packaging during the use, making it difficult to view after handling and using the 

product. The company has made a replacement plan to substitute inkjet printing for laser 

printing in all its products, improving the quality of its products. 

When asked about the importance of time reduction, the engineering and innovation manager 

of Company D told us that technology is an important factor to reduce cycle times. “I 

specifically work to eliminate bottlenecks and reduce cycle times. If you eliminate bottleneck 

just by putting technology, it is cost increase; but if you reduce bottleneck reducing cycle with 

technology then you compensate one thing for another. You can put an additional cost… but 

reducing the cycle quite sharply this is where the cost increase is offset by the cycle reduction”. 

“Setup time reduction” is a practice that reduces the time and improve performance at the plants. 

In company A, internal projects lead to more than 30% of setup time reduction. Company F 

engineering and product director presented some projects that reduced the setup time in the 

production of plastic and metallic parts used in switches and sockets. 
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Flexibility is an issue mainly for the consumer product companies (A, B, C and F). As there are 

several products that share the same production line, changes in demand in one SKU may 

require to get it into production quickly, requiring fast setups. Plant director of Company C 

commented that there are more than 50 differently colored toothbrush SKUs that may require 

lengthy plastic injection setups. In such cases a practice used to minimize this problem is 

optimizing sales and production in S&OP meetings, involving weekly discussion between sales 

and production to optimize the production plan. Company B production director considers that 

flexibility depends on certain degree of manual operations: “I think our main challenge is: what 

is my degree of automation so I do not lose flexibility. It's the balance between unit cost and 

having the flexibility to do anything at the end of the day”. The higher the automation, the lower 

the unit cost and the lower the flexibility. 

Product cost is an important issue to the automotive industry. Company E engineering manager 

told us that “The car is born with a cost and it has annual reduction goals, because you will 

amortize the tooling, you will gain productivity, so you have to decrease the cost... because if 

you do not decrease with productivity you will start to lose margin because every year you have 

the salary readjustment, the material cost increases... So, you have to compensate it with 

productivity, with new ideas to cost reduction. Here comes a bit of continuous improvement”. 

The involvement of supplier in the product improvement can reduce the cost of the product. 

The production director of Company B told us one example: “The supplier sells a thickener to 

make your shampoo more viscous, and you use 1% in the formula. He comes to you and says: 

Now I can make this same component much more concentrated and you only need to use 0.5%, 

but it costs only 20% more expensive. So, you don't really change shampoo characteristics, you 

don't change consumer perception, but you have a more efficient and economical formula… it 

is continuous improvement that increases product profitability”. 

Based on the aspects above, we make a proposition related with the cases analyzed: 

P1: Improvement capability, formed by practices related with TQM, HR-TQM, setup time 

reduction and KM, embedded in a manufacturing management system, contributes to the plant 

performance improvement. 

 

4.3.3.3. Practices related with Innovation Capability 
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Open Innovation Practices 

Open Innovation practices identified at the case study involves several external parties as 

customers, suppliers, startups and universities. The importance of this openness to the market 

is stated by the technology director of Company C: “Within the company... we have 30% that 

we know is our area... and 70% we don't know, we need support... at least 70% of our 

innovations are in conjunction with external ones… They are a source of new concepts, they 

think differently from our company, our industry”. 

One of the practices is “Customer involvement in NPD”, adopted by all companies with the 

intention to bring ideas from the consumers during the product development. While Company 

A focus on product tests and information collected from customers and resellers, Company C 

has a higher level of involvement of customers during the NPD process. There are several 

activities as ideation sessions, design thinking and brainstorming with consumers during the 

initial phase of development, when it is defined the concept of the product. Then, there are 

phases of product testing and comparison with competitors, when consumers can give an 

opinion about the product. 

 

Table 40 - Characteristics of the Practice “Customer involvement in NPD” 
 

 

 

O.I. 
Practice

Customer involvement in NPD

Cases Codes: Involvement with customers - innovation; NPD - customer involvement

A
Information collected from resellers and end customers (Customer Service, meetings with 
resellers); product tests with resellers/customers

B
Ideation sessions and brainstorming with resellers and customers; focus group; product test with 
resellers/customers

C
Customer insights (with products or prototypes); ideation sessions, design thinking and 
brainstorming (to get new ideas and concepts); focus group; product research and tests

D
"Voice of the customer" research (opinion about new models) conducted by third parties; clinics 
with new product/ competitor (masked and unidentified) (prototype or virtual reality)

E
Marketing researches; clinics with new product/competitor (masked and unidentified) (prototype or 
virtual reality)

F
"Voice of the customer" in several phases of NPD; focus group; customer assesment with rapid 
prototypes and virtual reality; visit to clients (it is a KPI for everyone in the company) to get ideas
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Another practice is “Open innovation with startups”. Three cases have developed solutions 

locally together with startups. In Company D there was a successful development of a startup 

that developed an artificial intelligence system to detect defects at the car bodywork, which is 

being exported to other plants of the company. Company C is working with a startup that 

develop specific sensors to test the product at the laboratory and production. These sensors 

mimic human smell and taste. Company F has 2 products related with connectivity developed 

by startups, and they are under internal evaluation and testing.  

But most of the efforts are happening at the headquarters. For example, headquarters of 

Companies D and F decided to have their own venture capital company to invest in startups and 

small companies that may be related or not with the business. Companies D and E acquired 

some startups in other countries that are focused on autonomous systems, electric vehicles 

technologies, Industry 4.0 and new mobility services.  

 

Table 41 - Characteristics of the Practice “Open innovation with startups” 

 

 

“Open innovation with universities” is focused on R&D. Company B frequently launch 

cocreation programs involving universities to solve some specific problems or to bring new 

ideas and technologies as nanotechnology and new packaging materials. Company C has a 

O.I. 
Practice

Open innovation with startups

Cases Codes: Open innovation with startups

A
Not working with startups on materials or packaging. There is a planning to do it. Marketing has 
some applications created by startups.

B
There is an official program to approach startups in Brazil and in the USA since 2014. Working 
with startups on some new raw materials and with packaging, but not products launched yet

C
Headquarters innovation center is involved with startups. There is one product launched in the 
USA based on the idea of a startup. Brazilian plant is working with a startup that develop sensors 
that mimic human smell and taste

D
Headquarters has its own Venture Capital company. Several startup acquisitions mainly focused 
on autonomous and electric vehicles technologies. In Brazil, a startup developed an A.I. system to 
detect defects in the car painting

E
Company have acquired some startups mainly focused on autonomous and electric vehicles 
technologies, and it is working on Industry 4.0 with startups. It has its own startup incubator.

F
Headquarters has one VP exclusively for startups ecosystem since 2018 and has a Venture 
Capital company. Developed products with 2 startups in Brazil (related with conectivity) - under 
internal approval. 
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proximity to the academic world to understand health challenges and to conduct clinical studies 

together, which is a source of technological innovation. Recently a product had its formula 

reformulated thanks to the possibility of using a new component, which guarantees higher final 

quality and lower product cost. Company C also promotes workshops with professors, dentists 

and physicians to discuss ideas and identify opportunities, when can emerge ideas to product 

innovation.  

Table 42 - Characteristics of the Practice “Open innovation with universities” 
 

 

 

Suppliers are important contributors to the innovation. The engineering manager of Company 

C told us an example of product innovation brought by a supplier: “There is a recent case, we 

have a dental floss plant, the supplier arrived and said ‘I have a floss with a different technology 

that will give you a different feel, want to try it?’. Okay, bring me some samples. People started 

testing... it became a new product. Then there is this opening, this involvement of suppliers. 

Obviously, it can't be any company, we have all the supplier registration procedures...”. 

“Supplier involvement in NPD” is a practice that keeps the current and latent suppliers close to 

the company, discussing solutions and debating ideas with various areas of the company, 

especially R&D and engineering.  

But there are few contributions of “cocreation with suppliers” locally. Only Company B has a 

well-developed program in R&D focusing on raw materials and packages, and Company A 

O.I. 
Practice

Open innovation with universities

Cases
Codes: Open innovation and cocreation with universities; Involvement of universities in 
R&D and NPD

A Cocreation program with universities only in the headquarters

B
There is a cocreation program with selected universities (currently Univ. São Carlos e Unicamp) 
to solve problems or bring new ideas (e.g., nano materials, new packaging material)

C
Proximity to the academic area to understand health challenges and to conduct clinical studies 
together. Promote workshops with dentists and physicians to discuss ideas and identify 
opportunities

D
Cocreation program with universities only in the headquarters. Focus in the country is to support 
universities in the development of engineers

E Cocreation program with universities only in the headquarters

F
Investment in a University in the city of Fortaleza to develop local components (e.g., development 
of PCB boards) to comply the PPB rules
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established cocreation with fragrance suppliers to develop specific fragrances to attend the 

region. 

 

Table 43 - Characteristics of the Practice “Supplier involvement in NPD” 
 

 

 

Knowledge Management Practices 

Knowledge management practices were coded as different perspectives: “Knowledge 

absorption from customers”, “Supplier market knowledge”, “Internal knowledge absorption” 

and “Competitors and market knowledge”.  

Customers are an important source of ideas. All the knowledge that they can bring to the 

company must be properly treated, disseminated and used or stored for future use. As previously 

discussed, complains and information brought by consumers through customer service may 

O.I. 
Practice

Supplier involvement in NPD

Cases
Codes: Involvement with supplier - innovation; Involvement of supplier - R&D; NPD-
supplier involvement

A
Current approach is to solve problems in cost and quality (improvement). There are regular 
meetings with suppliers to discuss new ideas and technologies (low frequency). Innovation through 
suppliers is observed in products...innovation in process occurs to solve a problem.

B
Continuous flow of ideas between R&D/NPD teams and suppliers (open door culture). Regular 
innovation fairs with suppliers promoted inside the company (open opportunity for new ideas and 
technologies)

C

Dependency on third parties to innovate (~70% of product innovations are connected with third 
parties) because several materials are not core knowledge of the company, which makes the 
involvement of suppliers/research centers/universities essential. Culture of open door to the 
suppliers (collaboration)

D
Ideas coming from "developer vendors" for certain systems/sets (solution from targeted needs) and 
"black box vendors" (which holds the technology). Frequent meetings with suppliers to discuss 
ideas and new technologies.

E
Ideas coming from "developer vendors" for certain systems/sets (solution from targeted needs) and 
"black box vendors" (which holds the technology). Frequent meetings with suppliers to discuss 
ideas and new technologies.

F
Involvement of suppliers are important to have access a new materials and technologies. It is a 
current process in the R&D and in the NPD (purchasing/engineering areas) that have frequent 
meetings with current suppliers to discuss ideas and look for new ones to explore opportunities
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have some idea about innovation. But there are a lot of other activities that can generate ideas: 

meetings with customers, brainstorms, specific researches and product tests can improve a 

product or give an idea for a new product. What is necessary is to make this knowledge brought 

by the consumers to be absorbed by the NPD teams. The companies analyzed have a CRM 

system or a specific database to store this information. But the most important is to treat and 

use this information for the advantage of the company. As told us the engineering and 

innovation manager at Company A, “what is important to us is a team that can identify, that 

can translate what the consumer is saying, this is very important. Because sometimes the way 

she says brings you a lot of information and then you turn it into ideas for a new transformation”. 

Engineering manager of Company E gave us an example about a change in the dashboard (front 

panel) of new vehicles due to information collected from customers. After several product tests 

and information collected at clinics, there were several inputs about the front panel. “The guy 

sat in the car and said ‘I didn't like this panel’… Some new models started to have, if you notice, 

the dashboard is like this, it is more aligned with the driver… What is commanded by the driver, 

radio, air conditioning… is slightly tilted to the driver's side. That's what we talk about, it's a 

driver-oriented design”. 

 

Table 44 - Characteristics of the Practice “Knowledge absorption from customers” 
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The upstream the supply chain can also add knowledge to the plant. Suppliers strategy, R&D 

and technologies can make a company rethink a product or invest in a new one. So, it is 

important to be connected with the supplier market. Purchasing, engineering and R&D have 

good opportunity to get new knowledge that can be applied in the company.  

Not all companies use a database to handle this knowledge. Automotive companies (companies 

D and E) have a detailed database that is coordinated by the headquarter purchasing, where it 

is possible to find per component/technology/supplier: price evolution, plant capacities, 

purchased quantities, committed quantities and quality indexes. It provides a map of the 

supplier market. But it is important to complement with soft information through technical 

meetings and visit to fairs. Company F has a different approach: its database stores knowledge 

that can be used currently or in the future, collected by all the employees when they contact 

suppliers and visit fairs. For example, one employee visits a fair and get to know a new machine 

that can be used in the plant. She inputs the information about this machine in the database, and 

also brings to issue to technical meetings.  

 

KM 
Practice

Knowledge absorption from customers

Cases Codes: Knowledge management - customers

A
Researches and product tests with consumers and resellers, ideas collected at the Customer 
Service from consumers - ideas are stored at the CRM system and debated in NPD meetings 
(ideas for future products)

B
Researches with consumers (blind tests, product performance etc) and resellers, ideas collected at 
the Customer Service from consumers - ideas are stored at the CRM system and debated in NPD 
meetings (ideas for future products)

C
Consumer insights team (marketing area makes researches and tests with consumers, register in a 
database and bring the insights to the team - R&D, engineering). Database has reseraches, 
insights and information

D
Marketing researches, clinics and tests with consumers make ideas to be included (or excluded) in 
new projects. Ideas collected from dealerships, Customer Service and Car digital platforms are 
also used (in current products or in new products), input in a CRM system

E
Marketing researches, clinics and tests with consumers make ideas to be included (or excluded) in 
new projects. Ideas collected from dealerships and Customer Service are also used (in current 
products or in new products), input in a CRM system

F

PRM platform (Partner Relationship Management) specific for electricians and electrical 
companies, where they can give feedback about the products (ideas to improve or to develop new 
products). New ideas also come from visits to clients and Customer Service (input in CRM system 
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Table 45 - Characteristics of the Practice “Supplier market knowledge” 
 

 

 

Internal knowledge is spread throughout the plant, particularly in the areas of R&D, engineering, 

manufacturing and supply chain. It is important that existing internal knowledge is absorbed 

and disseminated among employees and that it can be stored for access at any time. For example, 

Company A has a local database in which technical information about projects and products is 

maintained and can be consulted by the technical area at any time. Each new project can be 

supported by this technical information. Company B has gone a step further by providing one 

expert for each raw material that learns and disseminates the new knowledge in internal 

meetings and lectures, as well as feeding the database. In general, all companies analyzed are 

concerned with centralizing technical information in a central database. This information can 

support product innovation or improvement.  

In addition to technical information, individual knowledge of each employee can generate ideas 

that can be applied to product or process innovation. All companies are concerned with 

collecting and addressing the ideas of their employees, using a system to gather, store and 

access information. “Idea generation” practice stimulates employees to communicate ideas, 

which are used a lot to improvement, but they can also lead to product or process innovation. 

The idea that is not used immediately can be storaged and accessed in future developments. 

KM 
Practice

Supplier Market Knowledge

Cases Codes: Knowledge management - suppliers

A
Purchasing and engineering get in touch with suppliers. R&D at the Headquarters has its 
involvement with suppliers

B
Purchasing, R&D and engineering teams have constant interaction with suppliers to get new 
knowledge  and understand the market

C
Purchasing, R&D and engineering teams have constant interaction with suppliers to get new 
knowledge and understand the market

D

Purchasing area visit current/potential suppliers and fairs to understand their strategy and new 
technologies/product developments. Engineering makes frequent technical  meetings with 
suppliers. Headquarters exchange information about market and suppliers. Database focused on 
prices, capacities and purchasing volume by supplier/part

E

Purchasing area has proximity of suppliers (frequent meetings, visit to the supplier plant, fairs). It 
promotes internal fairs when suppliers show new technologies to the company. Engineering makes 
technical  meetings with suppliers. Headquarters exchange information about market and suppliers. 
Database focused on prices, capacities and purchasing volume by supplier/part

F
Engineering, Purchasing and others visit fairs and suppliers, and input the findings in a database 
("potential use"), and includes them in the agenda to discuss at the next NPD or technical meeting.
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We named this practice as “Internal knowledge absorption”. It is focused on collecting, storing 

and easy dissemination of information.  

It also supports NPD process. Knowledge developed at the innovation funnel process and 

during each new product development can be shared during internal meetings and stored at a 

database. Knowledge is no longer only in people's minds. It becomes established in a database 

and can be consulted at any time. The findings at this practice was detailed in the Table 46. 

 

Table 46 - Characteristics of the Practice “Internal knowledge absorption” 

 

 

KM 
Practice

Internal Knowledge absorption

Cases Codes: Knowledge management - internal; Knowledge management - internal NPD
Local database managed by engineering team where technical information/projects sent by the 
headquarters are archived for use in future projects. Employees ideas database

NPD: Innovation funnel process generates positive and negative points of each project, which are 
used in new ones (database)
Technical database. Material specialists in the R&D (e.g. sunscreen, flagrance), which make the 
knowledge management and disseminate up to date tech information to NPD teams and 
purchasing. Employees ideas database
NPD: There is a database where each project can input findings which can be used for new 
projects. Each product launched has learning meetings (what gone right/ what can be improved) 
after launching (based on innovation funnel) and six-months after launching (market accept?)

New knowledge created by R&D/Engineering generates (a) a research report or (b) a invention 
record/patent, both included in a database which can be accessed by intranet (worldwide). Regular 
meetings between R&D and NPD  is an informal way to disseminate this knowledge. Employees 
ideas database
NPD: R&D and Innovation funnel process generates positive and negative points of each project, 
which are used in new ones (database).
Tech centers worldwide keep a technical database used by R&D and engineering in all countries. 
Employees ideas database
NPD: NPD and innovation funnel processes lead to learnings that are input at a NPD database. 
Employees are stimulated to look at the database during some NPD project (learn with the past 
error and success)
R&D and tech centers use a database to input projects, developments, patents. Employees ideas 
database
NPD: Database centralizes NPD projects and learnings.
Each R&D area inputs patents and technical information (projects, materials etc) in a global 
database that can be accessed by all company. Employees ideas database
NPD: Project database (linked with CRM) serves as a project information and history center about 
NPD projects

A

B

C

D

F

E
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However, when asked about examples that knowledge database is supporting well innovation 

and improvement, respondents did not answer. The focus is still on people. There is a 

dependence on the learning of the employees that are making the NPD happen. And on the 

other side it is still difficult to make people look at the database, search for some information 

and find what they need. Process and engineering general manager of company B stated that it 

is a culture issue. “I worked in a leading multinational company in the consumer market ... it 

has an established culture of documenting, storing information and a structure to make the 

document available. I remember I found a document for manufacturing a product before World 

War II!... To find a document that was issued before World War II, this is nothing. The big 

challenge was that I could find it... living in another country decades later. There is no 

challenge to keep the document, the challenge is to make it available”.  

In the opinion of Company B production director, “I think knowledge management is still a big 

gap for all companies. It's hard for you to be able to bring this repository… to be food for the 

next project. We're trying to get better organized via the initial control pillar ... for example, 

I've found that a certain parameter in cartridge X is paramount for my machine to run well. 

How do I guarantee this information will arrive in the next NPD package development? We are 

starting to better organize ourselves within the initial control pillar by creating this repository 

and making sure our engineering class participating in the innovation project has an active 

voice. But it is far from us to be a reference and I think we still have not found a good solution”. 

Another approach is to get knowledge from the competitors and the market. “Competitors and 

market knowledge” practice is a practice that enable the company to understand its competitors 

and other industries. Analyzing the competitors’ products, visiting retailers to understand what 

the competitor is offering and doing, partnering with competitors (in the automotive case there 

are some examples of global partnerships) and benchmarking companies of other industries 

enables to get important knowledge that can be used internally to improve processes or products. 

Engineering director of Company F told us about analyze of competitor’s products: “So what I 

have more here is products from the competition… I investigate raw materials, metals, used in 

these products… I know exactly that material these competitors are using. So back to your 

question…there are reports that we create, meetings that are held…We feed this brainstorming 

along with the team that gets marketing people in there. So, it's collaborative”. 
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Table 47 - Characteristics of the Practice “Competitors and market knowledge” 

 

 

HR-TQM Practices linked with innovation 

“Idea generation” is not exclusively part of the improvement capability. This practice can also 

generate ideas that lead to product or process innovation. One example of an idea provided by 

an employee that lead to process improvement was given by Company D innovation manager: 

“In the past, you put the tire, the wheel and then the bolts. A device has been developed to put 

the tire, wheel and bolts in one step... you fit and tighten everything. Instead of you putting in 

several steps, it comes and puts it all. This reduces the time. So, with everyone's participation, 

you already have this vision of always looking for new ideas”. 

 

Anticipation of New Technologies Practices 

The practice of continuing looking for new technologies was identified in all companies, mainly 

in the engineering and technical areas. In a world that is turning into digital there is lots of 

possibilities to bring new technologies first than the competitors. All companies reported that 

they are continuously visiting fairs, and meeting IT and equipment suppliers to discover 

applications that can improve the plant.  

KM 
Practice

Competitors and Market Knowledge

Cases Codes: competitors knowledge

A
Analysis of competitors' products to get new ideas - lead to innovation and improvement of current 
products

B
Analysis of competitors' products to get new ideas - lead to innovation and improvement of current 
products

C
Benchmarking with other industries to get new ideas (visit to factories, research centers). Analysis 
of competitor's products

D
Analysis of competitors' products to get new ideas. Show them masked to the consumers to 
understand positive points. Worldwide partnership with other automotive company enables to get 
new knowledge

E
Analysis of competitors' products to get new ideas. Show them masked to the consumers to 
understand positive points. Worldwide partnership with other automotive company enables to get 
new knowledge

F
Visit retailers (stores) to understand what competitors are doing. Purchase the competitors' 
products to benchmark (it can promote innovation and product improvement). Benchmarking with 
other companies to get new ideas (visit to factories, research centers)
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However, all companies have some guidelines to adopt new technologies. The first restriction 

is return on investment. A new technology must bring financial results to the business in terms 

of cost or productivity. The manufacturing director of company B made a good point of view: 

“a new technology has to bring return to the investment… because you see a lot of people 

enchanted, because we are in the vibe of this story of 4.0, robot, artificial intelligence. You run 

the risk of falling in love with technology, spending money and bringing it to the business a 

technology that doesn't translate into results for the organization. So, I've been talking to the 

staff a lot... there's a manager who is working very focused on that. So, he is at that dazzling 

moment... he has created a cell inside the maintenance area, but you always have to be 

controlling him: ‘test and result, let's not test anything else before checking the result. Does it 

does not bring result? Let it go, let it go and later we come back’… it is crucial to be careful”. 

There are two motivations that can supplant the ROI analysis: (a) a strategic analysis can result 

that to be the first in a new technology may represent a competitive advantage; or (b) to produce 

or assemble the new product or some of its components, it is necessary this new technology. 

For example, Company D is investing in equipment for a new welding technology, 

independently of ROI analysis, as they are necessary for the assembly of two new vehicles 

under development and soon to be launched in Brazil. 

Company F vice president commented that a major barrier that Brazilian companies have to 

invest in new equipment is the financial barrier. It is usual that the old machines continue to 

have a good performance, making difficult the argument to change for new ones and to prove 

the return on investment. With this in mind, “we created a solution… it's easy to throw the old 

machines all away and buy everything new. Is it the factory reality? No. No one does that. So 

how do I bring to industry 4.0 older machines? ... I bring the offline world into the online world 

without having to throw the machine away, I will get the most out of my asset. We did it on 

some of our machines and it became a product that we are selling”. 

 

Table 48 - Characteristics of the Practice “Anticipation of new technologies”  
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New Product Development Practices 

There are two practices that were noticed as a pattern in all cases in the new product 

development process. The first one is “cross functional product development”. All companies 

have teams formed by employees from different areas as engineering, marketing, 

manufacturing, supply chain and R&D, which drive the development of new products. Some 

companies prefer to have a manufacturing representative group that works exclusively on new 

products. This group serves as a source of information for use in the project, leaving the factory 

to worry about its day to day operation. For example, Company A has a group called pre-

production area that represents the manufacturing area in all NPD projects. In Company B the 

group is called launching availability team.  

 

Table 49 - Characteristics of the Practice “Cross functional product development” 

ANT 
Practice

Anticipation of New Technologies

Cases Codes: Anticipation of New Technologies, Industry 4.0

A
Depends on ROI approval, strategic analysis and/or new product necessity. New technologies: 
starting projects in the Industry 4.0 (focus on integration of planning, sales and production)

B

Depends on ROI approval, strategic analysis and/or new product necessity. New technologies: 
collaborative robots (minimize manpower and increase productivity), 3D printing (3 printers 
specific for spare parts for plant equipments), big data analytics (analysis of machines and 
equipments) and virtual reality (support the machines operators and maintenance)

C

Depends on ROI approval, strategic analysis and/or new product necessity. New technologies: big 
data analytics focused on integration of laboratory and plant (continuous quimical and physical data 
analysis in the production integrated with the laboratory data analysis - laboratory integrate 
management system)

D
Depends on ROI approval, strategic analysis and/or new product necessity (new product assembly 
depends on new technology). New technologies: leader in the use of A.I. in plant operations in 
Latin America industries; use of virtual reality and digitalization in the NPD

E
Depends on ROI approval, strategic analysis and/or new product necesssity. New technologies: 
digitalization and virtual reality used in the NPD, engineering and production. Use of 3D printing in 
the NPD. Use of A.I. in the customer service (app)

F

Depends on ROI approval, strategic analysis and/or NPD necessity. There is a "Digital IT area" 
that develops applications for industry and supports the company plants specially in IoT and 
connecting equipments and IT. Developed solutions that convert old factory machines in online 
machines (low investment). New technologies: big data analytics (exploiting data from 
equipments), virtual reality (integrating NPD and customers), digitalization, 3D printing (NPD). 
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Another common practice is to structure the NPD activities under a “NPD management 

process”. All companies use the innovation funnel concept with clear stage gates of decision. 

This practice allows each project to be controlled step by step, with control stages and approval 

steps, but at the same time ensures the entry of multiple projects to be analyzed by the team. 

Only one company started to adopt a different methodology: Company B is using agile project 

management to simpler NPD projects previously approved by the top management, as the 

renovation of a product (new packaging, for example) or the creation of a bundle of products 

(selling one perfume, one shampoo and two soaps in one package, for example).  

 

Table 50 - Characteristics of the Practice “NPD management process” 
 

 

NPD 
Practice

Cross Functional Product Development

Cases Codes: NPD-cross functional teams

A
Teams formed by people form several functions. There is a pre-production area that is responsible 
to connect factory with NPD

B
Teams formed by people form several functions. There is one area that manages all information 
for the factory ("launching availability")

C
Local teams formed by R&D, engineering, product and marketing that adapt the global formulas to 
the region and transform into a product. Then another team is responsible for the local 
implementation (engineering, factory, supply chain)

D
Teams formed by people form several functions. Factory is represented in the NPD by an area 
called "product and manufacturing integration"

E
Teams formed by people form several functions. Factory is represented in the NPD by 
manufacturing engineer and "virtual factory area"

F
Each line of business has 3 groups: R&D, marketing and project team, which is formed by 
engineering, supply chain, product management and manufacturing

NPD 
Practice

NPD management process

Cases
A Innovation funnel with stage gates

B
Innovation funnel with stage gates. Started in 2017 to use "Agile project" in simpler developments 
(bundle of products, renovation)

C Innovation funnel with stage gates
D Innovation funnel with stage gates
E Innovation funnel with stage gates
F Developed its own "Offer Creation Process", based on stage-gates and open innovation funnel
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Top management involvement with innovation 

It was observed a strong involvement of top management in the innovation theme, whether 

through active participation in regular NPD meetings, involvement with improvement and 

innovation projects, and engagement to bring R&D and local product development activities to 

Brazil.   

 

Table 51 - Characteristics of the Practice “Involvement of top management with innovation” 
 

 

 

R&D activities 

Although all companies develop R&D activities in their headquarters and other countries, some 

of them decided to invest in local R&D centers, as Companies A, B, C and F. Company A has 

a centralized R&D in its headquarters, developing materials and technology for its beauty 

products. Brazil subsidiary is one exception in the group. There is a local R&D for some specific 

materials, and the development of fragrances made locally by partners (global suppliers) that 

will be used in new products to attend local market. 

In Brazil Company F has some strategic R&D activities for certain product lines. According 

the vice president of Company F, R&D in Brazil develops technologies that are included in 

NPD 
Practice

Involvement of top management with innovation

Cases Codes: Involvement of top management with innovation
A Brazilian CEO and board of directors support the local innovation projects

B
Culture of the founders (one of them still involved in new products even after retirement); CEO 
and vice presidents participate in the new products meeting every week

C Brazilian CEO follows and supports innovation projects (new products and new technologies). 

D
Local teams have the support of the Brazilian CEO to launch ideas and projects in the global teams 
(NPD, R&D)

E
Local CEO is supporting the major introduction of new products in the Brazilian market, assuming 
risks with NPD team

F
Global CEO is always promoting new ideas and showing the results of ideas in the business; there 
is one worldwide vice president specific for the innovation ecosystem (mainly startups); local CEO 
is always supporting local innovation projects (R&D, NPD)
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some global products. There is one example of the importance of R&D, which consolidated all 

the value chain in Brazil for a specific product: “...we have just brought to Brazil one year ago 

the recloser factory... there was a lot of research that was created here in Brazil (by the local 

R&D), and there came a moment that... it doesn’t make sense that all the research was here 

and the product being made there in Australia. We brought the product here and started 

manufacturing here for the whole world”. 

Automotive companies (cases D and E) used to have local R&D, but due to several factors 

occurred in the last years reduced a lot the local R&D activities, focusing on design and some 

specific necessity. 

 

Table 52 - Characteristics of the Practice “R&D activities” 
 

 

 

4.3.3.4. Results of Practices related with Innovation Capability 
 

NPD 
Practice

R&D activities

Cases Codes: NPD link  with R&D. NPD-importance of R&D; R&D product innovation

A

One R&D center at the headquarters responsible for developing new materials and new products. 
Focus on global products to get economy of scale. Low local interference in the product 
development (except fragrances). Difficult to launch local products (depends on global approval 
and possibility to sell in other regions)

B
One R&D center and two laboratories in Brazil to develop new materials. They are aligned with 
the necessities of the marketing/NPD teams. One NPD laboratory to test/prototype new products. 
Frequent use of external sources (open innovation)

C

Technology centers located in six countries (one of them Brazil) which develop new technologies 
and materials. Innovation centers (responsible for NPD) are located in the same countries, 
working closely with technology centers. In Brazil global products can be customized or developed 
from the ground according local customer preferences

D
Global products developed in the headquarters with involvement of local teams (marketing and 
engineering areas). Specific models are developed in Brazil to attend local markets (technological 
center)

E
Global products developed in the headquarters with involvement of local teams (marketing and 
engineering areas). Specific models are developed in Brazil to attend local markets (technological 
and design center)

F

High investments in R&D (around 5% globally). R&D centers and laboratories worldwide divided 
by speciality/product type. Focus on global products and production scale. In Brazil there is local 
development of sockets and switches (designed to the local customers). High interchange of 
information among the R&D teams globally
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As it was discussed in section 4.2.6.6.1, innovation capability as a bundle of practices can result 

in positive performance in product and process innovation. The intention of this section is to 

bring some facts and examples collected during the cases analysis that evidence this relation. 

We limited the discussion to only few practices.  

“NPD management process” is an essential practice for the management of innovation projects, 

allowing the control of projects in each evolutionary stage and the monitoring of the flow of 

activities, ensuring consistent information for approvals at each stage gate. Companies A, B 

and F depend on the proper functioning of this practice, without which they lose control over 

the high number of product launches per year. In situations as the stated by the production 

director of Company B, when “we are releasing an average of 550 to 600 SKUs per year. Every 

3 years I renew my entire portfolio. It is very busy”, it is important to have an established and 

consistent practice to control the NPD management process. 

The technology director of company C explains about this practice. “We have an innovation 

process based on stage gates. The work teams are multidisciplinary… we have marketing, 

consumer insight, technology, supply chain… When you have a briefing on a new project, we 

sit down to understand the scope of the project, we work together, each one of us. Until a 

moment comes, we will now have to decide whether or not to invest in equipment or whether to 

invest in a clinical trial. These are the steps: "have to stop to define"… We already created the 

prototypes, we already have the ideas, let's do a consumer test. Okay, let's wait for the result to 

know if you're going to the next step. It's an efficient process, it helps a lot in optimizing 

resources, staying focused, but on the other side losing a bit of flexibility because it sometimes 

turns out to be a little bureaucratic process and companies the size of ours don't always make 

decisions so fast. An innovation may take a long time to reach the market through the process, 

but it is a disciplined way to get projects done”. 

“Anticipation of new technologies” is a common practice in all cases analyzed. As previously 

discussed, it is necessary to internally approve the investment based on a return on investment 

view or on a strategic view. Company D's innovation manager proudly talks about how the 

Brazilian plant is at the forefront in using this practice: “In terms of artificial intelligence 

development, Brazil is ahead. When you talk about artificial intelligence the guys come to ask 

me. Why are we ahead? Because the guys have greater focus on factory operation. It is a staff 

very concerned with operation and I am concerned with the future”.  
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He also comments on how the application of artificial intelligence has brought process 

innovation, ensuring higher quality and productivity in vehicle painting. “We approached a 

startup... it created a technology that uses computer vision and artificial intelligence to detect 

defects in the body surface of vehicles. The new technology is an alternative to the visual 

inspection method, which is subject to each inspector's subjective factors… We adopted it in 

our plant, and today other plants out there are already using it as well”. Company D has a 

proactive focus on anticipation of new technologies. When a project that demonstrates cycle 

time reduction, quality improvement, or has the opportunity to reduce cost, top management is 

open to discuss and approve. 

The latest example brings to the discussion another practice: “Open innovation with startups”. 

In addition to Company D that developed a partnership with a startup, Company F has also 

applied this practice, resulting in product innovation. According its engineering and product 

director: “I am working on with two startups now and they are developing connected products. 

So, startup is welcome? Super welcome. Maybe we may buy them in a while… We have 

prototypes that were created by them. We have there what we call minimum viable product and 

in the next month I will receive a visit from my boss from outside and we will make the decision 

if we go ahead with these partnerships… As they are connectable products, why haven't we 

decided yet? Due to compliance issues. When we talk about connected products… there is cyber 

security issues”. 

Knowledge management practices can contribute to store and disseminate information, 

enabling continuous learning. Although it was observed that databases to store knowledge are 

more used in practices linked with customers (“Knowledge absorption from customers”) and 

with internal activities as R&D/NPD and employees idea generation (“Internal knowledge 

absorption”), there is an informal dissemination of knowledge through the employees in several 

activities (e.g., visit to fairs, clinics with consumers, regular meetings etc).  

“Internal knowledge absorption” practice is sustained by activities as: (1) store of technical 

information, research reports, patents and R&D projects that can be input and accessed by all 

plants; (2) regular meetings (technical and cross functional projects meetings). Engineering and 

product director of Company F gives an example of a local product innovation that was 

replicated by other plants to reduce cost. “I have R&D in several countries ... everything that 

happens there I have access, I have repository, so we can check if there is any technology that 

we could use here in Latin America. And vice versa. We made a line of switches and sockets 
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and in fact this project was worldwide, and it had some guidelines. I had to use a certain kind 

of contact. I thought the contact was cool, but it was very expensive in our market. I had to bust 

everybody here and say "I won't use this one. I will have to use a contact that is more affordable 

because the market doesn't pay for what you are proposing"... and I used a locally developed 

contact. Fortunately for us, in the end Europe also changed the contact because the alloy we 

use here is an alloy that surpasses the norm, because of course we have to work with Inmetro 

standards… and the cost was lower”.  

 

4.3.3.5. Discussion  
 

Comparing the practices considered in the quantitative model (section 4.2.6.6.1) with the case 

analysis, it is possible to recognize that all the practices tested in the model are used by 

companies as a basis for innovation capabilities. Even the practices that were discarded during 

the quantitative modelling were found at the cases (Table 53).  

 

Table 53 - Comparison of practices in quantitative and qualitative phases 
 

 

 

The case analysis suggested other practices that contribute to the improvement and innovation 

capabilities. Considering the improvement capability, it emerged one practice related with 

TQM: “Customer involvement in quality improvement”. It also emerged several practices 

linked with HR-TQM: “Psychological safety”; “Task-related training”; “Multi-function 

First Proposed at 
the Quantitative 

Model
Quantitative Model Qualitative Analysis

JIT Setup time reduction x x
Feedback x x
Process Control x x
Top management leadership for quality x x x
Supplier involvement in quality improvement x x x

HR-TQM Small group problem solving x x x
Customer involvement in NPD x x x
Supplier involvement in NPD x x x
Knowledge absorption from customers x x x
Supplier market knowledge x x

ANT Anticipation of New Technologies x x x

Practices

TQM

OI

KM
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employees”; “Idea generation”; and “Goal-based incentives”. Although these practices were 

not mentioned in the literature review section, they are consolidated in the literature. 

One practice emerged at the case analysis and it is still incipient in the literature: “Learning 

through Industry 4.0 technologies”. It was possible to identify the use of knowledge extracted 

from machines and equipment to improve the productivity, reducing time and cost (due to 

reduction of energy consumption).  

Considering the aspects brought to discussion earlier, we propose that: 

P2: “Learning through Industry 4.0 technologies” is a practice that impact positively in the plant 

operational performance. 

If we consider the innovation capability, there are other practices that emerged in the case 

analysis: (1) Open innovation practices: “Cocreation with customers”; “Cocreation with 

suppliers”; “Open innovation with startups”; “Open innovation with universities”; (2) 

Knowledge management practices: “Internal knowledge absorption”; “Competitors and market 

knowledge”; (3) NPD practices: “Cross functional product development”; “NPD management 

process”; (4) Management practices: “Top management involvement with innovation”; (5) 

“R&D practices”. Although these practices were not mentioned in the literature review section, 

they are consolidated in the literature. 

The contribution of this research is to consider these concepts as practices that can contribute 

to the improvement and innovation capabilities. The cases suggested a series of practices that 

contribute to the pursuit of improvement and innovation at the plant. Improvement and 

innovation capabilities can be formed by these practices. We propose a framework based on 

these practices (Table 54).  

 

Table 54 - Improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices 
Source: cases 
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P3: Improvement capability as a bundle of the practices (detailed in the Table 54) impact 

positively in the plant operational performance. 

P4: Innovation capability as a bundle of the practices (detailed in the Table 54) impact 

positively in the product and process innovation. 

Improvement capability would be formed by 4 groups of practices, summing a total of 13 

practices. Innovation capability would be formed by 7 groups of practices, summing a total of 

16 practices. Future researches can develop this framework into a tool to measure the 

improvement and innovation capabilities at the plants. 

Feedback
Process Control
Top management leadership for quality
Supplier involvement in quality improvement
Customer involvement in quality improvement
Small group problem solving
Psychological safety
Task-related training
Multi-function employees
Idea generation
Goal-based incentives

JIT Setup time reduction
KM Learning through Industry 4.0 technologies

Customer involvement in NPD
Cocreation with customers
Supplier involvement in NPD
Cocreation with suppliers
Open innovation with startups
Open innovation with universities
Knowledge absorption from customers
Supplier market knowledge
Internal knowledge absorption
Competitors and market knowledge

HR-TQM Idea generation
ANT Anticipation of New Technologies

Cross functional product development
NPD management process

MGT Top management involvement with innovation
R&D R&D activities

Innovation 
Capability

OI

KM

NPD

Practices

Improvement 
Capability

TQM

HR-TQM
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These practices are directly observed at the plants. There are different levels of development 

for each practice (from low to high), representing a heterogeneity in performance. The level of 

development depends on learning, which is usually a lengthy and incremental process (Kogut 

and Zander, 1992; Winter, 2003). It also depends on other company resources and context-

specific resources, which may create a path dependence situation (Dierickx and Cool, 1989).   

If we present these practices in graphic form (Figure 26), it is possible to identify that there are 

internal and external practices. Internal practices are those developed internally by the plant and 

may be supported eventually by external organizations (consulting, training) for their 

implementation and development. External practices are those in which there is involvement 

with the supply chain: suppliers, customers, and consumers. These supply chain links allow 

knowledge and information to be applied to the manufacturing plant. 

 

 

Figure 26 – Framework: Improvement and Innovation Capabilities as a bundle of Practices 
Source: prepared by the author 
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4.3.3.5.1. Why the relation between Innovation Capability and Process Innovation was 

not significant (in Section 4.2.6.6.1)? 
 

During the interviews, some of the respondents were questioned about the relation between 

some practices and product and process innovation. 

It was possible to infer that “Customer involvement in NPD” directly impacts product 

innovation, but the impact on process innovation is indirect. This occurs because the customer 

is focused on the product. They are complaining about deficiencies or product quality failures, 

asking for a different performance or showing how the product can be improved. All these ideas 

are focused on the product.  

One interesting example was given by the engineering manager of Company E. Before 

launching a global car in Brazil, the company made some clinics and product researchers with 

consumers. One of the questionings was about the bumpers. “We have made modifications in 

the front of the car, the design of both the rear and front bumpers, on top of some clinical 

research to make the car look more aggressive than the global model, which is what the 

Brazilian customer values”. So, “customer involvement in NPD lead to product innovation.  

Process innovation may occur depending on the changes in the product project. In this example, 

there was a need to readapt the process. “For our company nothing has changed because the 

bumper fittings in the car body are the same”, complemented the manager of Company E. “But 

the supplier messed with its entire process”. It had to change the tooling and adapt its process 

in the production line. 

This suggests that “Customer involvement in NPD” is a practice that leads to product innovation, 

but do not contribute directly to process innovation.  

Company D innovation manager shares this though, giving an example of internal 

compartments that were suggested by customers (e.g., glasses holder). It involved product 

innovation, which resulted in necessity to change toolings and readapt manufacturing process.  

“Supplier involvement in NPD” practice tends to the same logic. Supplier usually focus on how 

it can improve the customer product. The president of Company F gave a recent example of the 

supplier's contribution to products. “Let's say we have to cast different colors. So, what 

pigmentation can help us create different colors for the product? For example, colors that are 
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coming in a lot now: lead, woody... do I have this know how to add plastic pigmentation? One 

supplier bring these ideas and we will launch on some switch and socket models”.  

Company A’s packaging manager remembered when a package supplier gave an idea to reduce 

the lid of a package, resulting in a better manufacturing process and avoiding readapting 

equipments. It occurred when the company have just released a new product. “We came up with 

a new tube, its sealing point was super tight, and we have to fill the tube until we make sure all 

the stated volume of the product is inside. It was super close. One possibility was to increase 

the height of the tube, which would affect the height of the machine (and impact in the 

manufacturing process). The supplier came up with an idea to shrink the lid because the lid has 

no impact and maintains the same sealing height”. It is an example of how an idea from a 

supplier can innovate, changing the product packaging and avoiding changing manufacturing 

process.  

Contribution to process innovation was not identified through the “Supplier involvement in 

NPD” practice.  

These practices contribute specifically to only one type of innovation: product innovation. This 

is an explanation about the non-significance relation between innovation capability and process 

innovation in the quantitative model. So, we propose that: 

P5: “Customer involvement in NPD” and “Supplier involvement in NPD” are practices that 

positively impact the product innovation and may indirectly affect process innovation. 

 

Maybe there would exist a positive impact of innovation capability on process innovation 

performance if we consider other practices. For example, “Anticipation of new technologies” 

practice. If we talk about machine and equipment suppliers, they have direct involvement with 

manufacturing process, and consequently there would be an impact on process innovation. An 

example was detailed by the manufacturing director of Company B. They implemented one 3D 

printer in 2016 to produce locally spare parts for machines. As they didn’t have the project 

drawing of all spare parts, they hired a professional to make these drawings. They had a cost 

reduction around 120%, they eliminated stock of most of the spare parts, they reduced 

maintenance time and today they have three 3D printers. The maintenance process had to be 
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adequate due to the new technology. Thus, innovation capability formed by the “Anticipation 

of new technologies” practice led to improvement of process innovation performance.    
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5. DISCUSSION OF INTEGRATED RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 

This research aimed to deepen the study of innovation capabilities in the manufacturing sector 

based on the theory of capabilities and RBV.  

 

Two literature gaps were addressed by this research. The first gap arose from the diversity of 

concepts about innovation capability found in the literature, which makes it difficult to construct 

a unified view on innovation capability. There are a variety of definitions, a lack of consensus 

on their structuring and a dispersion of specialized terms of innovation capabilities, along with 

a disconnection between capabilities and innovation literatures.  

The secondary objective of this study is based on this Gap 1, demanding an investigation to 

understand which innovation capabilities and their determinants are debated in the literature. 

The following research questions were proposed: 

Q.2) What are the capabilities for innovation management in companies? 

Q.3) What are the factors/determinants of these innovation capabilities? 

This secondary objective seeks to consolidate the knowledge on innovation capabilities, 

proposing a framework of innovation capabilities. The first gap was tackled through an 

extensive systematic literature review detailed in the Section 4.1.  

The Gap 2 is based on the consideration of management practices as ingredients for the 

innovation capability. Few authors consider that the concept of practice is equated with routine 

as an input to form capabilities (Peng et al., 2011). These authors based their studies on the 

argument that practices are critical sources of capabilities. In the Section 4.2 we expanded the 

limitation of Peng et al. (2008, 2011)'s studies, which considered only three practices per 

capability, by deepening the concept of practices as an input to innovation capabilities.  

This second gap is the basis for the primary objective of this study, which focus on analyzing 

the concept of innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices and verifying their impact on 

operational performance and innovation performance through a quantitative methodology. The 

research question is:  

Q.1) What is the impact of innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices on operational and 

innovation performance of manufacturing plants? 
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In the Section 4.3 we went into the field to investigate whether the practices considered in the 

model of section 4.2 are used by the manufacturing companies, and to look for other practices 

used in manufacturing plants that contributes to improvement and innovation. This is another 

secondary objective which aims to enrich the discussion of the results of the primary objectives 

and generate insights for future studies. It was performed a qualitative analysis with 

professionals from world-class companies in order to compare theory and practice, contributing 

to confirm the use of the practices pointed out in theory, identify new practices and understand 

their impact on innovation capabilities. 

In the next sections we discuss the findings, contributions and limitations of this study. 

 

 
5.1. Findings, contributions and limitations of Section 4.1 
 

The first phase of the research is based on a systematic literature review of innovation 

capabilities. This phase intended to deeply analyze the literature in order to understand the 

current status of the innovation capability study, to consolidate the existing research and 

organize the different views, and to identify research gaps.  

 

Based on Tranfield et al. (2003), the systematic literature review process was divided in three 

parts: planning, execution and reporting. During the planning it was defined the methodology 

protocol, determining the flow of events:  

 

 Objectives definition: the objective is to answer the research questions Q2 and Q3; 

 Choice of the key data source: it was decided to focus on peer-reviewed journals in four 

fields of study (management, business, economics and operations research) using the 

SSCI database (Web of Science); and it was defined the keywords and strings to search 

for papers that discuss innovation capability (and its variations) in the database; 

 Definition of exclusion and inclusion criteria detailed at Tables 5 and 6;  

 Defined to execute a co-citation analysis using VOS Viewer;  

 Defined to carry out a qualitative analysis of focal papers using Atlas.ti software. 

   

The first execution stage was to apply the keywords and strings to the database, which led to 

finding 2,078 papers. The title and keywords of these papers were analyzed using the exclusion 

criteria, resulting in 658 papers. Then it was reviewed the abstract of these papers considering 
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the exclusion and inclusion criteria, deepening the analysis to understand what concepts are 

involved, the relations among the concepts, the theories covered, and the fit with the objectives 

of this study. This step selected 382 papers, forming the focal papers that were included in the 

quantitative and qualitative analysis.  

 

It was conducted a co-citation method that enabled to classify the articles according to the 

different concepts, journals and affinities. It was used the software VOS Viewer to carry and 

support the analysis. 

 

The main findings of this stage are: 

 

1) Although most of the focal papers (around 63%) were published in innovation related 

journals, their co-citation references are spread in the literature of management and business; 

 

2) Most of the co-citation references are from business and management journals, but it was 

possible to identify clusters (Figure 11): marketing journals, operations management journals, 

innovation management journals, and innovation and technology journals; thus, it was possible 

to conclude that there is a clear dissemination of the intellectual roots (Randhawa et al., 2016) 

in several management journals, indicating that the theme is supported by theories and 

knowledge located outside the study of innovation. 

 

3) The main focal papers can be group by the different views: (1) how innovation can be reached: 

(a) dynamic capabilities; (b) organizational ambidexterity; (c) innovation capabilities; (d) 

organizational capabilities; (2) types of innovation supported by capabilities related with 

innovation: business model innovation; (3) relation of network position and structure with 

innovation capabilities; (4) overlaps between absorptive capacity and innovation capabilities; 

(5) relation of knowledge and learning with innovation capabilities; (6) relation of knowledge 

and absorptive capacity with open innovation; and (7) technological innovation capabilities. 

 

4) The references of the main focal papers can be grouped according their theoretical 

perspective: (1) dynamic capabilities; (2) absorptive capacity; (3) resource-based view; (4) 

evolutionary theory; (5) knowledge-based view; (6) exploration and exploitation; (7) 

capabilities; (8) innovation; (9) learning; and (10) competences.   
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5) The co-citation network allows to identify 5 clusters, representing groups of literature stream 

(Figure 12): dynamic capabilities and resources-based view are clearly identified clusters, but 

the others mix some interrelated themes. The third cluster presents authors that discuss 

knowledge-based view, absorptive capacity and open innovation, which are based on the same 

basis of discussion: knowledge. The fourth cluster includes exploration, exploitation and 

ambidexterity, technological changes and innovation. The fifth cluster includes innovation 

capability, market orientation and scientific methodology.  

 

The last execution stage was to carry out a qualitative analysis of the literature, which allowed 

to exploit different nomenclatures and concepts related with innovation capabilities, as well 

their antecedents and consequences. The 382 papers were analyzed using Atlas.ti software.  

 

The main findings of this qualitative analysis are: 

 

1) There is a diversity of nomenclature: 32 different terms used to express “innovation 

capability” (e.g., technological innovation capability, continuous improvement capability). 

 

2) There are authors that did not use any specific term connecting innovation as a specific 

capability. They do not consider a specific capability for innovation, preferring to focus the 

innovation study on other perspectives: dynamic capabilities, absorptive capability, exploitation 

and exploration, and ambidextrous organization. This research step enabled to answer Q2: What 

are the capabilities for innovation management in companies? As discussed, there are a 

diversity of terms and concepts to define the capability of innovate.  

 

3) Frameworks of improvement and innovation capabilities, detailing the antecedents and 

consequences of these capabilities according the 382 papers (Figures 17 and 18). This research 

step enabled to answer Q3: What are the factors/determinants of the innovation capabilities? 

All the antecedents depicted at the frameworks are determinants to the generation of 

improvement and innovation capabilities.   

 

The main theoretical contribution of this phase is the proposition of the conceptual frameworks 

of improvement and innovation capabilities. These frameworks are structured based on the 

antecedent and consequent factors of the innovation capabilities found in the systematic 

literature review.  
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Another theoretical contribution is to provide a vision of the current status of innovation 

capabilities literature and a better understanding of innovation on the perspective of capabilities. 

It also brought to light the low use of practices as antecedents of innovation capabilities, 

confirming Gap 1.  

 

This research has some limitations. First, our systematic review used only one database (SSCI). 

Albeit one of the most recognized, it may have omitted some relevant papers. Second, the 

filtering process may have omitted some important literature; however, we believe that the 

rigorous procedure and the use of a protocol has reduced this probability. Third, the analysis 

and consolidation of information in the 382 papers may have neglected or failed to capture 

some connections, antecedents and consequences of innovation capabilities. Due to the multi-

dimension phenomenon, even following a protocol and using supporting tools as a software 

may have led to some missing information in the building process of the frameworks.  

 

The author hopes the frameworks will provide a better understanding of the innovation and 

improvement capabilities under the perspective of capabilities and RBV, enabling to advance 

future researches.  

  

 

5.2. Findings, contributions, limitations and future research opportunities of Section 4.2 
 

The objective of Section 4.2 is to explore management practices as antecedents of improvement 

capability and innovation capability, and the impact of these capabilities on operational and 

innovation performance. 

 

The focus was to answer the research question Q.1: What is the impact of innovation 

capabilities as a bundle of practices on operational and innovation performance of 

manufacturing plants? 

 

The quantitative methodology was based on confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural 

equation modelling (SEM) using lavaan package at the R software. The sample was 275 

manufacturing plants located in 15 countries and 3 industries (machines, electrics and transport 

equipment). 
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First, it was modeled the improvement capability as a second order construct, formed by TQM 

practices (top management leadership for quality and supplier quality involvement) and HRM 

practices (small group problem solving). It was found that improvement capability as a bundle 

of practices have a positive impact on operational performance, supporting the theory. One 

contribution of the research is to enlarge the literature of improvement capability as a bundle 

of practices, using other practices than that used by Peng et al. (2008, 2011). 

This research found that innovation capability as a bundle of practices proved to be consistent, 

expanding the literature regarding practices involved. The practices that confirmed the model 

were: Open Innovation practices (“Customer involvement in NPD” and “Supplier Involvement 

in NPD”); Knowledge Management practices (“Knowledge absorption from customers”); and 

Anticipation of New Technologies practice. 

 

It also found that there is a positive and statistically significant relation between innovation 

capability and product innovation performance. Plants that invest on practices as customer 

involvement in NPD, supplier involvement in NPD, anticipation of new technologies, and 

knowledge absorption from customers have consequently a better performance on product 

innovation.   

However, there was no relation between innovation capability as a bundle of practices and 

process innovation performance. Some insights to understand this aspect were discussed in the 

Section 4.2:  

 

(1) existence of an indirect relationship between involvement of customers and suppliers in the 

new product development. The practices of putting customers and suppliers in the development 

of new products bring ideas and concepts that can be implemented in the product. Only after 

implementing these ideas in the project of a new product that there will be a necessity to change 

or innovate the plant processes. Thus, process performance would not be directly linked 

innovation capability. It would be a consequence of product innovations;  

 

(2) another explanation would be that acquiring knowledge from customers and suppliers may 

not be important for innovation capability when it comes to process innovation performance. 

Absorbed knowledge from customers and suppliers can contribute with ideas for product 

development, but not necessarily contribute with ideas for innovation in process. Again, there 
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may be a previous relationship. In industrial plants, it is possible that process innovation 

depends on product innovation. Thus, practices related to knowledge management may not have 

a positive impact on the performance of process innovation. 

 

These aspects were exploited at the qualitative analysis, a contribution of Section 4.3 discussed 

in the next topic.  

 

Thus, this research phase allowed to answer the research question Q.1. Innovation and 

improvement capabilities as a bundle of practices have a significant and positive impact on 

operational performance (quality, delivery, flexibility and cost) and on product innovation 

performance of manufacturing plants.  

 

One theoretical contribution of this phase was to test a practice-based model of capabilities, 

identifying practices that contribute to improvement and innovation capabilities. TQM practices 

related with human resources contributes to the improvement capability. And Open Innovation 

practices and Knowledge Management practices emphasize respectively the importance of 

external communication and external sources of knowledge to innovation (Eisenhardt and 

Martin, 2000). Figure 24 compares the practices used by Peng et al. (2008, 2011) and highlights 

the new practices confirmed by the model developed at this research.  

 

Another theoretical contribution was to identify the impact of improvement capability as a 

bundle of practices on operational performance (quality, delivery, flexibility and cost), and the 

impact of innovation capability as a bundle of practices on innovation performance (product 

innovation). 

 

Translating innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices enables to approach managerial 

practices with theory, which is the practical contribution of this research phase. The focus on 

practices allows managers to approach the theories of capabilities and RBV, enabling greater 

effectiveness in their daily planning and actions to improve performance. It is easier to design 

the necessary practices, and from there to raise the resources necessary for their implementation 

and evolution. 

 

As with all empirical research, there are some limitations. The use of an existing database like 

the HPM database can be restrictive in terms of the research questions that can be investigated. 
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However, in this study the database had measures relevant to practices and performance. Thus, 

the database led to few restrictions on the formulation of the research. Another limitation is the 

number of practices used in the model. As there is a quantitative limitation of inputs to calculate 

the model, which depends on the database size, it was considered a maximum of five constructs 

representing practices per capability. Future studies can test other practices that may compound 

the model. 

 

The use of cross-sectional data is another limitation. It does not capture the dynamic of the 

practices over time and between improvement and innovation capabilities. Future studies can 

conduct a longitudinal study to generate more evidences about the evolution of practices over 

time and their impact on improvement and innovation capabilities. Another future opportunity 

is to further study process innovation performance as a consequence of product innovation 

performance, focusing to understand this relation.  

 

 

5.3. Findings, contributions, limitations and future research opportunities of Section 4.3 
 

In the Section 4.3 it was conducted a multiple case study in order to explore the management 

practices used in world class industries that contributes with the improvement and innovation 

capabilities, and to compare the practices used in industry with practices detailed in theory and 

used in section 4.2. 

 

This research phase followed the five stages proposed by Eisenhardt (1989, 1991) in order to 

address rigor and reliability: research question, case selection, data gathering, data analysis and 

replication. The purpose was to map, identify and describe practices, supporting to answer 

research question Q.1. 

 

Six companies agreed to participate in the case study. They are world class manufacturers from 

technology-based, automotive and consumer goods industries with plants installed in the São 

Paulo State for more than ten years and recognized as being innovative in the development of 

new products. It was developed a protocol and a semi-structure questionnaire used to interview 

23 executives of these companies. 
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The interviews were recorded, transcribed and analyzed using a qualitative data analysis 

software (Atlas.ti). Secondary data were obtained from companies reports and content 

published in newspapers, magazines and internet sites (e.g., local and global company sites, 

manufacturing associations sites), and from notes taken during the factories visits, which 

resulted in useful notes for the research triangulation. 

 

It was conducted a within case analysis and later a cross case analysis focusing on the practices, 

performance and innovation, leading to identify 168 first-order codes which were grouped into 

constructs.   

 

The main findings and contributions of this research phase were: 

 

1) Proposition 1: Improvement capability, formed by practices related with TQM, HR-TQM, 

setup time reduction and KM, embedded in a manufacturing management system, contributes 

to the plant performance improvement.  

 

2) Proposition 2: “Learning through Industry 4.0 technologies” is a practice that impact 

positively in the plant operational performance. Some of the cases are using digital technologies 

to better understand their processes and maximize operational performance. So, this is one 

contribution of this research: a new practice that is emerging due to Industry 4.0 technologies. 

 

3) Proposition 3: Improvement capability as a bundle of the practices (detailed in the Table 54) 

impact positively in the plant operational performance. Improvement capability would be 

formed by 4 groups of practices, summing a total of 13 practices. 

 

Proposition 4: Innovation capability as a bundle of the practices (detailed in the Table 54) 

impact positively in the product and process innovation. Innovation capability would be formed 

by 7 groups of practices, summing a total of 16 practices. 

   

These practices were directly observed at the plants. One contribution of this research was to 

identify practices that can form capabilities, contributing to the improvement and innovation 

performance. The cases suggested a series of practices that contribute to the pursuit of 

improvement and innovation performance at the plant. Improvement and innovation 
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capabilities can be formed by these practices (Table 54). We proposed a framework based on 

these practices (Figure 26).  

 

As an opportunity for future research, this framework can be tested in future studies. As there 

is a heterogeneity of practices among companies due to barriers and limitations (limited 

resources, learning curve, path dependence and context), managers may be asked to evaluate 

company practices and performance, thereby seeking to find consistency in this relationship.  

 

4) Proposition 5: “Customer involvement in NPD” and “Supplier involvement in NPD” are 

practices that positively impact the product innovation and may indirectly affect process 

innovation.   

 

This may be an explanation for the not significant relation between innovation capability and 

process innovation performance in the quantitative model. Some practices as “Customer 

involvement in NPD” and “Supplier involvement in NPD” may result only or mainly on product 

innovation. Thus, there would be no direct impact in process innovation. It may occur an 

indirect impact if the implementation of the new product at the manufacturing process requires 

a new or an adapted process.  

 

Maybe each practice has a different impact on innovation performance. Some practices as 

“Customer involvement in NPD” and “Supplier involvement in NPD” may have a direct 

influence on product innovation performance and no influence on process innovation 

performance. Other practices may contribute with both product and process innovation 

performance as “Anticipation of new technologies” practice.  

 

As an opportunity for future research, it can be tested a quantitative model considering that 

process innovation performance depends on product innovation performance. Thus, it would 

be verified if the Proposition 5 can be accepted.  

 

Another opportunity for future research is the fact that one practice may influence both 

improvement and innovation capabilities. We have seen that “Idea generation” practice 

influences both improvement capability and innovation capability. Can this happen with other 

practices? There is an opportunity to make a deep study on each practice, validating its impact 

on improvement and innovation. 
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Although it was followed trustworthiness elements related to the case study, a limitation of the 

case study is the generalization of findings. The analysis was conducted in the Brazilian market, 

specifically in the metropolitan region of São Paulo. And it was conducted on manufacturing 

plants. Thus, this specific context may influence the case study findings and reduce their 

generalizability.  

  

An important limitation is the absence of a ranking of importance in relation to the practices 

detailed in table 54. What are the most important practices, the ones that bring the most positive 

results, and which should be implemented first? This is a relevant question from the managerial 

point of view. In real life, prioritization is important because of resource constraints. Thus, there 

is an opportunity for future study: to conduct a study in order to analyze what are the most 

important practices, seeking to categorize them in a prioritization ranking. 
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APPENDIX B – List of Items 

 
 

2nd Order Latent 

Variable 

Construct Code Item Respondent 

Just in Time (JIT) 

Practices 

Setup Time 

Reduction 

SETUPN01 We are aggressively working to lower setup times in our plant. Process 

Engineering SETUPN02 We have low set up times of equipment in our plant. 

SETUPN03 Our workers practice setups, in order to reduce the time required. 

Total Quality 

Management 

(TQM) Practices 

Feedback FBACKN01 Charts showing defect rates are posted on the shop floor. Quality 

Management FBACKN02 Charts showing schedule compliance are posted on the shop floor. 

FBACKN03 Charts plotting the frequency of machine break downs are posted on the shop floor. 

FBACKN04 Information on quality performance is readily available to employees. 

FBACKN05 Information on productivity is readily available to employees. 

Process Control CNTRLN01 Processes in our plant are designed to be “foolproof.” Quality 

Management CNTRLN02 A large percent of the processes on the shop floor are currently under statistical 
quality control. 

CNTRLN03 We make extensive use of statistical techniques to reduce variance in processes. 

CNTRLN04 We use charts to determine whether our manufacturing processes are in control. 

CNTRLN05 We monitor our processes using statistical process control. 

Top management 

leadership for 

quality 

TPLEADN01 All major department heads within the plant accept their responsibility for quality. Quality 

Management TPLEADN02 Plant management provides personal leadership for quality products and quality 
improvement. 

TPLEADN03 The top priority in evaluating plant management is quality performance. 

TPLEADN04 Our top management strongly encourages employee involvement in the production 
process. 
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TPLEADN05 Our plant management creates and communicates a vision focused on quality 
improvement. 

TPLEADN06 Our plant management is personally involved in quality improvement projects. 

Small Group 

Problem Solving 

TEAMSN01 During problem solving sessions, we make an effort to get all team members’ 
opinions and ideas before making a decision. 

Plant 

Supervision 
TEAMSN02 Our plant forms teams to solve problems. 

TEAMSN03 In the past three years, many problems have been solved through small group 
sessions. 

TEAMSN04 Problem solving teams have helped improve manufacturing processes at this plant. 

TEAMSN05 Employee teams are encouraged to try to solve their own problems, as much as 
possible. 

TEAMSR06 We don’t use problem solving teams much, in this plant (R).   

Supplier 

Involvement in 

Quality 

Improvement 

QIMPRN01 We maintain close communication with our suppliers about quality considerations 
and design changes. 

Upstream 

Supply Chain 

Management 
QIMPRN02 We actively engage suppliers in our quality improvement efforts. 

QIMPRN03 We help our suppliers to improve their quality. 

Anticipation of 

New 

Technologies 

Anticipation of 

New 

Technologies 

ANTICN01 We pursue long-range programs, in order to acquire manufacturing capabilities in 
advance of our needs. 

Process 

Engineering 
ANTICN02 We make an effort to anticipate the potential of new manufacturing practices and 

technologies. 
ANTICN03 Our plant stays on the leading edge of new technology in our industry. 

ANTICN04 We are constantly thinking of the next generation of manufacturing technology. 

Open Innovation 

Practices 

Customer 

involvement in 

NPD 

CINVLN01 We consult customers early in the design of new products. New Product 

Development CINVLN02 We partner with customers for new product design. 

CINVLN03 Customers are frequently consulted about the design of new products. 

CINVLR04 Customers become involved in the design of new products only after the designs are 
completed. (R)  

CINVLN05 Customers are an integral part of new product design efforts. 
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Supplier 

Involvement in 

NPD 

SINVLN01 Suppliers are involved early in product design efforts. New Product 

Development SINVLN02 We partner with suppliers for the design of new products. 

SINVLN03 Suppliers are frequently consulted during the design of new products. 

SINVLN04 Suppliers are an integral part of new product design efforts. 

Knowledge 

Management 

(KM) Practices 

Knowledge 

Absorption from 

Customers 

KNOWLN01 We obtain a great amount of our product knowledge from our customers. Downstream 

Supply Chain 

Management 

KNOWLN02 Our customers provide us with valuable information on product innovation. 

KNOWLN03 We have learned a lot from our customers as part of our product development 
process. 

KNOWLN04 We quickly adopt new technologies by applying what we learn from our customers. 

KNOWLN05 We systematically check whether we have applied the knowledge we acquire from 
our customers regarding our products. 

Supplier Market 

Knowledge 

SUPKNWN01 In order to find potential new suppliers, we monitor economies around the world.  Upstream 

Supply Chain 

Management 

SUPKNWN02 Understanding our supplier’s production processes is a high priority for us. 

SUPKNWN03 It is important for us to have a good understanding of our suppliers’ R&D activities.  

SUPKNWN04 We are very familiar with our suppliers’ product characteristics.  

SUPKNWN05 We have a very good understanding of our suppliers’ distribution processes. 

CMPKNWN02 We understand the marketing strategies of our competitors.  

Operational 

Performance 

Cost Performance GLOBLX01 Unit cost of manufacturing Plant 

Management Conformance 

quality 

GLOBLX02 Conformance to product specifications 

Delivery 

Performance 

(average of items) 

GLOBLX03 On time delivery performance 

GLOBLX04 Fast delivery 

GLOBLX05 Flexibility to change product mix 
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Manufacturing 

flexibility 

(average of items) 

GLOBLX06 Flexibility to change volume 

Product 

Innovation 

Performance 

Product 

Innovation 

GLOBLX12 Product innovativeness 

Process 

Innovation 

Performance 

New Process 

Introduction 

PROCSX05 Which term best describes the plant’s posture toward new processes Process 

Engineering 

Remark 1: quotes used in the questionnaire 
- Constructs related with Practice: “Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree with the following:” (1: strongly disagree, 2: 

somewhat disagree, 3: neutral, 4: somewhat agree, 5: strongly agree) 
- Constructs related with Operational Performance and Product Innovation Performance: “Please circle the number that indicates your opinion 

about how your plant compares to its competitors in your industry, on a global basis:” (1: poor, 2: somewhat below average, 3: average, 4: 
somewhat better than average, 5: superior) 

- Construct related with Process Innovation Performance: “Which term best describes the plant’s posture toward new processes?” (1: never 
adopts new processes, 2: usually among the last to adopt new processes, 3: adopts new processes when it becomes more or less the general 
rule, 4: among the first to adopt new processes, 5: leader in new processes) 
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APPENDIX C – Qualitative Research Protocol 

 
1. Purpose of the research 
The objective of this study is to confirm management practices and identify new ones that 
contributes to improvement and innovation capabilities. 
 
2. Research question 
What is the impact of improvement and innovation capabilities as a bundle of practices on 
operational and innovation performance of manufacturing plants?  
 
3. Case selection 
The main criteria chosen for the selection of companies were: 
• World class manufacturers with plants installed in Brazil for a long time and recognized as 
being innovative in the development of new products. 
• Manufacturers from technology-based industries and consumer goods industries. 
 
4. Data gathering 
Documents were provided to ensure interview confidentiality (NDA). Interviews were recorded 
and transcribed. Notes were taken during the interviews and visits to the plants. Information 
was collected from company sites. Established process for each company: 
• Contact with a board member (president or director) to explain and get authorization to 
proceed with the research. 
• Collect information about the company (internet). 
• Interview with innovation and operational areas. Take notes and visit the plants. 
• Analysis of each interview transcribed. 
 
5. Data analysis 
• Define search codes based on literature review. 
• Analyze codes according to search goals. 
• Cross-case analysis linking to the theory. 
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APPENDIX D – Interview Script 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The information collected is totally confidential. The names will be kept confidential. The research will be recorded for analysis.
Company: City:
Date: Hour:
Interviewee: Position:
Experience time: Time in the company:

Parte I: General questions Respondents

1. First, what is your understanding about innovation? All
(then present the definition of innovation and improvement)

2. How does the company innovates today?
3. What are the sources of innovation?
4. How has your department contributed to innovation? And with continuous improvement?
5. Comparing with competitors, how do you see the company in relation to innovation?

Parte II: Practices questions Respondents

TQM 1. How does happen the quality improvement projects in the factory? Plant Manager
2. Can you give an example that shows the involvement of the factory top management with Quality Manager
quality improvement?
3. Tell an example of the involvement of top management leadership that led to 
continuous improvement (impact on cost, quality, or time).

TQM 1. Please give an example of supplier engagement in quality improvement. SCM Director/Manager
2. Are there examples of this engagement related with time improvement (deliver/flexibility)? Quality Manager
3. And examples related with cost improvement?

HR 1. How do employees solve plant problems? (Do they solve by themselves? Do they form Plant Director
groups connecting different areas?) Plant Manager
2. Can you give an example of problem solved by this group that led to quality improvement?
And the improvement of process time? Flexibility? Cost?
3. Is there any example that has led to an innovation? (something totally new in the plant)

ANT 1. How are the long-term investment plans determined at the plant in terms of capacity and Plant Director
technology? Engineering Manager
2. How is the monitoring of new technologies (new generations) and trends? Can you give
an example?
3. When encountering a new technology, how is the process for deciding on implementation?
4. Compared with competitors, you are ahead in new technologies?

OI 1. How is the involvement of customers in the process of developing new products? NPD Manager
2. Tell an example of an idea brought by a customer that was introduced in the product design. Engineering Manager
 Is there an example of an idea that was introduced in the production process?
3. Is there a continuous improvement program for products during lifecycle in which
customers participate? Could you give an example?

OI 1. How is the involvement of suppliers in the process of developing new products? NPD Manager
2. Tell an example of an idea brought by a supplier that was introduced in the product design. Engineering Manager
 Is there an example of an idea that was introduced in the production process? SCM Manager
3. Is there a continuous improvement program for products during lifecycle in which
suppliers participate? Could you give an example?

KM 1. How do you seek external knowledge from customers? NPD Manager
2. How is this acquired knowledge used? Engineering Manager
3. Could you please mention an example that lead to product innovation? And process SCM Manager
innovation?
4. How is this knowledge stored and shared in the company?
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TQM 1. How do customers influence production? PCP Manager
2. What types of process control do you have? Do they help in improving the activity? Could Plant Manager
you give an example? Quality Manager
3. How do customers influence production? Is there any indicator that measures customer
satisfaction?

JIT 1. How are planned and implemented opportunities to reduce production setups? Are PCP Manager
there goals? Facltory Manager
2. How does the decision to produce large or small lots occur? Are there any plans currently Eng. Manager (Q1)
to reduce batch sizes? Is there an impact on cost and time?

HRM 1. How are employee training and development policies made? Plant Manager
2. Is there training of employees in more than one function? Engineering Manager
3. How are a person's mistakes managed when trying to improve or innovate? NPD Manager

HRM 1. How does incentive based on company goals work? Plant Manager
2. When an employee has an idea to improve a product or process, what does it do? Plant Director
3. How do employees influence the improvement of the production process? Do they influence
product improvement?
4. Do you have any example of innovation brought by an employee?

KM 1. How do you seek external knowledge from suppliers? SCM Manager
2. How is this acquired knowledge used? 
3. Could you please mention an example that lead to product innovation? And process
innovation?
4. How is this knowledge stored and shared in the company?

KM 1. How do you seek external knowledge from competitors? Plant Director
2. How is this acquired knowledge used? 
3. Could you please mention an example that lead to product innovation? And process
innovation?
4. How is this knowledge stored and shared in the company?

OPS 1. How is the involvement of factory personnel (engineers and direct personnel) in the NPD Manager
development of new products? What about product changes? Plant Manager
2. Who are the people responsible for product development? Is there an interaction with
production team?
3. Do you have an example that shows that production team has been involved in product
development, resulting in product improvement? And an example with process improvement?
Is it possible to identify innovation?
In your opinion, what management practices that contribute with product innovation? And All
with process innovation?

Part III: Results of Innovation and Improvement Respondents:

1. Could you please tell about the results of product innovation? And process innovation? All
2. Could you please tell about the results of continuous improvement?
3. How do you fell these results comparing your company with the competitors?

Part IV: Identify caracteristics of the company Observations:

Number of employees:
 % of exportation?
 % of market share? 
Company Size - Annual Gross Operating Revenue:

(   ) Big >  R$ 300 million
(   ) Medium-big > R$ 90 million and < R$ 300 million
(   ) Medium > R$ 4.8 million and < R$ 90 million


